





A. The Nature and Function of this Manual 
The Clemson University Faculty Manual is a compilation of infor111ation pertaining to the faculty member's 
participation in the governance of the university. It includes summaries of those university policies and procedures 
that are of major concern to faculty. The need to have a Manual of manageable size dictates that this document, 
though comprehensive, be less than complete. Consequently, in certain places the reader is directed to other 
documents or sources to obtain more detailed information. 
The first Manual for Clemson University faculty was distributed in 1960 and has undergone numerous 
revisions since. The guiding principle behind the current revision was the desire to record and codify the changes 
made in the principal governing instrument following campus reorganization and internal policy changes. The most 
current version of the Manual is available on the faculty senate's World Wide Web page 
(http://www.lib.clemson.edu/fs/ ); additions and/or deletions are made there in a timely fashion between printings. 
B. Using this Manual 
The Faculty Manual is divided into nine parts and each part is paginated separately. There are also 
appendices and an index. Each part is fully described in the ''Table of Contents." The editors have tried to make 
the Manual as ''user friendly'' as possible and all suggestions for improvement are cheerfully accepted. 
C. Procedures for Updating the Manual 
Any person or group on campus may suggest a change to the Clemson University Faculty Manual by 
submitting a request to the President of the faculty senate. The President of the Senate shall refer the matter to the 
appropriate committee for consideration. If that Committee agrees the change should be made, it should submit the 
proposed change in the fo1111 of a resolution to the Senate where a two-thirds majority is needed for approval. The 
Faculty Manual Editorial Consultant must have checked the language and fo1111at of the proposed resolution, and 
have assured that the Manual will remain internally consistent with the inclusion of the proposed change. Any 
Senate resolution that is distributed prior to a regularly scheduled Senate meeting should also be checked in advance 
by the Editorial Consultant to see if it requires a change in the Manual. If it does require a change, the proposed 
resolution must specifically indicate the change. In the event that a resolution amending the Faculty Manual comes 
to the floor of the Senate without having been reviewed by the Editorial Consultant, said resolution shall be subject 
to review once it has been passed, and any substantial ambiguities or inconsistencies will be noted by the Editorial 
Consultant as the resolution proceeds forward for approval by the administration. Any and all revisions of the 
Faculty Manual proposed by the Editorial Consultant following administrative review are subject to a final approval 
by the faculty senate Policy Committee. 
The President of the faculty senate forwards resolutions amending the Faculty Manual approved by the 
requisite two-thirds majority to the Provost for consideration by the university administration. The Provost will 
forward resolutions requiring approval by the Board of Trustees to the Board after they have been approved by the 
administration and will advise the Senate President of this action. The Provost will advise the Senate President of 
the administration's decision and, as applicable, the Board's decision. If the administration rejects the proposal or 
accepts it only subject to a change in its language, the President returns the proposal to the person or group who 
initiated the resolution. That person or group may decide, with the advice of the Senate President, to drop the issue 
or to propose a new resolution responding to expressed concerns. 
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The Faculty Manual change will take effect upon final approval by the Provost, or the Board of Trustees for 
those changes subject to the Board's approval. The approved resolution will be incorporated into both the master 
hard copy of the Faculty Manual maintained in the faculty senate Office by the Administrative Assistant and the 
electronic version of the Faculty Manual. This process of incorporation will be at the direction of the Editorial 
Consultant and under the oversight of the Senate President. The Senate President will report to the Senate and 
Provost that the Manual has been updated. Overall responsibility for maintaining and distributing the Clemson 
University Faculty Manual is vested in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost and is 
carried out by the Office of the President of the faculty senate. 
C. Reporting Violations of the Manual 
If the procedures and policies outlined in this Manual have not been followed, a report should be made to the 
President of the faculty senate. The report should include the section of the Manual that is not being followed, the 
person(s), department(s), etc. involved, and a brief description of the situation. The President may handle the matter 
or refer it to the relevant committee or person for resolution. The name(s) of the person(s) filing the report shall be 
kept confidential by the President of the faculty senate. 
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THE UNIVERSITY'S HISTORY AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 
A. University Mission Statement 
The mission of Clemson University is to fulfill the covenant between its founder and the people of South 
Carolina to establish a ''high seminary of learning'' through its land-grant responsibilities of teaching, research, and 
extended public service. 
Clemson University is a selective, public, land-grant university in a college-town setting along a dynamic 
Southeastern corridor. The university is committed to world-class teaching, research, and public service in the 
context of general education, student development and continuing education. Clemson's desire is to attract a 
capable, dedicated and diver e student body of approximately 12,000 to 14,000 undergraduate and 4,000 to 5,000 
graduate student , with priority to students from South Carolina. 
Clemson offer a wide array of high-quality baccalaureate programs built around a distinctive core 
curriculum. Graduate and continuing education offering respond to the professions, while doctoral and research 
programs contribute to the economic future of the tate, nation and world. The university emphasizes agriculture, 
architecture, bu ine , education, engineering, natural re ources, science and technology. The university also 
promotes excellence in education and scholarship in elected areas of the creative arts, health, human development, 
the humanities and social ciences. In all areas, the goal is to develop students' communication and critical-thinking 
skills, ethical judgement, global awarene s, and cientific and technological knowledge. Students remain the 
primary focus of the univer ity. 
Just as Clem on values it student , the uni\ er ity al o value it faculty and staff who have committed their 
talents and careers to advance it mis ion. Clem on pledge to upport their work, to encourage their professional 
development, to evaluate their profe sional performance and to compen ate them at nationally competitive levels. 
B. The Clemson Will 
Thomas Green Clemson was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in July of 1807 and died at Fort Hill, 
Oconee County, South Carolina, on the 6th of April, 1888. His will and the Act of Acceptance of the General 
Assembly of South Carolina (November 27, 1889) e tabli hed Clemson as a land-grant, state-supported institution. 
Pertinent excerpts from the will and the Act follow. 
"Whereas, I, Thos. G. Clemson, of the county and State aforesaid, did, on the 14th day of August, 1883, 
execute my last will and testament wherein I ought to provide for the establishment of a scientific institution upon 
the Fort Hill place, and therein provided what sciences hould be taught in said institution; and, whereas, I am now 
satisfied that my intention and purpose therein may be misunderstood as intending that no other studies or sciences 
should be taught in said institution than those mentioned in said will, which was not my purpose or intention. Now, 
desiring to make my purpose plain as well as to make some other changes in the distribution of my property, than 
made in said will, I do now make, publish and declare this instrument as and for my last will and testament, hereby 
revoking all previous wills and codicils by me made, especially the will above referred to, dated August 14th, 1883. 
"Feeling a great sympathy for the farmers of this State, and the difficulties with which they had to contend in their 
efforts to establish the business of agriculture upon a prosperous basis, and believing that there can be no pe1111anent 
improvement in agriculture without a knowledge of those sciences which pertain particularly thereto, I have 
determined to devote the bulk of my property to the establishment of an agricultural college upon the Fort Hill 
place. 
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"This institution, I desire, to be under the control and management of a board of trustees, a part of whom are 
hereinafter appointed, and to be modeled after the Agricu1tura1 College of Mississippi as far as practicable. 
"My purpose is to establish an agricultural college which will afford useful information to the farmers and 
mechanics, therefore it should afford thorough instruction in agriculture and the natural sciences connected 
therewith -- it should combine, if practicable, physical and intellectual education, and should be a high seminary of 
learning in which the graduate of the common schools can commence, pursue and finish the course of studies 
tet 1ninating in thorough, theoretic and practical instruction in those sciences and arts which bear directly upon 
agriculture, but I de ire to tate plainly that I wish the trustee of said institution to have full authority and power to 
regulate all matter pertaining to aid in titution -- to fix the cour e of studies, to make rules for the government of 
the same, and to change them, a in their judgement, experience may prove necessary, but to always bear in mind 
that the benefit herein ought to be bestowed are intended to benefit agricultural and mechanical industries. I trust 
that I do not exaggerate the importance of uch an in .._ titution for developing the material re ources of the State by 
affording to it youth the advantage of cientific culture, and that I do not overrate the intelligence of the legislature 
of South Carolina, ever di tingui .. hed for liberali ty, in a ... urning tl1at uch appropriation will be made as \.\'ill be 
nece ary to upplement tl1e fund resulting from the beque., t herein made. "I therefore give and devise to my 
executor, hereinafter nan1ed. tJ1e afore, aid .. ort rlill place, \.\'here I re ... ide, formerly the home of my father-in-law, 
John C. Calhoun, con ... i. ting of eight hundred and fourteen acres, more or le.. in tru t. that whene\1er the State of 
South Carolina may accept .. aid property as a cl nation fro rn 1ne. for the purpo e of thereupon founding an 
agricultural college. in accordance \~1 iti1 the vie\\'~ I ha· e hereinbefore e pre .. ed, (of vlhich the Chief Justice of 
South Carolir1a hall be the judge , the11 n1)' e ecl1tor shall e ·ecute a deed of the aid property to the said State, an1d 
tum O\er to the .. ame all propcrl)' l1ereine_1fter gi\1er1 a an end0\\1n1ent of aid in tituti 1on to be held as uch by the 
aid State ~o long a it in good faitl1. de\' le said property to the ptirp e of the donation; pro\1ided, ho\\1ever, that 
thi acceptance b)' the talc .._ hall be igni fied. and a pra ti cal c, IT)'ing-out be commenced within three year from 
the dace of the probate of tl11 " rny \\1ill. 
11 
••• The ... e\'en trustee app inted b]' r11e h 11 ~tl\\'3)'.., ha\'t; lhe right. and the povler i hereby given them and 
their ucce. sor ... . \\1hich ri gl1L the I gislalurc t1 ·1ll never take 3\\' a)1 or abridge. to fill all vacaocie \\1hich may occur 
in their number b)' death. resignation, rcfu al to lacl, 1 r otl1en~1 i t;. But tt1e legi lature ma)' provide. as it ee proper. 
for the appointment or election of tl1~ tl1er si tru "' t~ s, if it accept .. tl1c donation. nd I do hereb)' reque t the 
. e\ en tru tee ... abO\'C na1ned. r uch of them as 111a#' b li\1ing. or ma)' be \ illing to act, to meet as oon after ffi)' 
death a .. practicable. and rganize, and at 011 e to fill 11 \1ac .. n ie lhat n1ay ha e occurred. and to exert themselve 
to effectuate my purpo .. e ... a .. herein et rth. and J hereby in tn1ct Ol)' e e utor to notjf)' them of their appointment 
herein a oon after 111)' deatJ1 as pra Li , blc:. Tt1 name of thi s i1n ... tilution , hail be the 'Clem ... on Agricultural College 
of South Carolina· .... 
"[The tru\tee] shall ere t upo11 the Fort l-Iill pl e suct1 a ho 1 or college for the )'Outh of South Carolina 
as, in their judgement. \viii be for tl1eir be ... t interest: pr \1ided tl1a1L said hool or college .., hall be for the benefit of 
the agricultural and mechanical classes principal I)' . a11d .. hall be free of co t to the pupil . a far as the mean 
derived from the endo\vment here inafter pr \1ided and tl1e u e of the land mn1' permit .... " 
From the Act of Acceptance: "That upon the e ·ecution of a deed and tran\fer of aid property to the State b) 
the said executor in accordance \Vi th tl1e prO\' i ions of "'aid \\1ill, an gri ultural and 1echanical College hall be, 
and the ame i hereby, e')tabli,hed in connection \\'ith the afore ... aid de\1ise and beque t, to be ituated at Fort Hill, 
in Oconee County, on the plantation ~o de\ i<;,ed, in \\1hich col lege hall be taught all branche of tudy pertaining to 
practical and cientific agriculture and other indu~trie .. connected there\\1 ith and uch other tud1e are not 
inconsistent with the term of the said \\'ill. " 
C. The Board of Trustees 
The letter and spirit of the Clem on beque t till govern the univer ity' ba ic admini trative structure. The 
Board of Trustees, for example, continues to have even "life tru tee '' who are empowered to fill any vacancy in 
their ranks due to "death, resignation, refu al to act, or otherwi e." Six other tru tees are elected by the General 
Assembly of South Carolina, three every two year for four-year tet 111s. 
The Board of Trustees: adopts the basic long-range objective of the university and the basic policies for 
achieving them; provides policy instruction for long-range planning; adopts the tatutes of the university; elect the 
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President of the university; employs the Executive Secretary of the Board; maintains ownership of university assets; 
and oversees the evaluation of the university. 
To accomplish its purposes the Board meets at least four times annually. Its presiding officer is the 
Chai1111an, elected for a two-year te11r1 (but restricted to no more than three consecutive te11r1s). The Board appoints 
an Executive Secretary, who serves at its pleasure, and maintains as standing committees an Executive Committee 
as well as committees for Budget and Finance, Educational Policy, Student Affairs, Agricultural and Natural 
Resources, and Institutional Advancement. (Names and addresses of current members of the Board of Trustees are 
given in Appendix A.) 
The Board of Trustees is assisted in its governance activities by an official Faculty Representative who is 
granted privileges beyond those accorded to Board visitors. This includes receipt of Minutes, Agendas, and 
attachments to all Board and Committee meetings and an opportunity to be included on the Agenda upon approval 
of request. (See Appendix F for the selection process.) 
To the administration of Clemson University the Board of Trustees delegates authority for: developing plans 
for achieving basic university objectives; developing short- and long-range plans within the delegated framework; 
recommending guidelines for university advancement; adopting the President's administrative policies governing 
university operations; recommending bylaws for implementing Trustees' functions; recommending university 
statutes to the Trustees; adopting operating budgets and controlling expenditures within approved limits; overseeing 
administrative control; evaluating the results secured; and investing funds under policy authority. 
D. The President of the University 
The President is the chief executive officer of the university. To the President the Board of Trustees 
delegates authority for: giving leadership to all phase of university planning; coordinating the operations of all 
units of the university; carrying out major university public relations functions; evaluating the results of university 
plans; and appointing such per onnel as report to the President in accordance with policies outlined in Part II, 
Section K. of this Manual. The Pre ident and his Cabinet review and comment on all policy matters under 
consideration by the Board of Trustees. 
Having the general supervision over all university activities, the President is an ex-officio member of all 
university councils, commissions, and committees and serves as liai on officer between the Board of Trustees and 
the university faculty and staff. The President pre ides at university commencements and graduations. The 
President approves appointments to Alumni Distinguished Profe or hips, endowed professorships and chairs, and 
recommendations for tenure, promotion, di missal, and termination. Appeals by faculty and students concerning 
grievances may be heard by the President after regular procedures have been followed. The President appoints the 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provo t, as well as the other executive officers, and reviews the appointee's 
performance in office. 
E. The Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
The Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost (hereafter referred to as the Provost) is the chief 
academic officer of the university and Chairperson of the university faculty. Responsible directly to the President 
for all academic matters, the Provost has administrative jurisdiction over teaching and computing services. The 
Provost recommends to the President short- and long-range plans for academic development and fo1111ulates policies 
to implement approved plans; gives direction and guidance to the deans in the development and operation of 
academic programs, and to the directors of Admissions, Financial Aid, and Professional Development; coordinates 
the activities of the deans and those directors; counsels with college deans concerning faculty evaluation and 
reappointment of department chairs and school directors. It is through the Provost that recommendations from the 
faculty senate, university commissions, councils, and commjttees, and the deans are forwarded to the President. In 
the President's absence, the Provost serves as Acting President of the university. As directed by the President, the 
Provost represents the university on matters relating to academic programs before the State's Commission on 
Higher Education and its committees and before other state governmental bodies. 
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The Provost approves or recommends to the President actions pertaining to faculty recruitment, 
appointments, re-appointments, tenure, promotion, termination, and dismissal. Recommendations regarding faculty 
grievances and student academic grievances are received by the Provost for decision. In addition, questions 
concerning conflict of interest are reviewed by the Provost. 
The Provost also receives recommendations on curricular matters from university curriculum committees and 
forwards recommendations to the President; approve the bylaws of the collegiate faculties and reviews the minutes 
of their meeting ; receive and tran mi ts to the faculty proposed amendments to the Faculty Constitution; presides 
at meeting of the univer ity faculty; evaluate the performance in office of the academic deans; appoints search-
and- creening committee for certain administrative positions~ recommends the appointment of academic 
admini trator to the Pre ident~ counse1s with college deans concerning faculty evaluation and reappointment of 
department chair I chool director ~ch. air. the Academic council; sen1e .. a liai on officer between the faculty senate 
and the Pre ident; meet semi-annually ~lith the Director of the Student Athlete Enrichment Program; and delegates 
authority to the Vice Pr0\10 t , the Assistant Vice Pre'- ident for Academic Affair . and the Dean of Librarie . 
Further the PrO\.'O t supef\'i .. e the preparation of the budgetary reque ts and budgets of the Library and the 
college , allocate fund .. for their operation, and apprO\'e" amend1nent thereto; e tabli he guidelines for the 
implernentation of faculty salary increa e . and recommend uch increa. e to the President; receives 
recommendation from the collegiate dean concerning tl1e formation and di elution of departments. faculties, 
chool. , and center. and transrnits l1is/her recomrnendation to the Pre, ident, the Board of Tru tee , and/or the 
Commi~ ion on Higher Education as appropriate. 
F. The Vice Pro''O t 
The Vice Pro\' "' ts function a .. taff 1nen1b r f tl1c Of 1 e of the \1ice P~e ident for Academic Affair and 
Provo t. The)' a ist in adn1ini ~ tering the fi e of cad n1ic ffair and perform du tie as delegated by the 
Pro\·o t \vith the follo\\fing gen ral di tributt n cf duties: 
The enior \ ' ice PrO\'Ost and Dean of ndergrr1du~1te tudie" oordinate all undergraduate academic 
program including recruiting. admitting, ar1d enrol lino ne\\' undergraduate .. cudent · retaining tudent ~ and 
over. eeing the H nor program. the o p "r tive E ucali n pr gram. financial aid, regi~ tration en/ice '"' . Student 
Athlete Enrichment Pr gr,1m. and ther uni\'er ... il)'-\\•ide und rgra uate academjc program . The Dean of 
Undergraduate tudie .. or de. ignce cl1air~ the n erar~1dua1e urri ulum C mmiltee. 
The Chief Re .. earch Officer and enior \1ic Pro,•ost for Re"ear t1 and Graduate tudie I re pan ible for the 
area of: Graduate Sch 1: Resear h on1pli~1n e including Human ubje ·t~. nimal Re earch. & Institutional 
Biosafety)~ Intellectual Propert)' and . p ci, l Pr ~e t'-1; p ns red Program" Pre-a\\'ard); Clem on Uni\'er ity 
Re earch Foundation: Contra t dvising Legal : un1\'er,tt)' Re\ear h Grant Committee; Technology Tran fer~ 
South Carolina Re earch Center: Cletn">on .. \ppurel Re earch: In titute of \\'i ldlife and En,.,rironmental Toxicology; 
and other elect center and in\titute ~ . 
The Vice Provo~t for Computing and Inforn1ation Techn 1 gy i' re\pOn\tble for un1-ver 1ty-\\ ide planning for 
info1 rnation technology, and for the admini~tration, oordination, budgeting, and planning a ociated with the 
univer ity 1 s three central computing ser\1ice , group\: dn1ini'>trati\.'e Programming Service . Info1111ation Sy terns 
Development, and the Computer Center. 
The Vice Provost for Off-Campu , Continuing, and Di tance Learning i charged with imprO\'ing the 
university's service, perfo1111ance, and competitivene in the e three area . S/he directs, budgets, and markets the 
university's activities in the following area : profe ional development, off-campu programs, continuing 
education, and distance learning. The vice provo t i a i ted by a Director of Off-Campus, Di tance and 
Continuing Education programs. 
Other duties shared among the Vice Provosts include: erving on and occa ionally chairing a variety of 
committees; participation in program development; forming and maintaining relation hips with other academic 
institutions and with the Commission on Higher Education; and such other duties as may be assigned by the 
Provost. 
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G. The Dean of the Graduate School 
The Dean of the Graduate School coordinates all graduate programs and advises the Provost on policies and 
regulations pertaining to graduate study, graduate admissions policies, graduate student programs, and the granting 
of graduate degrees. The Dean of the Graduate School or designee chairs the Graduate Curriculum Committee. 
H. The Deans of the Colleges 
The dean are the chief admini trative officer of Clemson University' five colleges. The deans provide 
leadership in formulating educational policy and erve a their collegiate faculties' age.nts in the execution of such 
policy. Among other dutie. , the dean repreC:,ent the college in relations with other colleges of the university; ensure 
that faculty enjoy academic freedom and exerci e academic re pon ibility; en ure that faculty peer evaluation, 
where appropriate, i part of tl1e policie and procedure of all academic department ; review departmental 
recommendation for appointment, renewal, promotion, tenure, termination, and di missal, and forward 
recommendation .. to the Provo~t: approve appointment" to the college of pro pective faculty~ end letters of renewal 
or non-renewal of contract to probationary faculty: monitor Affirmative Action policy implementation by the 
everal department~: re\'ie\\1 the annual evaluation of each faculty member of the college: periodically review and 
evaluate the performance\ of the department chair and .. cho I director a .. outlined in the policy for evaluation of 
admini trator in concert \\' i lh the PrO\'O .. t concerning reappointment recommendation ; allocate budgets for 
in truction, upplie . and equipment, etc., and nionitor the expenditure of all college fund : hear faculty grievances 
pur ued beyond the departmental le\ el and cooperate in formal grie\1ance procedure ; monitor faculty workloads 
and chedule ; apprO\'e rec mmendation .. for sabbatic~1l lea\'e. and lea\1e of ab .. ence: e tabli h ad hoc committees 
of the collegiate faculty~ appoint departrnent chair . ... cho 1 director ... . and other academic adrnini trator from \\1ithin 
department in accordance \\1ith poljcies and pro edure pecified: and .. ef\1e on \1ariou council , comrni ion . and 
committee a .. et f rth in uni\1ersit)' poliC)'. 
The performance in office of each college dean is rc'lie\\1ed periodical I)' b)' the PrO\'O t. College dean hold 
facult)· rank and engage in tl1e t aching, rt: earcl1. and public .. er\1ice functions of facult)' to the extent feasible. 
In ome colleges of tl1e uni\1ersil)' tl1e deans are a i'"' ted by a<.,\ iate and/or U\"ii tant dean and/or director 
who are a igned re~ponsibilitie .. b)1 their dean and \\'ho rep rt direct!)• to them. 
I. The Dean of Librarie 
The Dean of Librarie. i~ the chief aclministrati\1e officer f the Clen1"'on ni\ er it)1 L1brarie . In dealing \\1ith 
the Library faculty, the duties of the De·1n of Librar1e" are the san1e a those of the Dean of the College . The Dean 
of Librarie i a member of the Academic council. 
The performance of th.e Dean of Librane\ i~ rc\'ie\\ed periodical!) b) the Provo t. The Dean of Librarie 
holds faculty rank and engage in teaching. rei.;earch. and public 'ief\1 1ce funct1on" of faculty to the extent feasible. 
The Dean of Librarie i a i ted by an A i tant Dean of Librarie and the Library Chair1 both of v. horn 
report directly to him. A delineated in the Bylaws of the Library Faculty, the library· chair perform the dutie of 
a department chair. 
J. The Department Chairs 
Department Chairs are generally re pon ible for the activitie of their department , for \Vhich they are 
accountable to the school director and/or to the dean of the college. Their primary re pon ibility i to ensure the 
quality of the teaching, research, and public ervice program and its delivery within their departments while 
continuing to engage in their own teaching, scholar hip, and public ervice activities. Department chairs represent 
their departments in relations with other departments and schools and with the dean and other administrative 
officers of the university. In exercising leadership in the improvement of departmental programs and of the 
departmental faculty, a chair is expected to take initiatives to report that unit' s needs and advocate its goals and 
plans. 
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A department chair's specific functions include: ensuring implementation of departmental policies and 
procedures involving peer evaluations; recommending faculty appointment, reappointment, tenure, promotion, 
te11nination, and dismissal; negotiating with prospective faculty; monitoring departmental implementation of 
Affirmative Action policies and procedures; annually evaluating each member of the department's faculty and 
participating in the evaluation of staff; developing budgets in concert with school directors and college deans and 
allocating such funds for instructional and other purposes; hearing info1111al faculty grievances and cooperating in 
formal grievance procedures; supervising the department's program of instruction, including curriculum, 
scheduling, faculty workload, and departmental research and public service; ensuring that students' rights are 
preserved; supervising the advising of departmental majors and graduate students; monitoring student evaluation of 
instruction, courses, and programs; providing leadership in student recruitment, student advising, and student 
placement; coordinating and supervising summer school programs and freshman/transfer orientations; making 
recommendations concerning applications for professional travel and sabbatical leave; arranging meetings of the 
departmental faculty; meeting with the departmental advisory committee and appropriate constituent and advisory 
groups for the discipline; establishing accreditation and ad hoc departmental committees; and carrying out other 
such duties as shall be assigned by the school director andlor the dean of the college or as set down in university 
policy, or in collegiate bylaws, school or departmental bylaws. 
Department chairs serve at the pleasure of their respective school directors and collegiate deans, who 
fo1111ally evaluate the perfor 111ance in office of chairs reporting to them before the end of the chair's second year in 
office and every fourth year thereafter. In making recommendations for reappointment, deans will transmit the 
results of the faculty evaluation of the chair and confer with the Provost before renewing the appointment. All 
chairs of academic departments hold faculty rank. 
K. Selection of the President and Other Academic Administrators 
In the selection of the President of the uni ver i ty, the Board of Trustees recognizes the interests of the 
university Faculty and Extension Personnel and other university constituencies. The Presidents of the faculty senate 
and the Extension Senate and one Professor elected for this purpose by the Professors are appointed to the eleven-
member Screening Committee. The Screening Committee develops a list of approximately ten available candidates 
and submits their names to the Selection Committee. 
The Selection Committee is comprised of five members: three Trustees, the President of the faculty senate, 
and the President of the Student body. The Chairman of the Board of Trustees is an additional ex-officio member of 
both committees. The Committee receives the report and recommendations of the Screening Committee and makes 
recommendations to the Board of Trustees. 
The Board of Trustees elects the President of the university to serve at its pleasure. The complete Selection 
Process for the President of Clemson University can be found in the Trustee Policy Manual. The Board also 
reserves to itself final review authority over the appointment of officers of the university who report directly to the 
President and over the appointment of the deans of the university. 
When the appointment to any other academic administrative position is to be made, a faculty search-and-
screening committee, with student and staff representation when appropriate, shall be for111ed to recommend persons 
to fill that position. This committee shall submit a short list of candidates for the position from which the 
appointment shall be made. If an appointment cannot be made from this list, the search and screening committee 
may talce additional nominations. If no other candidates are acceptable to the committee, the matter shall be brought 
to the attention of the Provost, who shall consult with the appointing administrator and the search and screening 
committee with regard to appropriate actions. 
When feasible, student representatives shall be nominated by student clubs or other assemblies associated 
with the unit in question; where unfeasible or impractical, student representatives shall be nominated by the 
President of the Student senate andlor the President of the Graduate student government. At its discretion, each 
committee shall be empowered to add other individuals as non-voting members. 
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The selection and appointment of all academic administrators shall be in confo1111ity with applicable 
University Affirn1ative Action policies and procedures. In particular, in the selection of each search and screening 
committee, black and female representatives shall be included whenever feasible. 
For the selection of an academic department chair or other academic administrators within a department, a 
committee shall be for111ed from the faculty within that college, plus at least one student. The majority of the 
members of this committee shall be elected by the faculty of the affected department; the minority may be 
appointed by the dean of the college. The dean shall make the appointment from the list submitted by the 
committee, subject to the approval of the Provost and the President. 
For the selection of an assistant dean, associate dean, or director within a college, a committee that includes 
at least one student from that college shall be fo1111ed. A majority of the members of the committee shall be elected 
by the faculty of that college or equivalent administrative unit (for the Dean and Director of the Cooperative 
Extension Service, a majority of the members of the committee shall be elected by the Extension Senate); the 
minority may be appointed by the dean of the college or an equivalent administrator. The dean shall make the 
appointment from the list submitted by the committee, subject to the approval of the Provost and the President. 
For the selection of an academic administrator of an off-campus program, the committee shall represent both 
the off-campus program and the appropriate on-campus academic areas. The majority of the representatives to this 
committee shall be elected by the affected faculty; the minority may be appointed by the dean of the college. The 
dean shall make the appointment from the list submitted by the committee, subject to the approval of the Provost 
and the President. 
For the selection of the dean of a college or Library, a committee shall be fo1111ed which includes at least one 
student, at least one department chair (or equivalent) from within the college, and either an off-campus 
representative of an appropriate profession or a dean from another college within the university. The majority of the 
representatives to the committee shall be elected by the faculty from within the affected administrative unit; the 
minority may be appointed by the Provost. The Provost shall make the appointment from the list submitted by the 
committee, subject to the approval of the President. 
For the selection of a Vice Provost, an academic dean (other than a college dean), or other academic 
administrators not specified elsewhere who report directly or indirectly to the Provost, the Provost (after 
consultation with the advisory committee of the faculty senate) shall appoint a committee which includes at least 
one student. For the Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture (see Section M below) the committee shall 
include a county extension agent. The Provost shall make the appointment to the position from the list submitted by 
the committee, subject to the approval of the President. 
For the selection of the Provost, the President (after consultation with the advisory committee of the faculty 
senate) shall appoint a committee which includes at least one graduate student and one undergraduate student. The 
President shall appoint the Provost from the list submitted by the committee. 
This university policy on the selection of academic administrators was adopted by the Board of Trustees in 
July, 1981. It modifies the previous policy by providing for student participation and for enhanced faculty 
participation in the selection of all academic administrators. It is not intended to circumscribe or otherwise 
constrain the ability of academic administrators to modify the duties and responsibilities of incumbent 
administrators who report to them, or to change the titles of existing positions so as to alter duties and 
responsibilities. 
L. Review of Academic Administrators 
University policy adopted by the Board of Trustees in January 1981 and modified in May 1998, establishes 
procedures for the review of academic administrators. Administrative officers of the university serve at the pleasure 
of their respective supervisors. Thus, appointment to an administrative position, whether as department chair, 
director, dean, vice provost, or provost does not assure continuance in office for any specific period of time. These 
individuals will be subject to periodic review as outlined below in lieu of post-tenure review. Individuals wishing to 
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substitute administrative review for post-tenure review must submit parallel documentation. Status as tenured or 
untenured faculty, however, is not affected by the ter1nination of an administrative appointment. 
In the no11nal perfor111ance of their duties, administrators are subject to evaluations. Such evaluations shall 
employ the standard Clemson University fo11n for the evaluation of administrators (see Appendices F and G) 
submitted to the chair of the evaluation committee and will involve the faculty most affected by a particular 
administrator as well as that administrator's supervisor. In all instances of an administrator's review, a comment 
period of 15 days shall be provided. The affected faculty or constituent group is defined as follows: (a) all tenured 
and tenure-track members of a department, (b) all regular faculty of the appropriate college for academic deans and 
(c) all staff affected by that administrator. 
Each administrator evaluation committee shall consist of 5 members. For a department chair, three members 
of the committee shall be selected by vote of the regular faculty in the department. For deans and other 
administrators, each academic unit within the college will nominate one individual chosen by election within the 
unit. Three committee members shall be selected from this slate of nominees by vote of the regular faculty in the 
college. The department chair and other administrators shall choose an additional member of the committee from 
the constituent group. In addition, the immediate supervisor shall choose an additional member of the committee 
from the constituent group. This committee procedure shall not preclude any faculty or staff member in the 
constituent group from providing advice directly to the immediate supervisor. In all instances the administrator 
evaluation committee will provide a written summary of faculty or staff opinion as solicited by the approved 
Clemson University fo1111. As part of the review process department chairs and collegiate deans will supply the 
reviewing committee with the following materials: a plan for personal professional growth, a vision statement for 
the unit's future, a summary of activities and accompli hments including research, teaching and public service since 
the last review, and a roster of six references outside the unit upon whom the committee could call for professional 
perspective. 
Before the end of a department chair's second year in office and every fourth year thereafter, the appropriate 
dean shall conduct a fox 111al review of that chair' perfo1111ance. This review shall include receipt of the written 
summary from the administrator evaluation committee; it may include interviews and/or other forms of consultation 
by the dean with each tenured and tenure-track faculty member of the department as well as staff. At the discretion 
of the dean, the affected department's faculty Advisory Committee may be enlisted to assist in conducting the 
fox 111al reviews. When the review process has been completed, the dean shall make a report to the Provost. 
Subsequently, a brief summary of the deci ion will be communicated to the department chair involved and the 
evaluation committee. 
Likewise, the Provost shall fonnally review the perfox111ance of deans before the end of the dean's third year 
in office and every fifth year thereafter, consulting especially with department chairs and directors as well as with 
faculty and staff through the administrator evaluation system. The Provost will meet with the evaluation committee 
to receive its input and afterwards will report his/her conclusion to the dean. The Provost's conclusion will be 
communicated to the evaluation committee, and to the college at the next meeting of the college faculty. Likewise, 
the President of the University shall review the perfonnance of the Provost before the end of the Provost's fifth year 
in office and every fifth year thereafter, consulting especially with the academic deans and with representative 
department chairs and faculty, and staff. The President's conclusion will be communicated to the university 
community at the next meeting of the university faculty. 
In all instances the evaluation materials generated in the review process shall be treated with the strictest 
confidence with only those in the review hierarchy entitled to access. The accumulated administrator evaluation 
for111s are sent to Records Management and saved for five years. These evaluations should also be made available 
to the next evaluation committee. 
M. The Non-Academic Administration: University Vice Presidents and Executive Officers 
Non-academic university operations are organized under four major areas of administration, each headed by 
a chief administrative officer, responsible to the President of the university. These administrative officers and the 
units of the university that report to them are listed below: 
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1. Vice President for Advancement: 
Clemson University Foundation; Public Affairs; Alumni Relations; Development; and Conference, Guest, 
and Visitor Programs. 
2. Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture: 
Agriculture and Forestry Research System; Cooperative Extension Service; Livestock-Poultry Health; 
Regulatory and Public Service Programs; Strom Thu11r1ond Institute of Government and Public Affairs; Archibold 
Tropical Research Center in Dominica; and Housing Institute. 
3. Vice President for Student Affairs: 
Housing (Residential Life, Facilities/Business, University Judicial); Student Life (Campus Recreation, 
Career Placement and Counseling, Orientation, Student Activities/Union, and Leadership and Disabled Student 
Services); and Municipal and Health Services (Law Enforcement/Public Safety, Fire/EMS, Municipal Court, 
Parking, and Health, Counseling, and Psychological Services). 
4. Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees: 
Access and Equity; Internal Auditing; Governmental Affairs; and Institutional Research. 
5. Also reporting to the President: the General Counsel; the Athletic Director; the Associate Director for 
Athletic Compliance; and the Chief Financial Officer. 
Specific committees in these Non-Academic areas are listed in Part VI. 
I 
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A. General Philosophy 
Institutions of higher learning are communities of scholars in which faculty gather to seek, teach, and 
disseminate knowledge for its own sake rather than for any immediate political, social, or economic goal. Such 
institutions are conducted for the common good and not to further the interests of either the individual faculty 
member or the institution as a whole. The attainment of that common good depends upon the free search for truth 
and its free expression. 
Academic freedom is essential to these purposes. Colleges and universities can fulfill their missions only 
when their faculties enjoy the academic freedom to pursue knowledge without fear of pressure from sources inside 
or outside their institutions. For this reason academic freedom is a right and not a privilege to be granted or 
withheld. As will be indicated below, however, such freedom carries with it commensurate duties and 
responsibilities. 
It is the policy of Clemson University to preserve and defend academic freedom by vigorously resisting all 
efforts from whatever source to encroach upon or restrict it. In policy and in practice, the university and its 
accrediting agency, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, adhere to the 1940 Statement of 
Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), 
which has long been recognized as providing reasonable and authoritative guidelines for American institutions of 
higher learning. The section on academic freedom below essentially reiterates the principles set forth in this 
statement, with some modification and extension consistent with its intent and with later declarations by the 
Association. 
B. Academic Freedom and Responsibility 
Their scholarship and mastery of their subjects entitles faculty to hold teaching positions and to enjoy 
freedom in the presentation of those subjects in the classroom. Thus it is inappropriate and improper for faculty 
persistently to intrude materials unrelated to their subjects into their teaching. It is likewise a violation of 
professional responsibility to fail to present the subject matter of a course as announced to students and as approved 
by the faculty in its collective responsibility for the curriculum. 
Faculty members are entitled to full freedom in research and publication, subject to any restrictions set by law 
or by applicable codes of professional ethics, and subject to the satisfactory perfor111ance of their other academic 
duties and to stated university policy on outside employment. Research and/or consultation for pecuniary return 
should be based upon an understanding between the individual faculty member and the institution. Except under 
conditions of national emergency, a faculty member should not undertake research on university time or use 
university facilities or funds under any agreement which would (except for a clearly stated, reasonable time) 
prohibit open communication of the results. 
Faculty members are citizens, members of learned professions, and officers of institutions of higher learning. As 
members of a community, Clemson faculty have the rights and obligations of any citizen. They measure the 
urgency of these obligations in the light of their responsibilities to their students, disciplines, professions, and to the 
university. When they speak or write as private persons, faculty shall be free from institutional censorship or 
disciplinary action, but they shall avoid creating an impression that they are speaking or acting for the university. 
When they speak or write within the areas of their expertise, faculty have the right to identify themselves by 
academic rank and institutional affiliation. In so doing, they should not assert or imply that they are acting as 
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spokespersons for the univer ity. A professional educator and academic officers, they are aware that the public 
may judge their profes ion and their institution by their utterance . Hence, faculty members should endeavor to be 
accurate, to exercise due restraint, to how respect for the utterances of other , and, when appropriate, to indicate 
that they are not officially representing Clem on Univer .. ity. 
Becau e freedorn of acce, to recorded knowledge i e ential to teaching, learning, and research in a 
democracy, the right and obligation of the univer. ity to provide a full range of material on any ubject, however 
unpopular, controver.., ial . or apparently incorrect, shal l not be infringed. The princjple of academic freedom shall 
apply to the acqui ition and pre ervation of .. uch material .. and also to tho e who provide and those who u e them. 
Becau e academic freedo1n al o include the right to hear, lem on endor e the 1957 Declaration of the 
AAUP that the uni\1Crsity " ... a ert tl1e rigl1t of ... tudcnt to Ji ten to an)1one whom they\ i h to hear [in the] belief 
that it i educali nall y de .. irable tl1 at .. Ludent .. be confronted vlith diver e opinions of all kind , f and Clemson 
further] 11old that an)' per on \\.' l10 i pre-.. ent cl b)' a re ognized tl1dent or faculty organization hould be allowed to 
k II pea on ... canJ pus. 
Dul)' consti tuted orgt1nization at 
H0\\1e\1er, in thee, ercise r tl1is rigl1t it i ..... 
lcn1 n riiver ity 1nay invite ~ nd hear pC<' ker \\'ithout fear of repri .. al . 
rc:cogr1ized th t: 
.. 1cn1bcr l1ip in Ll1e a ~1d~ r11i r11111t1nit ... i1npt up r1 "tud n'l , fncull)1 mernber, admjni trator~, 
and trustee~ an obJig~1ti n tt rcspe t tl1e cli r1il)' t f tt1 r . t a "J1 \\I dge lt1eir rigt1t t e - pre differing 
op1nio r1s. a11d to fo ster a11d d r1 l inL~lle t11al 11 ne l)' . 1 r om f inquir)' and in truction and free 
e pression on and ff tl1e a111pus. Tl1t; ·pre i n f i enl 11 tl1 l ttempt t pro uce cl1ange therefore. 
n1a)' not be carri d out ir1 \\' ~1_ ' \\1l1i 11 ir1jt1r in li\1 i ual r daa1ag in titt1tion l t'.a ililie or di rupt the 
cla 'e~ of nc's te1ct1t:rs or c ll , gu . aker r1 a1n u n1u l n t oniy be pr te ted from \1iolence but 
mu~ t be gi,1en an opp rtl1nit)1 l h <:1r . 111 \I\ 11 k t a~I alt r1ti on to grie\1ance~ mu t not do o in 
\\
1ay co th at ignifi antl)' i111p\:de tl1c fun ti n tl1 in ljtuti n ." I 7 _ clar lion f the P Coun iJ) 
cade 111 ic frt:e 111. tl1 n, is in \ital l 111 a d n1i r p n ibility. ariou "' a pect of lhi "' 
re '" pon ~ ibilit)' are spe ifi I b l0\1.' . 1 tl1ino ir1 tJ~i d ripti n i ir1t nd d to abridge in an)' \\'a)' the prin ip[e and 
procedure ad\1an cd ir1 tt1e 1940 AAU P Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure. The 
de._ cription it If i~ dcri,,e in u t .. ntial 111 a ur r 111 th AAUP Statement on Professional Ethics (1966) 
Facu ll)' 1ner11 r ha\'C rt: t n ibili1ti t tt1 ir stu rlls . Tl1e)' l1 1[ en urage in studeint.s the free pur uit of 
learning and indept:nden e o 111ir1d. \'lt1il }1 1 Ji11 f( re th r11 l11e higl1 st holarl)' and profe"' ·ional standard . 
Facu]t)' .. l1 all sl1 \\' resp t for tl1 tud ·nt ~ s ~ r1 ir1 i\ i lu I an sh 11 a t1cre t th ir pr per rl1le a intellectual guide 
and coun .. elors. Tl1e)' .., hall r11ak \' r) ' r r1s n .. bl· ff rt L L r 11 n t a ler11i conduct and to en ure that their 
e\·aluation of eac}1 stud nt rcne l " , ~ls Ilec:fl)' 'ls p Ssi l , tl1e lflle \\ rtl1 0 the lU cnt' .. a ademic performance, 
regardle\ of con.., iderati n f rrice, ·rec l, o nd r, r p >rsonal b lief . Fa Lill)' hall esche\v an)' e\ploitation of 
tudents for private ad\'antage and . hall a ' k11 \l/I :.doe (10\' sionifl nt assistan e rec i\1ed from 1them. '-' 0 J' 0 
Faculty al o l1 ave re p nsibilitie t their collc.;ngt1es, deri\1 ing fr n1 lheir common member hip in a 
community of cholar . Tl1ey shal 1 resp t ar1d dcfen tl1e free inquil)' f their a" iate . In the exchange of 
critici. m and idea the)' shall ' h O\ due regard f r tl1e op1ni n f ther" and ...,hal l acknO\\'ledge their intellectual 
debts . They hall tri ve to be objecti e and fair in an)' pr f ...,,1 nal judgment" of their colleague . 
Faculty have re pon~ibilit)· to their discipline and to tl1e Jd\rancement f knO\\ ledge general!)' . In thi regard 
their primary obligation i!) to eek and to state the truth a they percei\1e it. To thi end, they hall devote their 
energies to developing and improving their cho1arly competence. They ~hall exer i~e critical "elf-di cipline and 
judgment in using, extending, and tran mitring knowledge, and they .. hall at aJl time practice intellectual hone ty. 
Faculty have re pon ibilitie to the uni ver ity . Thu , faculty hall accept a rea onable hare of the 
responsibility for the governance of the uni ver ity . While exerci ing their right to evaluate university policie and 
procedures and to seek to revi e them, they hall abide by uch policie and procedure a are current, provided 
these do not contravene academic freedom. While individual faculty determine the amount and nature of the work 
they perform outside the univer ity, they shall do o within the guideline et forth in univer ity policy ( ee Part 
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VIII, Section K.) and with full regard for their paramount responsibilities within the university. In the eventuality of 
a foreseen interruption or termination of a faculty member' ervice with the university, the effects of such a change 
upon the program of the univer ity shall be taken into account and due notice shaJl be given. 
In their formal capacity a employees of the State of South Carolina, faculty member are bound by the 
Rules of Conduct . . . for Public Officials and Public Employees prepared by the S.C. State Ethics 
Commi ion. In the main the e rule have to do with the use of an official position for personal gain or to exercise 
improper influence. For example, no faculty member may "u .. e or disclose confidential information gained in the 
cour e of or by reason of his/her official position or activitie in any way that would result in financial gain for 
him elf/her elf or for any other person." Faculty ceking clarification of their status according to the Rules of 
Conduct should contact the univer ity personnel di,1ision. 
C. General Qualification for Faculty ppointment 
Individual .. appointed t the Faculty of le1n .. on niver ity are expected to exhibit and maintain mastery of 
their field .. , whether they are appointed primarily for teaching, re .. earch, public ervice, librarianship, or 
admini tration. In judging the effecti\1ene .. of an individual' \ or , the quality of performance of a igned duties in 
teaching. re. earch, public service, librarian. t1ip, and/or admini tration .. hall be con.sidered, along with knowledge of 
ubject matter\ prof es .. ional tature, contribution. t pr fe ... i nal ocieti and contribution to the univer ity 
through ~tudent coun cling, comr11itt e \\'Ork. a igr1ed administrative duties and public ervice activitie . It is the 
re. pan. ibility of academic adn1inistrat r lo keep fa ulty clearl)' inf rmed a. to the dutie required or expected of 
them. 
Rank at initial app intment and pr rnoti n in rank arc b ed 10n educalion e perience accomplishment and 
effectivene._ .. of perforn1an e in the are s li led in tl1c pre ding para~raph. pecific qualification are et forth in 
departmental guidelines. The departm nt" l f'" ulty tt1r Ltgl1 a p er re\1ie\\' pr e.., .. , i.,, the primary judge of the e 
qualification. . Tl1e d tail~ of tt1e p er C\ aluati 11 pr s \'al)• am no departrnents but the general procedure i 
de cribed in Part III. ection D. bel \V alo1~g '' ith th 1ni11ir11u111 e pe tation for indi\1idual holding ariou 
academic rank .. . Tl1e e stan ~1rds r1re r1 t i111p d ri 0 idi . h \\1e\1er, '"' in e illu triou .. a hie\1ement and national or 
international recogniti n r11a)1 \'er l1cd \ any' rcquirer11 r1t a l edu ational le el and length of experience. 
Further. it should be und~r. t d that sati ... )1ing tl1e r11inin1al educ tional and e periential requirement doe not in 
it elf nece .. aril]' ju .. ti fy ad\1an en1ent in rank, f r su h l 1 d\1 r111 ment i ba ed up n ong ing e\1aluation of a faculty 
member' profe~\1onal ac on1plisl1111er1t in tl1e ontext · departmental. s ho l, college, nd univer ity need and 
expectation~. 
D. Regular Faculty Rank 
Regular Appointment'-.. Regular app i11tr11ents are full-ti111e app intm nt l'\ in an academic unit that is under 
the juri diction of the PrO\'O t for indi\1iduals expt: ted Lo ha\'e a permanent a ciati n \\1ith the univer tty. 
Except for In tructor. the e are tenurable ~tppoint1nent . ntil tenure i granted, regular appointment are for one-
year term . Non-rene\val requires advance n tice ( ee Part I\' . e ti on F . Regular app intment carry voting 
membership in the uni\ersi ty Facult)'. The term "rele ant exp rience" u'ed bel \\' i') broa.dl)' interpreted to include 
professional experience judged to be pertinent to the position to \\1hich the facult)' member i appointed ( ee Part III, 
Section C.). Degree requirement refer to earned degree" fr m institution of recognized ta.nding in "ubject field 
relevant to the field of appointment. Tl1e general qualification for tl1e variou~ rank follO\\'. 
In tructor. Normally, the ma ter' degree or equi\1alent i required. v.'ith preference gi\·en to those pur uing 
the terminal degree. Appointee should how promi e for ad\:ancement to a higher rank. In tructors are eligible for 
promotion to assistant profes or only if they have the qualification for the rank of a i tant profe or, a position 
becomes available, and the department ha conducted or conduct a national earch for that position. In tructor not 
promoted by the end of the fourth year of ervice will receive a one-year te1111inal appointment. In tructor i not a 
tenurable rank, but three or fewer year of ervice in that rank may be credited toward tenure. 
Assistant Professor. The terminal degree i normally required, but ub tantial progre s toward the terminal 
degree may be acceptable. The persons appointed to this rank hould how evidence of ability to meet the 
requirements for advancement in faculty rank. 
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Associate Professor. No1111ally, the te1111inal degree and relevant experience are required. Also expected is 
evidence of scholarly or creative publication; fulfillment of service responsibilities to the department, the school, the 
college, and the university; and marked success in teaching, research, and/or public service. 
Professor. The te11r1inal degree, relevant experience, and continued significant scholarly/creative 
accomplishment are required. The rank of professor is granted on the basis of distinguished scholarly or creative 
publication, outstanding contributions to the university, and conspicuous success in all areas of assigned 
responsibility in teaching, research, and/or public service. 
Library Faculty. The library faculty ranks of General Librarian, Assistant Librarian, Associate Librarian, and 
librarian correspond to the faculty ranks of Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, and Professor. The 
Guidelines for Appointment, Reappointment, Tenure and Promotion of Library Faculty specify qualifications 
for these ranks. Provisions of this Manual that refer to specific faculty ranks apply to the corresponding Library 
faculty ranks. 
Retired Faculty. Regular faculty members, including library faculty, who have served at least five years at 
the university and fifteen years in the academic profession, receive the title of Emeritus or Emerita appended to their 
professorial rank upon official retirement. Part III, Section H enumerates the rights and privileges of retired faculty. 
E. Special Faculty Ranks 
Appointments to special faculty ranks include visiting, adjunct, and part-time positions as well as the 
special ranks of lecturer and po t doctoral re earch fellow in academic units that are under the jurisdiction of the 
Provost. Conditions of appointment mu t be fully detailed in the appointment letter. Such appointments may be 
renewable, but they do not normally carry any expectation of renewal, are not tenurable, and service in such ranks 
normally does not count toward the tenure probationary period. Special appointments do not carry voting 
privileges except as may be provided in relevant college/ chool/departmental faculty bylaws. 
Visiting Faculty. The term "vi iting" denote a temporary appointment of an individual for a term of one 
year or less, subject to limited renewal . Vi iting appointment are appropriate only in cases in which the 
association with the univer ity is meant to be temporary and brief. The qualifications for visiting faculty shall be 
comparable to tho e for appointment at corre ponding regular faculty rank. 
R.O.T.C. Faculty. A1111y and Air Force personnel are nominated by their respective services and are 
approved by the university for appointment to the faculty of the Reserve Officer Training Corps program. These 
appointments are generally for three-year term . The appropriate faculty rank i determined by the qualifications of 
the individual. 
Adjunct Faculty. The ter 111 "adjunct" denotes an ad vi ory appointment. It is a signed to individuals whose 
principal employer may be other than Clemson University and who bring needed expertise to the teaching, research, 
or public service programs of the university. The qualifications for adjunct faculty rank shall be comparable to 
those for appointments at corresponding regular faculty ranks. Adjunct appointments generally do not involve 
remuneration from the university; are for one year or less; are individually negotiated as to terms; and, may be 
renewable. Adjunct appointments shall be limited to those making active contributions to the teaching, research, or 
public service programs of the university, and are subject to review by departmental faculty. 
Research or Extension Faculty. The title of research or extension professor, research or extension associate 
professor, and research or extension assistant professor (depending upon professional qualifications) may be granted 
to persons engaged in full time research or public service who are supported exclusively (including fringe benefits) 
from external funds or foundation accounts. Such appointments must be initiated by the host department(s) in 
accordance with departmental bylaws and approved by the dean and the Provost. These positions are contingent 
upon the availability of external funds and adequate space; termination is automatic upon expiration of external 
funding. Individuals holding these positions will be subject to annual review utilizing the faculty activity system for 
faculty continuance. Initial appointment, reappointment, and promotion will be based on departmental bylaws and 
will be contingent upon plans for and contributions to the department's undergraduate, graduate, and public service 
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programs that interface with their research or public service activities. Examples are participation in departmental 
seminars, research exposure with undergraduate and graduate students, provision for funding of graduate students, 
service on the graduate advisory committee, and public service activities related to the department's mission. 
Distribution of indirect costs or overhead generated shall follow university policy. These positions are not 
tenurable, nor shall time spent in such a position count toward tenure. 
Lecturer. This rank is assigned to individuals with special qualifications or for special functions in cases in 
which the as ignment of other faculty ranks is not appropriate. The term of appointment shall not exceed one year, 
but may be renewed. Notice of renewal or non-renewal mu t be provided before July I for the following academic 
year. After four or more years of continuou appointment a a lecturer, one year's notice of non-renewal must be 
provided. 
Senior Lecturer. After ix year of sati ._ factory perfonnance a lecturer may be reclassified as a senior 
lecturer. A department chair, vlith the concurrence of the department' advi ory committee, may recommend an 
individual to the college dean who make the appointment. Senior lecturer may be offered contracts ranging from 
one to three year with the requirement of one year' ., notice before termination. 
Po t Doctoral Re. earch Fellow. Thi title denotes an appointment for pecial re earch functions, typically in 
connection with externally funded research project .. . The individual .. <:tppointed hall have the general qualifications 
for regular faculty. The term of appointment normally . hall not exceed one year. Limited renewal are possible. 
Part-Time EmplO]'ment. Indi\1jdual .. \\1ho are a igned les than full nonnal workload, in teaching. research, 
and/or public ervice ma)' be appointed to the rank .. of In .. tructor. i tant Profe sor, A ociate Profe sor, or 
Profe or with the uffi ·, "part-time." uch appoint1nent ... are made for one eme ter or one year renewable. 
Qualifications for rank at initial appointn1ent and for promotion are the .. ame a for regular faculty rank . These 
employee participate in the tate retirement .. }'Stem, but appointment for le.. than three-quarter time do not carry 
any in urance or related fringe benefit ... , nor do the)' al lo\ for reduced fee~ for enrollment in uni\'er ity courses. 
F. EndO\\'ed Chair and Titled Profe or hip 
The. e po ition .. are e~tabli .. hed in recogniti n of excepti nal le\1els of achie\'ement. The prioritie placed on 
excellence in teaching, re .. earch. and public ef\1ice \'af)' \i.1ith the purp e of the particular prof es or hip or chair. 
A univer ity chair is normally funded b) an endO\\'ment \\'hich i the ole or primary ource of the holder's 
remuneration. Holder of titled profe .. orship are remunerated \\1ith tate fund . but receive alaI)' upplernents 
from endowment or from annual grant~ to the unt\'er ·it]' . Procedures for appointment to the e positions are set 
forth below. 
According to a policy adopted on July 17, 19 1, by the Board of Trustee~, tho e appointed to endo\.\ted chair 
and titled profe or hips mu~t be ~elected by member of the academic community. Becau e of the university-wide 
importance of uch a po ition, tl1ere mu t be repre entation on the search-an<l-~creen1ng committee from a college 
other than the one to which the chair or tjtled profe\C\Of'-lhip i .. as igned. In all ca e nomination of candidates for 
the position hall be openly and publicly solicited. 
For selection of alumni di tingui hed profe or , each college elect an advi ory committee with 
representatives from each department offering undergraduate cour e . Each advi ory committee forwards not more 
than three nominees for each vacancy to the Dean, who forward not more than two name for each vacancy to the 
final selection committee. This committee, composed of the collegiate dean and chaired by the senior collegiate 
dean in terms of service as dean, recommend at lea t two candidates for each vacancy to the Provost. The Provost 
forwards all documentation, along with any comment of hi own. to the Pre ident for final election. If the 
President so directs, the Provost asks the committee for additional nomination . 
For all other endowed chairs and titled profes or hips, the compo ition of the search-and-screening 
committees shall receive the approval of the Provost. The majority of each such committee shall be composed of 
faculty members from the department to which the chair or titled profe sorship is assigned and shall be elected by 
the faculty of that department. At least one faculty member from a related discipline in another college shall be 
appointed to the committee by the Provost. Administrators in the line of appointment shall not serve on the 
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committee. The committee nominates a slate of candidates and forwards its recommendations to the department 
chair. The department chair recommends a candidate for the position and forwards this recommendation, along 
with the slate of nominees, for review and approval by the dean, the Provo t, and the President. If the President so 
directs, the Provost asks the committee for additional nominations. 
The rank and tenure status of those appointed to endowed chairs and titled professorships shall be detennined 
by the applicable rules, regulations, policies, and practices governing all appointments to the faculty of Clemson 
University. Ina much as endowed chairs and titled profes orships are established in recognition of exceptional 
levels of achievement in teaching, re earch, and public . ervice, individuals whose principal responsibilities are 
administrative are not normally eligible for these appointments. Under exceptional conditions a department chair or 
prospective department chair may receive an appointment to an endowed chair or titled profes orship. Such an 
appointment mu t be ratified by a two-third vote of approval by the faculty of the affected department. This vote 
hall be by ecret ballot and hall be administered by the department' tenure and promotion or personnel 
committee. 
The univer. ity comn1unity a'" a whole ha a vested and vital intere tin the academic contributions of holders 
of endowed chair. and titled profe orships. Consequently, \vhile appointments to such chair and professorships 
shall be for an indefinite period, and while the perforn1ance of the holder of .. uch appojntment shall be subject to 
the normal review .. of performance to \ hich all faculty member .. are .. ubject, special or periodic review of the 
profe ... ional performance of the .. e particular facult)' 1nen1b rs may be conducted, but only if condition tated at the 
time of award .. o .. tipulate. uch a revie~1 may be initiated by the dean 1of the college if reque ted by both the 
departmental faculty ad\1i Of)' committee and tt1e dep, rtment chair. If the holder of the chair or endowed 
profe . or hip i. the department chair, the dean of a college ._ haJI initiate the re\'iew at the reque t of the 
departmental tenure and pron1otion or personnel con1mittee. 
For any such re\1ie\ the PrO\'Ost hall en .. ure tt1at a comn1ittee (compo.sed in the ... ame manner as the earch-
and- creening committee tl1at r11ade the 1n1tial election of tl1e holder e\1aluate the perfonnance of the holder of the 
chair or titled profe. sor~hip. Re 01nr11endation for remO\'al b)' thi .. Committee ... hall fol)o\v the ame route as tho e 
of the initial earch-and- creening committee. hould tl1e e re om1nendations result in a deci .. ion by the Pre ident 
to remove the incu1nbent from the chair or titled prof es :r l1 i p uch a deci -- ion hal I not affect the incumbent' 
tenure tatu. and profe s riaJ rank. If the h Ider of tl1e chair or endO\\'ed profe or hip i a department chair or 
pro pecti\'e department chajr the appointmenL ..... hall be indep ndenl. 
Before the end of the fi cal )'ear a record of all expenditure fr m the account upporting each 
endowed chair and titled profe or hip hall be made a\'ailable to it h Ider. 
G. Faculty \\'ard 
Tl1e AlL111111i Ma ter Tec1G·l1i1zg Alvard. Presented annuall)' to a member of the faculty. th1~ a~1ard recognizes 
outstanding cla room teaching. omination.. for the a\\'ard ma)' be made by any member of the Clem on 
Univer ity student body, faculty. or admini ._ tration. election of the recipient i ... made by the tudent alumni council. 
The Ali11r111i Aii1ard for 0111 ta11di11g Researc/1. Jointly admini tered b) the Clem on Uni\ er ity chapter of 
Sigma Xi and Phi Kappa Phi, thi a\\1ard annuall)' recogn1ze~ out\tanding contribution to re earch by Clem on 
faculty. 
The Alu111ni A l-vard for Disti11gz1islzed PL1blic Sen1ice. Thi award i pre ented annually and recognizes 
distinguished service to the citizenry of South Carolina by Clem on peciali t , exten ion workers, and county 
agents. 
H. The Rights and Privileges of Retired Faculty 
In recognition of their service to the univer ity, their honored place in the univer ity community, and their 
ongoing capacities for advancing human knowledge and contributing to the intellectual and cultural life of the 
university, retired faculty as scholars have certain rights and privileges accorded to them by Clem on Univer ity. 
For example, they are members of the university faculty ( ee Faculty Constiti1tion, Part VII, Article I, Section 1) 
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and are welcome to participate fully in all meetings of the university faculty. Colleges and academic departments 
may extend similar invitations to their retired colleagues. 
In addition, it is the policy of the university to allow retired faculty and staff to use as many of its facilities 
and services as practicable. To this end the university provides a faculty identification card upon request to the 
university personnel division, which is used for Library and other privileges. Retired faculty may, upon application, 
be granted faculty parking privileges, receive reduced rates on athletic tickets, obtain Fike Field House membership, 
retain access to university computing services, and enjoy any other benefits accorded to faculty which do not exert 
undue financial burdens upon the university. In addition, they may request the use of available office and/or lab 
space and may apply, upon approval, for university research grants under the same rules as other faculty. 
Those retired faculty who remain professionally active shall be allocated office and laboratory space to an 
extent commensurate with the level of their activity. Not less than three nor more than twelve months prior to 
retirement, the faculty member shall submit to the department chair a brief description of the nature and proposed 
level of activity. If the faculty member and chair cannot agree upon the allocation of space, the matter shall be 
referred to the dean of the college. If the matter cannot be reconciled at that level, it shall be adjudicated by an ad 
hoc committee consisting of a department chair from another college appointed by the Provost, a member of the 
faculty senate research committee appointed by the president of the faculty senate, and a chaired professor elected 
by the chaired professors. This committee shall conduct expeditious hearings, which shall include seeking input 
from faculty in the affected department, as well as from the retiree, the department chair, and the dean. The 
recommendation of this committee shall be final. Annually, three months prior to the anniversary of retirement, the 
retired faculty member shall submit to the department chair a concise report of activities in the previous year and a 
description of the proposed activities for the following year. Disagreements on the continuation of space 
assignments will be resolved in the manner described above. 
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A. Procedures for Faculty Appointments 
Candidates for appointment to the regular faculty shall be recruited and evaluated by a search-and-screening 
committee composed of members of the regular faculty and others if specified in departmental bylaws. Such 
committees are selected in accordance with departmental bylaws or, in the absence of relevant bylaws, by the 
departmental faculty Advisory Committee. The credentials of each applicant shall be made available to all regular 
departmental faculty, from whom info1111ation and recommendations regarding selection shall be solicited. The 
search-and-screening committee shall make nominations of suitable candidates to the department chair, including 
recommended rank and tenure status on appointment. Proposals for appointment with immediate tenure, tenure 
probationary periods of two years or less, and appointment at a rank higher than Assistant Professor must be 
reviewed in accordance with the department's tenure-and-promotion process. Transfers of tenured faculty between 
departments shall be reviewed by an appropriate departmental committee and a recommendation forwarded to the 
appropriate administrator. 
The department chair shall make recommendations to the dean from the candidates nominated by the search-
and-screening committee. If no appointment can be made from this list, additional nominations shall be sought 
from the committee. In the recommendation to the dean, the department chair shall indicate the degree of support of 
the faculty for the recommended candidate, for the suggested rank, and for the candidate's suggested tenure status, 
where appropriate. 
All administrators and search-and-screening committee members shall ensure compliance with Affi1111ative 
Action guidelines (see Part IV, Section B.) and with ''Procedures for Employing Non-citizens'' (see the University 
Personnel Manual). 
The selection of faculty for special appointments to meet temporary and/or short-notice needs requires that 
the department chair have greater discretionary authority. However, it is incumbent upon the chair to solicit 
responses from the faculty and to utilize the procedures for appointment of regular faculty whenever feasible. 
B. Affirmative Action Policies and Procedures for the Recruitment and Appointment of Faculty and 
Administrators 
Each college has its own aff11111ative action coordinator, appointed by the President, who establishes and 
monitors employment goals and timetables. The coordinator bears the responsibility for ensuring that each 
department in the college complies with both the letter and spirit of Clemson's affi1111ative action program. 
Specifically, each coordinator helps to implement affi11native action policy as related to the college and serves as 
liaison between the college and the Office of Access and Equity. 
It is the policy of Clemson University that no person is to be accepted or rejected for employment solely on 
the basis of sex, minority group membership, or handicap. However, special attention to the identification, 
recruitment, and selection of minority group members, women, and handicapped individuals is consistent with state 
and federal laws and regulations and with university policy. 
Every administrative and academic officer and search-and-screening committee shall take appropriate steps 
within the areas of their responsibility to ensure that for each faculty and other professional position an active and 
thorough recruitment effort is made for qualified females, members of minority groups, and handicapped 
individuals. 
Such efforts shall be viewed by the Provost as an important factor in determining the acceptability of any 
recommendation for a position. Clemson's affi1111ative action policies and procedures are intended to complement 
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the university's previous recruiting efforts. In this regard it is considered proper to define eligibility criteria so as to 
broaden the base of the talent pool to include special experience, training, and education not normally considered 
when such factors are important characteristics of eligibility for the position. Such considerations must be applied 
equally to all candidates for a po ition. The recommendation for an appointment to a position is to be made on the 
basis of the candidate' qualifications for the position. 
Pre-Recruitment Stage. The search-and-screening committee of the department or equivalent unit shall 
complete a Po ition Announcement Fox 111 (AA-1) in con ultation with the director of the university's Office of 
Acces and Equity. The director al o advises the committee on the mo t effective ways to distribute information 
about the availability of the position to minority group , women, and handicapped persons, so as to encourage 
applications from the. e source . Whenever fea. ible, the search-and-screening committee itself should include 
minority group member , \VOmen, and/or handicapped individual . 
Recruitment tage. All corre pondence and adverti ~ ing hall indicate that Clem on University is an "Equal 
Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer:· and all recruiting ources are to be informed of that fact 
by the committee. Federal regulations require that affirmative action employer collect and maintain data on the 
race, ex, handicapped status, and ethnic identity of al I appJ icant " for employment. Thi information, however, may 
not be required of applicant .. but may be voluntarily provided by applicants completing Affirmative Action Form 2 
(AA-2). 
If a particular applicant pool contain ... no or few minority, female. or handicapped candidate , the director of 
the Office of Acee .. and Equity hould be a ked to pro ide the recruiting unit with additional as istance in 
e tabli hing .. uitable contacts. The group of applicant.., con idered hall include qualified minoritie . handicapped 
per on , and \ omen unles ... documentation i .. upplied tt1at p cial effort to recruit them have been made and failed. 
There may be instance in \vhich a per on i recommended for a po .. ition by a earch and screening 
committee \\'ithout \ ide ... pread recruitment efforts ha\1 ing b en undertaken. uch ca e may be justified when a 
qualified individual may be promoted from \\'ithin tl1e in titution. \.\1hen time i ... of the e ence when university 
operation would uffer a a re ult of an interir11 app intment or \\1hen a person i available \\'ho i uniquely 
qualified for a po. ition. B )' tl1eir \'ery nature, ... uch ca e are re. re. The acceptability of uch ca e hall be mea ured 
not only again t the urgenC)' of tho e particular appointn1ent bur al o against pa t effort to employ member of 
minority group .. and \VOmen in the unit( re on1mendiI1g tl10 e appointment . 
Appointment tage. \\7hen the .. earch and s reening pr es ha re ulted in the ... election of a candidate for 
appointment to a po ition, a form ( -3 that d cur11ent the recruitment effort for that po.., ition hall be prepared 
by the department chair or equivalent admini ... trator in con ultation \Vi th the director, Oftice of Acee and Equity. 
This form hall be ubmitted to the Provo t. \\lithout \'lh se appr \1al n offer to candidate hall be made. The dean 
of the college or equivalent admini trator i re pon .. ible f r monitoring the earch and creening proce to en ure 
that affirmative action policie .. and procedure ~ are being f 11 \\'ed. Upon receipt of the PrO\'O t' approval of AA-3, 
the dean i ue the employment offer, utilizing the uni\1er ... ity'~ ~tandard contract letter format. 
C. Terms of ppointment 
The offer of appointment to a pro pecti\1e faculty member -- hall be made in \\1riting b)' the dean of the college 
concerned, following a tandardized procedure that includes e tabli hing the appointment' term and condition . 
Any special under tanding or condition incumbent upon either party mu t be explicitly tated. The letter of 
understanding, upon acceptance by the appointee, along with relevant portion of the Faci1lt)1 N!anz1al, become the 
employment contract. 
All regular appointments are to the rank of in tructor or higher. In any regular appointment at Clem on 
University the initial appointment is for one year or le , ubject to renewal for a one-year te1111. Tenure may be 
granted under the provi ion of Part IV, Section G. Tenure, having been granted, i continuou thereafter and can be 
revoked only through termination or dismis al under the term of Part IV, Section K. and Part V, Section B. 
Special appointments, such as those awarded to po t doctoral re earch fellow , lecturers, visiting, adjunct, 
and part-time faculty as well as to R.O.T.C. personnel, generally specify brief as ociation with the univer ity and 
limited faculty functions. 
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Except for faculty with tenured status, individuals holding teaching, research, or public ervice appointments 
hall be informed each year in writing of their appointment and of all matters relative to their eligibility for the 
acqui ition of tenure. Any special tandard adopted by the faculty member· department, school, or college shall 
al o be brought immediately to the individual's attention. 
D. Procedure for Renewal of Appointment, Tenure, and Promotion 
Becau e the faculty of a department or equivalent academic unit is the primary judge of the qualification of 
it member , peer evaluation i e sen ti al in recommendation " for appointment renewal of appointment tenure, and 
promotion. All peer reco111mendations regarding any individual holding faculty rank in a department shall, 
therefore, originate within the faculty of that department. Individual departments at Clem on University e tablish 
written procedures and committee . tructures in order to facilitate peer evaluation. The e written procedures must 
incorporate attention to ''Be .. t Practice for a Performance Re\'iew y .. tern for Faculty'' Appendix G, number 1-11. 
All per .. onnel matter.. are confidential and a matter of tru .. t. The departmental committee(s) reviewing 
appointment. pron1otion. and tenure 1natter., shall be con1posed of full-time faculty member excluding individuals 
\Vho, a. admini .. trator . have input into per .. onnel deci ion ... uch a appointinent tenure, and promotion. Initial 
reco111mendations on personnel decision .. are rnade by the faculty peer re\1ie\\' committee and the department chair. 
In ca .. e~ \.\1here there i no departr11ent chair, tl1e adr11ini .._ trati e re 01nmendation i made by the chool director. 
The chair or director n1ay be in\1ited t .. erve a~ re urce person but mr1y not be pre ent during committee 
deliberations and \' ting. Departn1ental pr edures for p er C\1aluation hall be in \vriting and .. hall be a\'ailable to 
the faculty. the ct1~1ir or direct r, tl1e dean and the Pr o t. ..ach departrnent' peer evaluation proce hail receive 
formal apprO\'al b)' the faculty, the department chair or ch I dire tor the dean. and the PrO\'O t. To the maximum 
e ·tent pos~ible. the pr cedures f II \\1ed and riteria u ed l1all bee plicic. 
The chair r director sl1all en ure tl1at any facul'l)' n1eir1ber eligible for renewal of appointment. tenure, or 
promotion is gi\1en an pportt1nit)' to be revie\1led. The appropriate ommittee re\1ie\\1 each ca e in accordance ~· ith 
departmental pro edure ~ind pol i ie , and re11der a fom1:tl re 0111rnendati n. The chair or director hall render a 
. eparate and independent re n1111endation , t th di p iti n of tl1e case. TI1e chair or director hall pro ide the 
committee cl1arged \\1ith peer rc\1 ie\\' \•lith a p)' of tl1e re 1nn1 nd ti n. The hair or director ... hall al o en ... ure that 
the affected facult)' n1en1ber is promptl)' infor111ed in \\1riting a to the result "' of and rationale for both 
recommendati ns. In case-S f pr n1 1jon or e.arl)' tenure on ideration, the candidate may \\1ithdra\\' from further 
con ideration at thi~ p int. 
The chair or director shall for\\1ard to the dean b th re nlmendations. the supp rting e\1aluation . and the 
candidate' do .... ier. In ca e in \\1hich tl1ere i.. a djscrepanC)' in the rati naJe for retention. tenure, or promotion 
between a facult)' member· peer com111ittee and that of the department hair/ "chool director that admini trator 
hall make the dean a\\1are of the di~crepancy. The dean \\1ill meet \\'ith the chair/director and \\1ith the peer 
committee to discu ., rea ons for the di crepancy. ..Reque't for Per,onnel ction·· form ~hall be attached to 
provide a record of the revie\\' at all administrati\1e le\1els. 
The dean review the complete file. make~ a . eparate recommendation on the ''Reque t for Per onnel 
Action'' form, and write a report \\1hich include a rationale for supporting or oppo ing the recommendation of the 
peer committee and department chair or chool director. The dean ma} e tabl1 h committees \\1 ithin the college to 
provide as i tance and ad·vice in uch review~. The dean hall promptly inform the candidate in\ riting of hi or her 
recommendation and it rationale. If the dean, recommendation differ from tho e of the peer committee and/or the 
department chair or chool director, it shall be di cu ed with them prior to informing the candidate. 
Except in cases of penultimate year tenure review, the candidate is offered the opportunity to 
withdraw at this stage. In all other cases the complete file is forwarded to the Provost. 
The Provost reviews the complete file and forward a recommendation for final action to the Pre ident. If 
the Provost agrees with concurring recommendations of the peer review committee, the chair or director, and the 
dean, he/she may simply indicate this and sign the ''Reque t for Per onnel Action'' fo1111. Otherwi e, the Provo t 
shall write a recommendation to the President which include a rationale in addition to completing and igning the 
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''Request for Personnel Action'' for 111. The Provost shall ensure that the affected faculty member is informed 
prompt! y in writing as to the final action. 
In the case of proposed new appointments of regular faculty, the primary peer evaluation of candidates' 
qualifications is made by the appropriate search-and-screening committee. However, appointment with immediate 
tenure, or with probationary periods of two years or less, or immediate appointment to a rank higher than assistant 
professor must be reviewed in accordance with the department's regular tenure and promotion peer evaluation 
process. These written procedures must incorporate attention to ''Best Practices for a Perfo1 111ance Review System 
for Faculty," Appendix G. 
E. Annual Performance Evaluation 
The annual performance evaluation by the chair or director and evaluation by the faculty peer review 
committee shall be conducted on a calendar year basis, i.e., the evaluation process shall begin in January for the 
preceding calendar year. These reviews mu. t incorporate attention to ''Best Practices for a Perfo1111ance Review 
System for Faculty," Appendix G. 
Early in the calendar year the faculty member's assigned dutie and objective for that year are established by 
the chair or director in con ultation with the faculty member, u ing Evaluation Fo1111 1, ''Professional Goals and 
Dutie ''. Near the end of the calendar year, the faculty member complete Evaluation Form 2, ''Annual Report of 
Profe ional Accompli hments', and ubmit it to the chair or director. On the ba i of material in these two forms .. 
per onal ob ervation , and a econd interview, the chair or director completes Evaluation Form 3, ''Evaluation of 
Academic Per onnel,, and foIVlards it to the dean. Procedure are provided in the guidelines ( ee Appendix C) for 
disclaimer by the faculty member at any tage of the evaluation proce . If any di claimer is filed, the dean will 
inve tigate the matter and mediate if po ible. If the matter cannot be re ol ved, the material shall be forwarded to 
the Provo t for further review. 
Any faculty member ma1· reque~ t a ummary report of the range of evaluation within a department or 
school, i.e., the number rated Excellent, Vef)· Good, etc. If confidentiality can be maintained, the report may be by 
faculty rank. 
F. Notification of Renewal and on-Renew'al of ppointments 
The dean of the college . hall notify non-tenured regular faculty member of the terms and conditions of the 
renewal of their appointment no later than May 16. Becau e the uni\·er ity budget require legislative approval 
salary notification may be delayed until after the General A. embl) ha acted. 
Regardles of the tated term or other provi. ion of an)· regular appointment, written notice that a non-
tenured appointment i not to be renewed hall be gi\·en to the faculty member in advance of the expiration of the 
appointment, according to the following chedule: 1) not le than three month in advance of the appointment's 
expiration if the faculty member i in the fir t year of ervice; 2) not le than ix month in advance if in the econd 
year of service; 3) at lea t twelve month before the expiration of an appoin tment after two or more year of ervice. 
Special appointments do not require notice of non-renewal ince uch appointments are for tated period of 
limited association with the univer ity. The univer ity does renew pecial appointments on a year-to-year basis in 
some instances. In such cases the university endeavor to provide rea onable notice of ubsequent non-renewal. 
G. Tenure Policies 
After the expiration of a probationary period, faculty may be granted tenure, with their service terminated 
only for adequate cause and subject to due process in the consideration of their cases. Tenure is intended to enhance 
freedom in teaching, research, and other professional activities, and to provide the economic security required to 
sustain these freedoms. 
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Faculty with the rank of Assistant Professor or higher are eligible for tenure. However, faculty promoted 
from Instructor to higher rank may apply for credit towards the tenure probationary period for prior service as 
Instructor. Such applications shall be made to the chair or director or equivalent administrator at the time of 
promotion and shall be subject to peer review. Any decision shall be communicated in writing to the applicant 
before the next regular semester. 
The tenure probationary period for a full-time regular faculty member shall not exceed seven years. If 
advance written agreement is reached by a faculty member, the chair or director, the dean, and the Provost, periods 
of leave without pay may be excluded from this seven-year period. Included within the tenure probationary period 
may be the faculty member's full-time tenured or tenure-track service at other institutions of higher learning, subject 
to advance written agreement. Candidates mu t be notified of their options during the contract negotiation process. 
Agreements for immediate tenure or for a probationary period of two years or less shall be reviewed in accordance 
with a department's regular tenure peer evaluation proce s. 
All regular faculty appointments are made on a year-to-year probationary basi until tenure is granted. Each 
appointment renewal and all grants of tenure (including appointment with immediate tenure) shall be subject to a 
peer review of the individual' qualification by the affected department~ a set forth in Part IV, Section D. All 
grants of tenure hall be approved by the President of the univer ity, and tenure notification shall be made in writing 
in accordance with procedure developed by the Pre ident. 
Normally, the deci ion to grant tenure . hall be made during the penultimate year of the probationary period 
and becomes effective at the beginning of the next )'ear. In exceptional ca e tenure may be granted earlier. A 
recommendation to confer tenure for an a i tant profe(., or mu. t be accompanied by a favorable recommendation 
for promotion to a ociate profe or. Factor con. idered in early tenuring may include relevant experience in other 
than tenure-track po ition . Tho e per on holding tenure el e\vhere may be con idered for immediate tenure at 
Clem on, but thi procedure hall not be con idered as routine. hould notice of the denial of tenure not be given in 
advance of the expiration of the final probational)' appointment (a., provided in Part IV, Section F) tenure shall 
become automatic at the end of the probationary period. 
Leave time taken which benefit the in~t1tution a \\1ell as the indi\1idual faculty member may count as 
probationary period en ice. Time pent a Lecturer or Po t Doctoral Re earch Fellow, as Vi iting, Part-Time, or 
Adjunct faculty, or in other non-tenure-track po it1on , hall not count a tenure probationary ervice. 
The probationary period for all faculty begin in Augu .. t of the calendar year in which the individual is 
officially added to the faculty ro .. ter. However, 9 month faculty officially Joining the university after October 1 l of 
a calendar year shall have their probationary period begin \\1ith the following August. T'Welve month faculty 
officially joining the uni ver ity after January 1st of a calendar year hall have their probationary period begin on July 
1st of that calendar year. 
H. Post Tenure Review 
Purpo e: Po t-tenure review (PTR) erves to evaluate rigorou ly a faculty member's professional 
contributions. The review should be used to ensure that all faculty ene the needs of the student and the in titution 
and that excellent faculty are identified and rewarded. Although the focu of PTR i on the performance of the 
individual since his or her la t tenure or post-tenure review, the overall contribution of the individual faculty 
member to Clemson University should not be neglected. 
Scope: All faculty members holding a tenured faculty po ition hall be subject to PTR except: 
(a) a faculty member planning to retire by August 15th of the same academic year in which the post-tenure 
review would occur providing that a binding letter of intent to retire is signed thereby waiving the PTR. 
(b) a collegiate dean will substitute his/her third year reappointment review and the one for every fifth year 
thereafter for the PTR. 
(c) a department chair's second year review and the one for every fourth year thereafter will substitute for 
the PTR. 
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(d) an academic administrator returning to his or her academic department would be subject to PTR during 
the third year after rejoining the department. 
Guidelines: The faculty of each academic unit shall prepare written guidelines (approved by a majority of 
the faculty, the re pective dean, and the Provo t) providing details of the PTR process. These guidelines must 
incorporate attention to ''Best Practices for Post-Tenure Review," Appendix H numbers 1 through 12. Although the 
details may vary from one academic unit to another or from one college to another within the university, such 
guideline mu t be con. i, tent with the following principles to en ure appropriate rigor: 
(a) The primary ba i .. for PTR is the individual' contributions in the area of re earch and/or scholarship, 
teaching, and ~ervice. 
(b) Guideline mu~t be flexible enough to accommodate faculty member with different profes ional 
re pon ibilities. 
(c) PTR hall not infringe upon the accepted ._ tandards of academic freedom. Sex, age, ethnicity, and other 
factor unrelated to an individual, profc\siona1 qualification hall not be con idered in the review process. 
(d) The chairper~on of the academic department and the dean of the college mu t not be involved directly in 
the peer revie\\1 proces .. at the departmental le\rel. 
(e) The Post-Tenure Reviev.1 mu t be linked to the annual re\1ie\\1 • 
Procedure: To ensure the nece ary institutional rigor, the follov.'ing pr edure ... mu t be u ed: 
1. All tenured faculty \ ill be peer re\1ie\\1ed e\'ef)' six )'ears. The year or )'ear in \\1hich a faculty member i on 
appro\·ed leave . l1al l not be counted in the revie\ period. Department \Vil! devi e a chedule of taggered re\1iew 
of tenured faculty \\1itl1in each rank. Revie\ ... \\' ill be c nducted in order of enioril)', beginning with tho e \vho 
have the mo(\t longe\ ity at len1, on Uni\1ersit)'. 
2. Each }'ear a PTR com111ittee \\1ill be constituted .. eparate fr m the regular personnel committee( ) e tabl1 hed 
by departmental byla\\' . The fa ult)' n1en1b r ubje t to PTR in a parti ular year \\'ill not be eligible for 
member hip on the committee. Onl)' tenured fa ult)' are eligible for election to the PTR committee. The ize of the 
committee may \'ary from one academic unit to another; h0\\1e\1er the committee mu ' t ha\1e a minimum of three 
member . In ca es in \vhich the department does not ha\'e enough tenured faculty to con~ titute a PTR committee, 
the departmental peer revie\\. committee \\1ill elect out .. ide faculty from other department \\'ho are qualified to en'e 
on the PTR committee. The PTR committee \ ill elect its \\'n chair. 
3. In order to en ure adequate external repre,entation in the re ie\V proce , department mu t choo e 0 E of 
the e option in drafting departmental per"'onnel policy procedure~: 
(a) utilize reference letter ubmitted from out"i1de the department on each indi\1idual under revie\\', 
(b) add to the PTR committee a faculty· n1ember or profe ional equi\1alent from out ide the department 
nominated and elected according to departmental b) la\\ , OR, 
(c) allow each faculty member under review the option of either having external letter olicited or 
incorporating the external committee member in the review proce . 
4. The faculty member undergoing PTR mu t provide, at a minimum the following document to the PTR 
committee and the department chair: 
(a) a recent copy of the curriculum vita (paper or electronic); 
(b) a summary of teaching evaluations (if appropriate to the individual ' dutie ) for the last 5 years, 
including student evaluations; 
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(c) a plan for continued professional growth; 
(d) detailed information about the outcomes of any sabbatical leave awarded during the six-year PTR period; 
(e) if required by departmental personnel policy procedures, the names of six referees outside the department 
whom the PTR committee could contact for reference ; and 
(f) any other documents relevant to the review. 
5. The chair of the academic unit mu t provide the committee with copie of the faculty member's annual 
perfo1111ance review covering five year accumulated ince the initial tenure review or ince the last post-tenure 
• review. 
6. The role and function of each faculty member, a. well as the trength of the overall record, will be examined 
by the PTR committee. If provided in departmental bylaw .. , the PTR committee i required to obtain a minimum of 
four reference letters of which at lea. t two mu t come from the li t of 1x ubmitted by the faculty member. 
7. The PTR con1mittee will provide a written report to the f acuity member. The faculty member should be 
given at lea. t two week time to provide a re .. pon~ e to the committee. Both the committee's initial report and the 
re pon e of the faculty n1ember will be given to the dean of the academic unit. The department chair will ubmit an 
independent written report to the faculty member \.\'ho \\' i II then have t'>/O eek to pr0\1ide a re ponse. The chair' 
original report and the faculty member' re" pon e \\rill be ubmitted to the college dean. The dean will write hi /her 
OVv'n report copying the facult)' member, the PTR cor11mittee, and the chair and ubmit all material to the PrO\'O t 
who e. tabli. he. the final rating (Outcome). The PrO\'O t \\'ill file a report explaining the rating to the faculty 
member, the PTR comn1ittee, the chair and the dean. di claimer to the Pro o t' finding may be filed. 
8. Promotion \\.'ill be counted a po t-tenure re ie\ at any time \\1ithin the 6-year cycle. If a faculty member 
de ire to be con idered for promotion in hi ... /her 6'h )'ear in the cycle or b)' the departmental byla\\' e tabli hed to 
identify colleagues during the fir, t ix )'ears , /he n1u t al~ o be con .. idered for po t-tenure revie\\' in the ame 
academic year. In addition to the material needed for promotion revie\\', the PTR file \\'Ould need to include: (a) 
two additional years of tudent evaluation and E\1aluation Form 3 : b a plan for continued profe ional grO\\'th; 
(c) detailed information about any ~abbatical : and d an)' additional material deemed nece ary for PTR by 
departmental by la\\ . If the applicant i.. promoted, tl1en the PTR outcome \VOuld automatically be con "idered 
'~ ati factory." The time clock for PTR i~ reset at thi, time. If the indi\1idual being con .. idered for promotion i not 
promoted, /he will be required to undergo PTR at the tin1e normall)' a . . igned or during the 61h )'ear after the la t 
PTR. 
Outcome: The following rating y. tern will be u ed in all .. tage of the re\1iew b)' the PTR committee, the 
chair, the dean, and the Provo t: 
(a) Satisfacto01 
(b) Unsatisfacto01 
If the rating by the chair, dean, and Provo t differ from the rating of the PTR committee, each mu t upply 
documented evidence explaining the difference. In ca e involving a rating of '~Un ati factory," the burden of 
proving ''Unsatisfactory'' performance is on the uni ver i ty. To receive an ''Un ati factory'' as the final rating~ both 
the PTR committee and the department chair mu t o recommend. 
Remediation: Individuals who receive a rating of Unsatisfactory mu t be given a period of remediation to 
correct deficiencies detailed in the PTR reports. The chair in con ultation with the PTR committee and the facult)1 
member will provide a list of specific goals and mea urable outcomes the faculty member should achieve in each of 
the next three calendar years following the date of formal notification of the un ati factory outcome. The univer ity 
will provide reasonable resources (as identified in the PTR reports and as approved by the chair and the dean) to 
meet the deficiencies. The chair will meet at least twice annually with the faculty member to review progre . The 
faculty member will be reviewed each year by the PTR committee and the chair, both of whom shall supply written 
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evaluations. At the end of the three-year period, another po t-tenure review will be conducted. If the outcome is 
again Unsatisfactory, the faculty member will be subject to di mi al for unsatisfactory performance. If the review 
is Satisfactory, then the normal review cycle of ix years wi ll re ume. 
Dismissal for Unsatisfactory Professional Performance: If dismissal for unsatisfactory professional 
performance i recommended, the case will be ubject to the rules and regulations outlined in the Faculty Ma11ual 
(see Section K. below). 
I. Promotion Policies 
Recommendation for promotion are based upon the evaluations of a faculty rnember's performance and 
credential by peer and admini trator . Such evaluation. are ba .. ed on written criteria es tab Ii hed by each academic 
department. Neverthele~s, ome general attribute .. and experience requirement are a ociated with the variou 
rank . (See Part III , ection C and D for general qualifications.) 
J. Salary Determination Procedure 
Procedure .. for arriving at an individual faculty n1ember's .._ alary increa e vary among colleges and from year 
to year. The follo\\ting dec;,cr1ption. then, c;,hall only be con trued a outlining typical con .. iderations. 
The annual univer ity budget received from the state include an allocation for alarie . A portion of thi i 
available for alary increa .. e.. . ormally, the three p s ible component of alary increment for an indi\1idual are 
co t-of-li\1ing. merit, and promotion. In addition, fund ... may be .. et a ide for ... pecial ad ju tments for variou 
purpo. e . The allocation of facult)' salary funds to promotion. merit, and co .. t-of-living i normally determined by 
the univer. ity, thougl1 the tate often impo es constraints on pern1is ible ... alaf)' increa e exceptions to which may 
require appro\ al b) the late, "" Budget and ontrol Board. 
Increa. es for 1nerit and cost-of-li\1ing ma)' not be uniform in percentage term due to difference in 
productivity, becau'e of inequities. or for other rea, on .. . The chair or director ha .. the re .. pon~1bilit)1 for making the 
initial determination ~ of individual ... alary incre111enl . n indi\'idual' recommended merit increa e i ba ed upon 
the performance e\1aluation by the chair or director altl1ough tl1ere ma be no preci e correlation bet\veen the annual 
faculty e\·aluation and the amount of salaf)' increa e. 
The chair' or director' , alaf)' recomn1endation are fof\\'arded to the dean for re\rie\ and appro al and are 
ubject to ub equent re iew by the Pro\1 0~t and tl1e Pre~sident. alary notification .. are ent to faculty by the dean at 
the earlie t opportunity, normally in June or Jul)'. 'ot infrequently, notice are dela)1ed by the Jatene of the 
General A embly in pa~ ing the state budget. 
Any faculty member may reque t a . ummary report f the range and number of alary increase \ ithin a 
department, i.e., the number receiving 0-0.9o/o , l .O-l .9o/o , etc. If confidentialit) can be maintained, the report may 
be by faculty rank. 
K. Resignation, Termination, and Di mi al 
A faculty member may re ign an appointment effecti\e at the end of an academic year. Notice hould be 
given in writing at the earlie t po ible opportunity, e.g., within thirty day of acceptance of a new po ition 
elsewhere or within thirty day of receiving notification of the Clem on appointment and alary for the next 
academic year, whichever is earlier. The faculty member may reque ta waiver of the e requirement in the ca e of 
hardship, or where the member would otherwi e be denied ub tantial profe ional advancement or other 
opportunities. Profe sional ethics require that the faculty member con ider the need of tudent and obligation to 
the academic community in scheduling such a departure and in giving the maximum notification fea ible to the 
university. 
"Tei 111ination" is to be understood to mean "the removal or di charge of a faculty member with tenure, or of 
an untenured faculty member before the end of the pecified te1111 of the appointment, becau e of in titutional 
exigencies or because of the physical or mental inability of the faculty member to perfo1111 normal duties." Specific 
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causes aod procedures for te1111ination, and the steps available to the faculty member for appeal, are set forth in Part 
V, Section B. as aspects of Faculty Grievance Procedure I. 
"Dismissal" is to be understood as "the removal or discharge of a faculty member from a tenured position, or 
from an untenured position before the end of the specified ter1n of the appointment, for cause." Actions that could 
reasonably be construed as having extremely adverse effects upon Clemson University, such as serious violations of 
law, could result in the initiation of procedures of dismissal "for cause." In a similar category are: blatantly 
unprofessional conduct, such as the continued neglect of important responsibilities; markedly sub-standard 
perfo11nance of duties; or highly serious breaches of university regulations such as falsification of credentials 
submitted in application for a faculty position. Sufficient cause for such a dismissal must be related directly and 
substantively to the faculty member's professional fitness as a teacher and/or researcher or as a librarian. Specific 
causes and procedures for dismissal, and the steps available to the faculty member for appeal, are set forth in Part V, 
Section B. as parts of Faculty Grievance Procedure I. 
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A. General Information 
Two grievance procedure are available to faculty members to facilitate the redress of alleged injustices. 
Faculty Grievance Procedure I (GP-I) i concerned primarily with the dismi sal or te1111ination of tenured faculty or 
of non-tenured faculty prior to the expiration of a contract period. It al o deals with any complaints ba ed on 
unlawful di crimination due to race, ex, or any other legally protected tatu . A a result of legislative action, the 
general State Employee Grievance Procedure do not apply to faculty member . GP-I has been officially approved 
by the State Per~onnel Division a~ the grievance procedure for Clem on Univer ity faculty member for such cases. 
Faculty Grievance Procedure II (GP-II) wa adopted by the Univer ity Board ofTru tee on July 17, 1981. It 
applie to matter not covered by GP-1. Such rnatter~ a inequitable work a. ignment , unfair performance reviews, 
or improper implementation of policie and procedure are encompa ed by GP-II. 
The non-rene\\.1al of untenured faculty appointment. ma)' be grie\'able under either GP-I or GP-II, depending 
upon the ground for the complaint. If the complainant allege that unlavlful di crimination or violation of 
academic freedom were in\1olved in the decision not to reappoint GP-I i the appropriate avenue for seeking 
redre . GP II i applicable if the complainant allege .. that departmental, .. chool. college, or univer ity polic1e and 
procedure were not properly folio\ ed. 
If at an)1 time the Provo t determine that a facult)' member ha filed grie\'ance concurrently under both GP-
I and GP-II, and that the~e grievance are ba ed on the ame or a related factual ituat1on, the Provost may u pend 
proce ing of one petition until a final dec1~ion ha ... been reached on the other petition. GP-II petition 'v\1ill u ually 
be addre ed fir'" t. The Pro o~t may decide to hear the GP-I petition prior to the GP-II petition. In all ca e . the 
Provo t will notify the adv i~ory committee of the f acult)' .. en ate. the Grie\'ance Board. and all partie to the 
grievance when either procedure i ... u. pended pending outcome of the other petition. 
If a grievance filed under GP-II i ~u pended a tated above, the time limitation tated in the procedure 
shall be su pended until uch time a the Provo~t re">ume the proce ing of the grievance. For all grievance , the 
time periods given within thi ection hall ref er to calendar day . 
For per on eeking a i tance in under. tanding grie\'ance procedure , the faculty senate pro\ ides the 
ervices of grievance coun el or . A coun el or off er ad'v ice on which of the grie\'ance procedure to follo\v prior to 
filing a grievance petition. At the reque t of the petitioner, the grievance coun elor will review the petition before it 
is submitted to a i t in clarifying the grievable allegation . The coun elor, however, doe not render any deci ion 
on the merits or sub tance of the petition. Admini trator may al o eek advice of coun elor on grievance matter . 
Information about general procedure followed in grievance hearing helpful to the re pendent can be obtained from 
grievance counselors. Grievance coun elor will not advi e faculty member or admini trator from their own 
colleges and will not act for both parties to the same ca e. Individual coun elors may eek advice from fellow 
counselors and may refer their clients to other coun elor to expedite the grievance process. 
Five counselors selected from different college will u ually be in office at the same time. The e coun elor 
are appointed annually by the faculty senate advi ory committee from the rank of tenured Associate Profes or and 
above who have a thorough knowledge of the Faculty Ma11iial and the grievance processe . At least one of the five 
counselors appointed will be an academic administrator. The advisory committee will attempt to stagger the 
counselors' terms on a three-year rotation and to provide minority representation whenever po sible. The coun elors 
are authorized to talk with any persons involved in the potential grievance and are accorded the protection afforded 
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faculty members involved in grievance procedures. The names of the counselors are available from the President of 
the faculty senate or the Provost. 
All parties to a grievance, including witnesses, are expected to adhere to the highest standard of honesty 
expected of all faculty members at all times. 
Guidelines related to all aspects of the grievance procedures should be obtained from the faculty senate Office 
or the faculty senate web site (http://www.lib.Clemson.edu/fs/) prior to filing any grievance. Once each academic 
year the Chair of the faculty senate advisory committee and the Chair of the Grievance Board will give to the 
faculty senate a summary report concerning grievance activities with respect to Faculty Grievance Procedures I and 
II, respectively. The full texts of both grievance procedures follow. 
B. Faculty Ombudsman 
The faculty senate through the Provost provides an Ombudsman who serves the interests of faculty, post-
doctoral fellows, and graduate students by acting as mediator in any dispute in which they may be involved. The 
confidential services of this professor, knowledgeable about the grievance process, are available free of charge with 
the expectation of resolving disagreements before they reach the fo1111al stages outlined in the following sections on 
grievance procedures. 
The Ombudsman will report to a sub-committee of the faculty senate Executive/Advisory Committee 
composed of: the immediate past president, the president, and the vice president/president elect of the faculty 
senate; the faculty representative to the Board of Trustees; a faculty member appointed by the advisory committee 
annually; and a faculty member appointed by the Ombudsman annually. In conducting the affairs of this office the 
ombudsman shall be independent and free from any and all restraint, interference, coercion or reprisal. The 
ombudsman shall be protected from retaliation. Should these principles be violated, the violations should be 
brought to the attention of the Provost and, if necessary, to the President of the university. 
C. Faculty Grievance Procedure I (GP-I) 
1. Coverage. Any person holding a faculty appointment (see Part ill, Sections D and E) at Clemson 
University, including academic administrators, may file grievances under this grievance procedure. 
2. Grievances. 
a. Dismissal from employment with the university is grievable under this procedure. A dismissal is the 
"removal or discharge of a faculty member from a tenured position, or from an untenured position before the end of 
the specified appointment, for cause." Adequate cause for dismissal must be related directly and substantively to the 
fitness of the faculty member in his/her professional capacity as a teacher or researcher. Dismissal may be initiated 
by any administrator in the chain of supervisory responsibility. The burden of proof that adequate cause exists rests 
with the university. Causes for dismissal are: 1) conduct seriously prejudicial to the university through infraction 
of law or through moral turpitude; 2) repeated or significant failure to perfo1111 the duties of the position to which 
the faculty member is assigned, or perfo1111ance of duty demonstrably below accepted standards; and 3) breach of 
university regulations that include, but are not limited to, violation of confidentiality, falsification of credentials, 
plagiarism, and that have serious adverse effects on the university. 
Action for dismissal of a faculty member must be in writing, must contain a statement of reasons or charges, 
and must be presented to the individual concerned subsequent to discussions between the faculty member and 
appropriate administrative officers looking toward a mutual solution. 
b. Te1111ination from appointment by the university of a faculty member with tenure, or of a non-tenured faculty 
member before the end of a specified te1111 of appointment, is grievable under this procedure. Causes for 
ter1nination are: 1) institutional contingencies such as the curtailment or discontinuance of programs, departments, 
schools, or colleges, or other conditions requiring reductions in staff; 2) financial exigencies which are 
demonstrably bona fide; and 3) a faculty member's physical or mental inability to perfor1n no11nal duties. 
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Termination of appointment may be initiated by any admini trator in the chain of supervisory responsibility. 
The faculty member concerned shall be given written notice of termination with reasons therefore as soon as 
possible, but not le than twelve months in advance of termination. Before a termination of appointment based on 
the abandonment of a program or department of in truction is initiated, every effort shall be made by the 
Administration to place the affected faculty member in another uitable position. If an appointment is terminated 
before the end of the period of appointment becau e of financial exigencie or because of the discontinuance of a 
program of in truction, the relea ed faculty member' position hall not be filled by a replacement within a period of 
two year , unle the relea ed f acuity member ha been offered reappointment and a rea onable time has elapsed 
within which he/ he may accept or decline the po ition. Termination for medical rea ons shall be based upon clear 
and convincing medical evidence. 
c. Griev .. ance alleging unlawful di crimination in compen ation, promotion, and/or work assignments are also 
grievable under GP-I. Any grievance ba~ ed on race, color religion, ex, national origin age, handicap or status as 
a di abled veteran or a veteran of the Vietnam era, alleging di ... crimination prohibited by federal law or regulation, 
al o may be filed under thi ._ procedure. 
d. In addition to tl1e above, any non-tenured faculty member \\'ho allege that violation of academic freedom 
significantly contributed t a deci, ion to cea~ e, in any manner, his/her appointment v ith the 1uni\1er ity may file a 
grievance under tl1i grie\'ance pr cedure. In uch a case, the burden of 'proof re t upon the faculty member. 
3. Procedure. 
a. A facult)' men1ber \\1110 d~ ire .. to ale under GP-1 n1u t ubrnit a \\'ntten petiti 1on within thirty day after the 
date of the alleged grie\'ar1c . 1\ an e ·an1ple of the time lin1it . if notification i gi\1en that a facult)' member will 
be di .. mi ed f r cause, tl1e thirty-da)' tin1e p ri d b gin \\1itt1 the date that the fa ult)' member v'la notified. The 
time period doe'- n t begin \\1ith the effecti\1e date of di r11i "' al. The petition i to be ubmitted to the Chair of the 
faculty enate ad isory c n1111ittee. The grie\1an e p tjti n rnust tate pe ificall)1 the partie invol ed, place and 
date., and the relief . ougl1t. fter tl1irty da)' 111. \'e pa . ed, the faculty' member forfeit .. the right to petition under 
thi grie\1ai1ce procedure and an)' a lion ~ taken \\1itt1 re p t to the a ulty memb r hall become fina[. 
b. If the petition is filed durir1g one of tt1e long ri1e ter of the regular ac demic ., ear. the Chair of the faculty 
enate ad\1i "Of)' corn111ittee . l1all call a spe ial rn etir1g of l}1e 1nmittee \•,1itl1in fifteen days of receipt of a properly 
ubmitted petition. If the p titian is filed at ,an)' tl1er tin1e, the pe ial ,meeting of ti1e fa ult) enate advi Of)1 
committee \\1 ill be held \ ithin fifteen da)'s a~ter tl1e beginning f the ne ·t long '""emester. If the PrO\' O t deem '"" the 
matter of ufficient urg~n )'. he/.._ he 111a)' request th l the fa ult senale ad i ory omrnittee meeting take place at a 
time out. ide the nor111al a ade111i )'ear. In tl1i .. a.. th e mernber~ of the faculty .. ena{e ad\1i ory committee v,1ho 
have nine-month app intment \\1ill be c mpen "'ated at a rate equal to that of their normal salaf)' for any da)' or 
fraction thereof. A quorum for thi 1neeting hall on ist of five members of the ad\1i.., ory committee. If the 
advi ory committee detern1ine the petition is n t grie\1able under thi .. pr edure. the Chair "hall notif)' the faculty 
member within e\1en day .._ of that deci"i n and the n1atter is cl sed. 
If the ad\ i. ory committee determine tl1at the matter is gri \1able under thi pr cedure. the chair hall notify 
all parties to the grie\1ance within e en day" of that decision. t the ~ame time. the chair hall end cop1e of the 
petition to tho e again "' t \ horn the grievance i .. brought. 
c. The advi ory committee of the facult) enate \\1ill be the Hearing Panel. The committee \Vill. \.\1ithin thirty 
days after reaching the deci ion to hear the petition, et a date for the hearing. The chair hall gi\ e each party to the 
grievance thirty day written notice of the hearing. Notification of the hearing date \Vill include: a) the time, place 
and nature of the hearing; b) the procedure to be followed during the hearing; c) a tatement of the legal authority 
under which the hearing i to be held; d) reference to pertinent univer ity tatute and portion of the FacLllf)' 
Manual; and e) a short and plain statement of the matter a. erted. The hearing hall be held during one of the long 
semesters of the regular academic year, unle the Provo t deem the matter of ufficient urgency, and reque t that 
the hearing take place at a time outside the normal academic year. In thi ca e tho e member of the faculty enate 
advisory committee who have nine-month appointment will be compen ated at a rate equal to that of their normal 
salary for any day or fraction thereof. 
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The faculty member may waive the hearing by so notifying the chair of the advisory committee in the 
grievance petition, in which case the advisory committee shall take whatever action is necessary to ensure a fair and 
expeditious review of the grievance and base its recommendation to the Provost thereon. 
Members of the advisory committee shall remove themselves from the case if they deem themselves 
disqualified for rea on of bias or conflict of interest. The faculty member(s) concerned shall have a maximum of 
two challenges each without tated cau e. If such removals and challenges reduce the membership of the hearing 
panel below five, the Pre ident of the faculty enate hall make appointments from the Senate to ensure a committee 
composition of at lea t five members. 
The faculty member shall be permitted in all proceeding to have and be represented by an advisor of his/her 
choice. All matter pertaining to the grie\·ance shal1 be kept confidential and the hearing shall be closed to the 
public. A verbatim record of the hearing hall be taken and a typewritten copy thereof tran cribed and made a part 
of the record. 
Both partie hall be permitted to offer e·vidence and witne e pertinent to the i sue ~ the administration so 
far a po ible .. hall a~ i. t in ecuring the cooperation and attendance of witne e and hall make available 
document. and other evidence under it control. Irrele\'ant, immaterial. or unduly repetitious evidence hall be 
excluded. If an objection i made to an1· evidence being offered, the deci ion of the majority of the panel hall 
govern. When the hearing may be expedited and the intere-t of the partie hall not be ub tantially prejudiced. any 
part of the evidence may be received in \\'ritten form. Documentaf)' e\1idence may' be recei\'ed in the form of copie 
or excerpt. if the original i. not readily available. ;\ll \\'ritten evidence ubmitted by all partie to the grievance 
hearing mu t be recei\1ed b11 the chair of the hearing panel not le "'. than 7 day, prior to the date et for the hearing; 
any material received after that date r11a1' be all0\\1ed or e ·eluded b11 the he ~tring panel at it d1 cretion. At it 
di cretion, the hearing panel may grant adjournment to either party' to in\'e tigate evidence concerning \\'hich a valid 
claim of urpri~e i .. made . Both partie n1a)' a k question of\ itne , e . 1ember of the panel may a k que t1on of 
any party or \\' itne~ at an)' time during the heari11g. 
d. Finding" of fact and recon1mendation... f the hearing panel mu, t be ba ed olel)' on the hearing record and 
hall be submitted to tt1e Pr vo t. The majorit)' \' le of tl1e panel hall be the recommendation forwarded to the 
Provo. t. The recommendation mu\l be ~ubmitted to the Pr \'Ost \\.'ith in ft fteen da)' after conclu ion of the hearing. 
If the hearing procedure ha. been \\.'aived. recommendation, of the Panel "hall be ubmitted to the Pro\'O t no later 
than fifteen day after completion of it in\'estigation of the grie\'ance. Both partie to the grievance hall be gi"en 
copie of the recommendation at the time the;' are for\\1arded to the PrO\'O t. The chair hall pro\·1de a copy of the 
tran cribed record to both part1e<"., a .. oon a, it becomes U\'ailable. 
e. The Pro\ o t hall revie\\' the record of the hearing and ~hall render a \\'ritten decic;_,1on \\'ithin thirty da1 of 
receipt of the tran cribed record. The decision .. hall include findings of fact and conclu ion of la\\', eparately 
stated. Copies of the deci ion hall be sent to all part1e" to tl1e petition and to the Hearing Panel. 
4. Appeals. The faculty member may appeal the Pro\10 t' deci~ion t the Pre ident. A written appeal mu t be 
submitted to the Office of the Pre ident within ten da) after receipt of the Pro\ o t' deci ion. If an appeal is made, 
the President shall review the hearing record and the deci ion of the PrO\'O t and hall render a written deci ion 
within thirty day of receipt of the reque t for the re\·ie\v. The deci ion hall include finding of fact and 
conclusions of law, separately tated. Copie of the deci ion of the Pre ident hall be ent to all partie , the Provo t, 
and the hearing panel. 
The faculty member may appeal the deci ion of the Pre ident to the Board of Trustee . A written appeal 
must be submitted to the Executive Secretary of the Board of Tru tee within ten day after the receipt of the 
President's decision. Receipt by the Executive Secretary hall be deemed receipt by the Board. If an appeal is 
made, the Board of Trustee , or a committee of Board member appointed by the Chair, shall review the record of 
the hearing and the decisions of the President and the Provost, and shall render a final decision on behalf of the 
university. The decision shall be in writing and shall include findings of fact and conclu ions of law, eparately 
stated. Copies of the decision shall be sent to all parties, the President, the Provost, and the hearing panel. 
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5. Final Decision. If a grievance is filed in a timely manner under this procedure, the action taken against the 
faculty member which forms the basis for the grievance shall not become final until the appeals process is exhausted 
and a final decision is rendered on behalf of the university. If the faculty member does not appeal any step of the 
procedure within the time limits prescribed herein, the last decision rendered shall become the final decision of the 
university. 
6. Continuation of Duties and Salary While Grievance Pending. If the action which fonns the basis for the 
grievance filed by the faculty member could eventually involve any type of di continuance of appointment with the 
university a tated above, the faculty member hall not be removed from his/her university duties until a final 
decision i rendered under thi grievance procedure. The exception to thi principle would be that, prior to the final 
decision being rendered~ the faculty member may be relieved of a11 duties or assigned to other duties if immediate 
harm to himself/her elf or to other is threatened by continuance in the affected individual's normal assignment. 
Before taking such action the Admini tration . ha11 consult with the ad vi ory committee of the faculty senate. The 
salary of the faculty member hall alway, continue until a final deci ion i rendered by the university. 
7. Protection of Faculty Member and Other Invol ed in Grievance Procedure . Each faculty member 
and any other per. on involved in grievance procedure hall be free from any or all re traint, interference, coercion, 
or repri al on the part of a ociate or admini .. trator .. in filing a grievance, in accompanying a faculty member filing 
a grievance, in appearing as a \Vitne . or in eeking information in accordance with the procedures described 
herein. The e principle appl) ~' ith equal force after a grievance ha been adjudicated. Should the e principles be 
violated, the violation hould be brought to the attention of the Pro'v'O t for appropriate remedial action. Should the 
faculty member not recei\1e .. ati faction from the remedial action taken by the Provost. an appeal may be made to 
the Pre ident. and ub equently (if nece . JI)' to the Board of Tru tee . 
D. Facult}' Grie,'ance Procedure II P-11 
1. Co erage. GP-II applie to teaching. re 'earch. and ex ten ion facult}'. librarian . academic administrators, 
and all other per on holding facult)' appoint111ents see Part III. e tion _ D and E) at Clem on Univer ity \\lho have 
grievance that may not be brought under GP-I. If related grie\1ance..., are filed under both GP-I and GP-II. 
proce ing of the GP-II ca e ma) be u pended pending re olution of the GP-I ca e. 
2. Delineation of Grievable and on-grie,'able latter; . Grie\1able n1atter . include uch action a : 
a. the improper or unfair (to the con1plainant in1plementaLion of departmental~ college, or univer ity policies 
or procedure by per\ n authorized to implement uch policie or procedure : 
b. the improper or unfair (to the complainant) applicnti n of recognized criteria or guideline u ed in fonnal 
review proce e b] per on" authorized to conduct such re\11e\\' ·; 
c. the improper or unfair (to the complainant) U\ ignment of profe~ ional dutie by an admini trator; 
d. improper or unfair apprai al (by an admin1 trator of the complainant' perfo1 i11ance~ 
e. the improper or unfair denial (by an admini\trator of the complainant' acce to departmental, college, or 
. . 
un1ver ity re ource ; 
f. the improper or unfair determination (by an admini trator) of the complainant' alary increment; and/or 
g. other matter that the Provo t together with the Grie\'ance Board may determine are grievable. The burden 
of proof that uch matter do con titute ca e of unfairne lie with the petitioner. 
Complaints arising out of the authorized exercise of faculty and admini trative judgment and discretionary 
powers are usually not grievable. Thu , u ually not grievable are recommendations of contract non-renewal and 
denial of promotion or tenure as long a appropriate policies and procedure have been followed. Minor complaints 
are usually not grievable. What con titutes a ''minor complaint" i left to the discretion of the Provo t or the 
Grievance Board. 
3. Procedure. 
a. A faculty member with a grievance shall first meet with the department chair for an info1111a1 discussion of 
the matter. This discussion must take place within ninety days of the matter's occurrence. Both shall meet in good 
faith and shall make every attempt to resolve the matter in an equitable and professional manner. 
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b. If the matter cannot be resolved at the level of the academic department, the faculty member shall meet with 
the dean for an info1111al discussion. The faculty member must request this interview within fifteen days of the 
discussion of the matter with the department chair. The dean shall arrange for a meeting with the faculty member 
within fifteen days upon receiving the request. Again, the resolution of the matter in an equitable and professional 
manner shall be the primary goal of those involved. 
c. In the case of non-reappointment or denial of tenure or denial of promotion, the requirements to meet with 
the Department Chair and the Dean are waived. 
d. If the matter cannot be resolved at the collegiate level , the faculty member has two options: a) he/she may 
petition the Provost to review the matter and render a decision regarding it; and b) if the f acuity member so requests 
(or if the Provost, with the faculty member's consent, chooses to do so) the Provost shall refer the matter to the 
Grievance Board (composition given in the Constitution, Part VII, Article II, Section 8) for its recommendation 
prior to making the decision. If the Provost is named as a respondent in the petition, the Provost shall submit the 
petition directly to the Grievance Board. If the Grievance Board dete1111ines that the Provost is correctly named as a 
respondent, the Provost shall be recused from a decision making capacity in the grievance process. This petition 
must be in writing and must be received by the Provost within fifteen days of the faculty member's meeting with the 
dean regarding the matter, or within fifteen days of receipt of notification of non-reappointment, denial of tenure, or 
denial of promotion. The petition shall not exceed ten pages in length, excluding supporting documents, which may 
be submitted as an appendix to the petition. 
In order for the Provost or the grievance board to deter 111ine if the matter is grievable under Grievance 
Procedure II, the grievance petition must state: 
1. the specific individual(s) against whom the grievance is filed; 
2. the dates upon which the alleged grievable matter occurred; 
3. the specific provision(s) of this grievance procedure under which the petitioner believes the matter to be 
grievable; 
4. a list of the supporting documents appended to the petition; and, 
5. the specific relief sought by the petitioner. 
The grievance board or the Provost shall dete1111ine to which of the person(s) named in the petition copies of 
the petitions or relevant portions thereof shall be sent. Respondents to the petition may file a response with the 
Provost or the grievance board. Any such responses must be filed within fifteen days of receiving the petition. This 
response is not to exceed ten pages excluding supporting documents which may be submitted as an appendix to the 
response. 
e. If the matter is not to be considered by the grievance board, the Provost shall review the case and request any 
additional info1111ation from any person involved, as needed. If the Provost dete1111ines the matter to be grievable, 
the Provost shall render a final decision within thirty days of receipt of the petition. If the Provost determines the 
matter to be non-grievable, the Provost shall also notify all parties. The written decision will be transmitted to the 
petitioner and other parties concerned in the matter. 
f. If the matter is to be referred to the grievance board, the board shall meet within fifteen days after receiving 
the petition if the petition is filed during one of the long semesters of the regular academic year, to determine 
whether the petition meets criteria set forth below delineating grievable and non-grievable complaints. If the 
petition is filed at any other time, the grievance board will meet within fifteen days after the beginning of the next 
long semester. If the Provost, or President if the Provost is recused, deems the matter of sufficient urgency, he/she 
may request that the grievance board meeting shall take place at a time outside the no1111al academic year. In this 
case those members of the grievance board who have nine-month appointments will be compensated at a rate equal 
to that of their no1111al salary for any day or fraction thereof. If the board finds the matter grievable, it shall set a 
date for review no later than thirty days after their receipt of the matter if this date is within one of the long 
semesters of the regular academic year. If this date is not within one of the long semesters, the hearing will be held 
within thirty days of the start of the next long semester. If the Provost, or President if the Provost is recused, deems 
the matter of sufficient urgency, he/she may request that the review shall take place at a time outside the no1111al 
academic year. In this case those members of the hearing panel who have nine month appointments will be 
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compensated at a rate equal to that of their normal salary for any day or fraction thereof. If the matter is determined 
non-grievable, the Board will promptly notify the petitioner, respondent(s), and Provost of its decision, and the 
matter shall be closed. 
1. If the matter i found grievable, the grievance board hall convene a three-member hearing panel. This 
hearing panel shall conduct an expeditious, orderly, and equitable review of the matter, requesting additional 
info1111ation through the Provost as neces ary. The panel hall allow all parties to present any facts or other 
information bearing on the matter. All written evidence ubmitted by all parties to the grievance hearing 
must be received by the chair of the hearing panel not le than 7 days prior to the date set for the hearing; 
any material received after that date may be allowed or excluded by the hearing panel at its discretion. These 
partie shall not meet with the Panel at the same time. Each party to the petition shall be permitted to have 
the as i tance of an advi or of hi /her choice in all proceeding at which the party is present. The role of the 
advisor, however, hall be solely to ad vi e the party. The advisor hall not be pet 111itted to participate in the 
proceeding in any other way. 
2. In the revie\.\' proce s, the hearing panel i not a ked to ub titute it. judgment for that of the faculty or 
admini trator who made the decision at i ue. The merit of the deci ion, per e, are not at issue. Rather, the 
i ue are whether or not . ome unfair or improper influence o colored or affected the judgment of the 
faculty or admini ' trator that the deci ion reached would have been different had no uch improper or unfair 
influence exi ted. Thu , o long a the appropriate policie , and procedure were followed the only i sues are 
the exi tence of improper or unfair influence and the extent of their influence upon the deci ion involved. 
The complainant ha the burden of proof in e._ tabli hing that uch influence ex1 ted and that it pre ence 
dictated the nature of the deci. ion reached. 
3. Within fifteen day~ of the final hearing, the panel hall .._ ubmit it finding and recommendation to the 
Provo t along with appropriate document .. and record . In the event the Provo t ha been recu ed from a 
deci ion making capacity, the finding and recommendation hall be ubmitted to the President. 
Simultaneou ly, a copy of the Panel, s findings and recommendation hall be forwarded to the petitioner, 
and the re pondent. 
g. Upon receipt of the hearing panel' recommendation, the PrO'lOSl hall revie\v the matter, reque ting any 
per on in vol\ ed to provide additional information a needed. The Provo ... t hall render a deci ion no later than 
fifteen day after the receipt of the Panel''.') recommendation. The deci ion and finding of the Provo t, including the 
rationale for the deci ion, together with the report of the hearing panel, hall be tran .. mitted in writing to the faculty 
member, the hearing panel, and all named parties. 
4. Appeals. Any party at intere t may ubmit a written appeal of the Provo t' deci ion to the Pre ident. The 
appeal must be ubmitted within even day'.') after receipt of the Pro\·o t' deci ion. At the ame time that a party 
appeal to the Pre ident, a copy of the appeal mu t be ent to the Univer ity Coun el. Upon receipt of an appeal, the 
Pre ident will notify in writing the faculty member, the Provo t~ the re pondent( ), and the hearing panel chair. The 
President shall review the grievance petition, the recommendation of the hearing panel, and the deci ion of the 
Provo t. The President may eek additional information from any per on involved in the ca e. If new relevant 
info1111ation comes to the Pre ident, he may remand the appeal to the PrO\'O t for recon ideration. The Pre ident 
shall render a final deci ion on behalf of the univer ity within thirty day after receipt of the written appeal. Copies 
of the President's deci ion hall be ent to the Provo t, the faculty member, the re pondent( ), and the hearing panel. 
5. Final Decision. If no appeal is made to the Pre ident in accordance with the time limitation specified herein, 
the decision of the Provost shall be the final university decision. 
6. Protection of the Faculty Members and Others Involved in Grievance Procedures. All per on involved 
in grievance procedures, including the grievance board, hall be free of any or all re traint, interference, coercion, or 
reprisal on the part of associates or admini trators in filing a grievance, in accompanying a f acuity member filing a 
grievance, in appearing before the hearing panel or the Provost, or in eeking info1111ation in accordance with the 
procedures described herein. These principles apply with equal force after a grievance has been resolved. Should 
these principles be violated, the violations should be brought to the attention of the Provost, and subsequently (if 
necessary), to the President for appropriate remedial action. 
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FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE 
A. General Statement 
In accordance with the will of Thomas Green Clemson and the Act of Acceptance by the General Assembly 
of South Carolina, ultimate re pon ibility for the governance of Clemson University is vested in the Board of 
Trustees. The Board i charged with setting uni ver ity policie so as to achieve the goals established by Mr. 
Clemson in his will and to serve the needs of the State of South Carolina. Thu , final authority and responsibility 
for all policy deci ions re t with the Board. 
In order to operate the univer ity effectively~ the Board delegate respon ibility in various areas to the 
President, to certain admini trative official , and to the faculty. The President is the executive officer charged with 
administering the univer ity in accordance with the policie adopted by the Board and with primary responsibility 
for leader hip and planning for the in titution. The Pre ident i charged with respon ibility for academic, personnel, 
development, and fi cal and budgetary matter .. ~ with providing for and maintaining the phy ical facilities of the 
university; with repre enting the in titution to it e\'eral public ; with the admini trative implementation of the 
various policie of the univer ity. 
The f acuity, a the re po. itory of learning in the variou academic field of study, i charged with creating the 
curriculum; etting requirement for degree); determining \vhen requirement have been met~ approving candidates 
for degree . The faculty al o ha primary re pon ibility for uch academic matter a e\.1aluating the qualifications 
of current or pro pective faculty member ~ initiating recommendation for faculty and academic administrative 
appointment ; faculty reappointment, tenure, and promotion recommendation . 
To carry out it role in the governance of the uni\ er ity, the faculty i formally organized through a 
constitution. The faculty enate, variou , uni\er ity committee , and the everal college, school, and departmental 
faculties and their committee facilitate the execution of the bu inec., of the faculty. 
The faculty enate i the elected body that repre ent the faculty in it relation hip \vi th the administration, 
especially in regard to policy matter involving the academic prerogative of the faculty and faculty welfare. To 
fulfill their academic governance re pon ibilitie level , the facultje of the everal college chools, and 
departments are formally organized according to bylaw . Indeed, the primary exerci e of the academic prerogatives 
of the faculty takes place at the department level, where the pecific profe ional experti e of a particular di cipline 
can be brought to focus on academic matter , including que tion regarding curriculum, appointment, tenure, and 
promotion. 
Since the effective functioning of the univer ity requires communication and cooperation between the faculty 
and the administration, a university council, commis ion, and committee structure has been e tablished. This 
structure provides for faculty participation in planning, policy formulation, and decision-making in all areas that 
bear upon faculty concerns. The most comprehensive body within this structure is the academic council, with its 
subsidiary commissions and committees. A outlined below, the academic council includes representatives from 
various constituencies of the university (students, nonacademic administrators, as well as faculty and academic 
administrators). Additional committees exist outside the academic council structure and are organized here by 
administrative area. 
1. Academic council 
The academic council reviews and recommends academic policy to the Provost. Such matters may be routed 
to the President through the Provost by a majority vote. The council receives reports and recommendations from 
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committees and groups reporting to it. The academic council also reviews recommendations regarding university-
wide academic policy that emanate from the office of the Provost, the faculty senate, the student senate, collegiate 
faculties, as well as from ad hoc committees appointed by the President or Provost. The academic council shall 
view its role primarily as an oversight body guiding and advising the university with regard to academic policy. 
Membership consists of the following: The Provost (chair); two members from each college and from the 
library: the college and library deans; one faculty member from each college and the library elected for a staggered 
three-year term; two undergraduate students: the president of the student body and the president of the student 
senate; president of the graduate student government; president of the faculty senate and the senior vice provost 
and dean of undergraduate studies. Non-voting are: pre ident-elect of the faculty enate; dean of student life; 
president of the cla sified staff enate; extension enate chair; graduate school dean. 
2. Council on Undergraduate Studie 
Thi council will con i t of all faculty member , tudent , and admini trator from each subcommittee listed 
below. The senior vice provo. t and dean of undergraduate tudie will be a non-voting member serving as chair. 
The senior vice prove t will convene the council each fall. All terms begin August 15 of the academic year. In the 
instance of a re ignation from a ubcornmittee, the dean of that college appoint a replacement who serves until the 
next election for eating on Augu t 15. 
The council on undergraduate tudie \i.1ill recommend to the academic council all policy matters which 
originate with it. from the college . the faculty enate, the tudent enate or from the 'lariou ubcommittees that 
report to it v.1hich are: 
a. Academic Advi ing ommittee O\'er e co rdination of uni er ity advi ing activitie (including college 
academic advi ing center , academic upport center college , etc.); inform ad vi or of current policies on 
advising; periodically review the mi ion of academic ad\'i ing; coordinate a es ments of the university 
advising system; and prO\'ide prof ional de\'elopment for advi or . 
Member hip con i t~ of the follo\\.1ing: T\\'O tenured or tenure-track facult)' elected from each college for a 
two-year term on a taggered ba i , one additional member \\'ith experience and intere t in ad,Tising elected 
from each college for a tw·o-)'ear term, t\'lO at-large appointn1ent made by the Provo t, and one undergraduate 
student appointed by the pre ident of the tudent ~enate. n ex officio. non- oting member 1 a representati,·e of 
the office of undergraduate tudie . The chair I\ elected by the member hip. 
b. Undergraduate Curriculum Committee i~ compri ed of the c;,enior \1ice prove t and dean of undergraduate 
studies or ome other member of the Provo t' taff \Vho \er\ec;, a non-voting chairper on. Each college has t'Wo 
voting member , one of whom i chair of the collegiate cumculum committee, and the collegiate committee elect 
the second. The te1111 of office i for three year in rotation. Non- oting member in addition to the chair include 
one elected library faculty. one undergraduate tudent appointed by the tudent body pre ident, the regi trar, the 
Calhoun honor college director, and other member of the enior vice prove t' taff as needed. The committee' 
jurisdiction is et forth in the Faci1ll)1 Co11stitL1tio11. 
c. Admissions Committee formulate and recommend undergraduate admi ion policie to the Council on 
Undergraduate Studie . It al o erve a the appeal committee for undergraduate admi ion . 
Membership consi ts of five faculty member erving three-year term elected one from each college, the 
chair of the faculty senate scholastic policies committee (or de ignee), and the chair of the student senate academic 
affairs committee. Non-voting members are the director of undergraduate admi ions (chair), the director of 
undergraduate academic services, and the director of hou ing. 
d. Continuing Enrollment Committee fo1111ulate and recommends undergraduate continuing enrollment appeal 
policies to the council on undergraduate studies. It is respon ible for recommending policies relating to advising 
and retention. Only faculty members may serve as the review committee when considering undergraduate 
continuing enrollment appeals. 
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Membership consists of five elected faculty, one from each college, serving three-year terms, the chair of the 
faculty senate scholastic policies committee or designee, the student chair of the minority council, and an 
undergraduate student appointed by the student body president. The non-voting director of undergraduate academic 
services is the chair. 
e. Calhoun Honors College Committee formulates and recommends policies and procedures for Calhoun 
honors college to the council on undergraduate tudies. The faculty members on the committee serve as the 
curriculum committee for the honors program. 
Member hip consi t of five faculty members, one from each college elected for a three-year term. Colleges 
hall elect from their rank faculty with experience and intere t in the Honors College as indicated by such activities 
as teaching honor cour es, directing honors the e and research projects, and serving on honors committees at the 
department and college level. Other voting member are: one member of the Faculty Senate elected for a one-year 
term; two faculty member , each erving two-year term and appointed by the director of the Honors College from 
the combined constituencie of the Dixon Senior Fellow , Calhoun Honor seminar instructors, and Bradbury 
Award recipient ~ one tudent member of the Dixon Fellow program elected by the other fellows; one student 
member of the Calhoun Society elected by the member .. of the Society~ one honors student appointed by the director 
of the Honor College. All tudent member . hall serve one-year term . Non-voting members are the director, 
a ociate director, and a si tant director of the Honor College, and one repre entative from the office of 
undergraduate admi ion .. . 
f. Scholar hip and Award Committee formulate and recommend policie and procedures relating to 
scholar hip and award to the council on undergraduate . tudie . It re\1iew the election of recipients for university 
and collegiate undergraduate cholar hip and grant .. -in-aid. 
Membership con ist of ix elected faculty member , one from each college and the library, serving three-
year term , the chair of the faculty ~enate chola<)tic poJicie committee or de ignee, and one undergraduate student, 
appointed by the . tudent body pre ident. Non-voting member are the director of financial aid (chair), the director 
of Calhoun honor college, the dean of. tudent life. the director of admi ion , and the regi trar. 
g. Academic Integrity Committee hear appeal concerning po ible academic di hone ty by undergraduate 
tudent . The committee' procedure and the penal tie it may impo e are et forth in the current Undergradi1ate 
A nr1oL'11ceme12 ts. 
The committee i compo ed of t\\10 tenured facult) elected from each college for a two year term, and ten 
undergraduate tudent , two from each college, nominated by the tudent body pre ident and appointed by the 
Provost for two year term . Term for both faculty and ~tudent begin with fall eme ter late regi tration. 
h. Academic Grievance Committee hear ca e concerning po ible di crimination in academics brought by an 
undergraduate student again t a member of the faculty or a taff member of the univer ity. The committee i also 
empowered to hear ca es concerning grievance of a per onal or profe ional nature involving an individual 
undergraduate tudent and a faculty member. A full de cription of the committee and it procedures are in the 
current Undergraduate A11t1ou1zcer11e11ts. 
The committee is compo ed of three faculty from each college appointed by the re pective collegiate dean, 
twelve undergraduates nominated by the student body pre ident, approved by the tudent senate, and appointed by 
the Provost, and the dean of student life or hi /her de ignee. Faculty serve three year ter 111s; tudents serve one year 
terms, all commencing with fall semester late regi tration. The senior vice-provo t for undergraduate studies 
appoints the chair from among those faculty member who have previously erved. 
3. Council on Graduate Studies 
The council provides oversight for policy and procedural implementation relating to graduate 
education by: receiving, stimulating, and originating proposals for the development of graduate education; 
reviewing, considering, and disseminating recommendations from its constituent committees; and approving and 
forwarding to the academic council those recommendations requiring specific action. 
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This council consists of the faculty, students, and administrators from each sub-committee listed 
below. The dean of the graduate school is a non-voting member and convenes the council each fall. The council 
elects its own chair. In case of a faculty resignation, the college dean appoints a replacement who serves until the 
next election. 
a. Graduate Curriculum Committee. This committee shall be composed of the dean of the graduate school as 
non-voting chair, plus two representatives of the graduate curriculum committees of the several colleges, one of 
whom will be the chair of the college graduate committee and the other elected by the college graduate committee. 
Should a college have a single curriculum committee, the college committee will elect two representatives to this 
committee. 
b. Graduate Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Appeals Committee. This committee deals primarily with 
graduate admissions and continuing enrollment appeals. Its recommendations on policy and reports on general 
statistics are submitted to the academic council. 
Membership consists of the following: One faculty representative from each college elected by the collegiate 
faculty for three-year te1111s. The associate dean of the graduate school serves as non-voting chair. 
c. Graduate Fellowships and Awards Committee 
This committee for 111ulates and recommend policie and procedures relating to graduate fellowships and 
awards. It oversees selection of the recipients for univer ity-wide fellowships and the campus competition from 
departmental nominations for out tanding graduate teaching a sistants as well as future award recognitions for 
graduate students. 
Member hip consi ts of the following: one faculty member representative from each college elected by the 
collegiate faculties for a staggered two-year term. Non-voting members are the director of financial aid or designee 
and an assistant/a sociate dean of the graduate school (chair). 
d. Graduate Advisory Committee. This committee independently studies and reviews policy on non-curricular 
graduate student academic matter and on those issue affecting the general welfare of graduate students. 
Member hip consists of the following: one faculty member representative from each college elected by the 
collegiate faculties for three-year te1111s and two graduate students appointed by the president of graduate student 
government. The non-voting chair i the dean of the graduate school. 
e. Graduate Student Academic Grievances Committee. Thi committee hears all grievances involving the 
following: (a) grievances of a personal nature involving an individual student and a faculty member; (b) the claim 
by a student that the final grade in a course was inequitably awarded; (c) cases where the grievance involves 
graduate student employment; and (d) graduate student academic dishonesty. In cases involving academic 
dishonesty, the Policy on Academjc Misconduct shall be applied. In all unresolved cases, the committee makes its 
recommendations to the President through the Provost. All proceedings of the committee are confidential. Details 
as to definitions and procedures may be found in Graduate School Announcenients. 
Membership of this committee consists of the following: five faculty members involved in graduate 
education (one from each college elected by the collegiate faculty for three-year te1111s) and two graduate students 
appointed by the president of graduate student government; also one representative of the graduate school serving in 
a non-voting, advisory role. Each year the chair is elected from among the continuing faculty members. The term 
of appointment begins with each Fall registration. 
D. Councils, Commissions, and Committees Reporting to the President 
1. Administrative Council. The President, as chief executive officer of the university, is charged with 
administering the university in accordance with policies adopted by the Board of Trustees and with primary 
responsibility for leadership and planning. In order to carry out the charges of office effectively and efficiently, the 
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President may convene administrative leaders, including, but not limited to, those administrators who report directly 
to the President. 
The administrative council meetings primarily serve as staff meetings between the President and those 
individuals reporting to him or her. The administrative council assists the President in planning for the university; 
reports info1111ation and action items to the President; provides advice or counsel to the President about activities in 
each area of the university; and demonstrates leadership in developing, implementing, and/or evaluating university 
policies. 
2. Athletic Council. Institutional control of intercollegiate athletics rests with and is exercised by the President 
of the University. In this capacity the President is ultimately responsible for ensuring that Clemson's athletic 
policies and programs are in compliance with the rules and regulations of the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association and the Atlantic Coast Conference. Authority for the administration and management of intercollegiate 
athletic programs is exercised by the athletic director who is accountable to the President. 
The principal function of the athletic council is to advise the Clemson University administration on all major 
decisions affecting the administration of the athletic department. The athletic council shall recommend policy on 
intercollegiate athletics to the athletic director and, when appropriate, to the President. Specific duties of the athletic 
council include: 
a. Monitoring the recruitment, scholastic eligibility, and academic progress of student athletes. 
b. Reviewing athletic schedules and ticket prices. 
c. Advising the university's faculty representative to the NCAA and ACC on matters of pending legislation. 
d. Evaluating athletic policies and programs to ensure their compatibility with the overall aims and mission of 
the university. 
e. Participation in the screening and selection of applicants for the position of athletic director. 
The athletic council is composed of 24 voting members chosen or appointed as follows: 
a. Two elected faculty representatives from each college and one from the library. In addition, the colleges and 
the library shall each elect one alternate who shall have voting rights and shall serve on the athletic council 
in the absence of the elected representative. Faculty representatives serve staggered three-year te1111s. 
Consecutive te1111s are permitted. 
b. Three full-time enrolled members of the student body, one each appointed by the president of the student 
body, the president of the student senate, and the president of the graduate student government. 
c. Two full-time enrolled student athletes, one representing revenue-producing sports and one from Olympic 
(nonrevenue producing) sports, appointed by the athletic director. 
d. One representative of the Clemson alumni association appointed by the alumni national council. 
e. One member of IPT A Y who may be the president of IPT A Y or the president's designee. 
f. The president of the faculty senate or a member of the faculty senate nominated by the president of the senate 
and elected by the advisory committee of the faculty senate. 
g. Three at-large appointees of the President of the university; one of whom shall be from student affairs. 
Presidential appointees serve two-year ter111s, once renewable. 
h. One member of the classified staff senate appointed by the president of the staff senate. 
i. One representative (unclassified field staff) appointed by the extension senate. 
Student members of the athletic council serve one-year ter111s consecutive up to two years. Except as 
described above, all other voting members of the athletic council serve one-year te1111s consecutive up to three years. 
The te1111 of membership begins on May 16th of each year and ends on May 15th of the subsequent year. 
Ex-officio non-voting members include the associate athletic director for compliance, the university's 
NCAA/ ACC representative, the athletic director, one associate director of athletics designated by the athletic 
director, and the senior women's administrator for the athletic department. 
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At the biennial March meeting of the athletic council the voting members elect from the regular, full-time 
faculty members a chair and vice chair whose two-year terms commence at the first athletic council meeting after 
May 15th of that year. All regular, full-time faculty athletic council members are eligible for election to these 
offices regardless of the length of time remaining on their ter111s. 
There are five standing committees of the athletic council: 
1. Governance and Rules Compliance. This committee ensures that the mission of the athletics program 
supports the mission and goals of the institution, reviews matters of institutional policy and control, and 
monitors compliance with rules and regulations. 
2. Academic Standards and Integrity. This committee considers issues related to admissions, academic 
standards, academic support services, and academic program scheduling. 
3. Fiscal Integrity and Facility Planning. This committee is responsible for monitoring fmancial 
practices, overseeing fiscal and facility management and planning, and reviewing fiscal policies and 
procedures. 
4. Equity, Welfare and Sportsmanship. This committee assures the fair and equitable treatment of 
women and other minorities, protects the physical and educational welfare of student athletes, and assures 
that all associated with athletics are committed to the fundamental values of sportsmanship and ethical 
conduct. 
5. Campus and Community Relations. This committee monitors university community perceptions of 
athletic program issues and reviews and proposes athletic initiatives to improve campus and community 
relations. 
For additional information about the Athletic Council, it Officers, and Committees refer to Clemson 
University Athletic Council Policies and Procedures. 
2. President's Commi ion on the Statu of Women. The commission was established at Clemson to improve 
the quality of life for women at Clem on. The commi . ion, charge i to discern the status of women at Clemson 
University and document finding ; discover and pur ue the removal of institutional barriers; collect information and 
conduct research regarding i ue that affect women, including the tudy of practices followed by commissions on 
women at other univer itie ; and explore problem area that limit equal opportunitie and advancement. The 
commission publicize the role of the univer ity in improving the tatus of women at all levels. Membership of the 
commission con i t of seven members of the faculty, ix members of the cla ified staff, and other non-voting 
university faculty and staff as de ignated by the Pre ident. Members are appointed by the President for three-year 
staggered terms beginning in August from nomination of the f acuity senate and the classified staff senate. The 
chair of the commission is appointed by the President for a three-year renewable te1111 after consultation with the 
commission. The chair appoints a deputy chair for a one-year te1111. 
3. Honorary Degree and Naming Committee. Thi committee consist of the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs and Provost (chair); the president of the faculty senate (secretary); the mo t recent past president of the 
faculty senate currently in the employ of Clemson University; the most senior (in years of service) alumni 
distinguished professor; and the most senior (in years of service) holder of an endowed chair/titled professorship. 
When functioning to select candidates for an honorary degree, the chair of the institutional advancement committee 
of the Board of Trustees and the chair of the Board of Trustees will be added. 
When the committee functions to name candidates for an honorary degree, it evaluates a candidate's 
credentials and submits a recommendation for the awarding of an honorary degree to the President of the university. 
The President will forward a recommendation to the Board of Trustees for approval. When serving as a naming 
committee, this body recommends appropriate names for university lands and facilities to the university President 
for approval by the Board of Trustees. 
4. The President's Cabinet. The President's cabinet advises the President on policy decisions affecting all areas 
of the university and serves as a communications forum between the President and the various administrative 
divisions of the university. Chaired by the President, the cabinet is composed of the vice presidents, the executive 
secretary to the Board of Trustees, the general counsel, the chief alumni and development officer; the chief financial 
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officer, the chair of the President' s commission on the status of women, the chief public affairs officer, the director 
of news services, the director of access and equity, the president of the classified staff senate, the president of the 
extension senate, the president of the faculty senate, the executive director of governmental affairs, the president of 
the student body, the president of the graduate student government, the executive secretary of IPT A Y, and others as 
designated by the President. 
5. The Cla sified Staff Senate studies, formulates, and recommends general policies and procedures to the 
President's cabinet concerning the staff employee of the univer ity, including job skill development, compensation, 
benefits, and welfare. The di tribution of elected members among vice presidential areas is based upon an 
approximate 2: 100 ratio of cla ified employee within each area. For a precise breakdown of membership 
repre entation, ee Cle111so11 U11iversity Cla"i~ifiecl Staff Se11a1e Bylal-1.'S. Elections are held annually and elected 
member erve three-year term~. The Director of Human Resource serves a a non-voting member. Its sub-
committee are: 
a. Executive Committee. The Executive Committee con .. i t, of the pre ident, \'ice pre ident, immediate past 
pre ident, the chair · of the tanding committee. , secretary, trea. urer parliamentarian, and the ex-officio members. 
Thi committee propo~e the annual agenda and ref er. items to the appropriate committee . 
b. Policy and Welfare Committee. Thi ... committee .. tudie cla ified taff concern and formulates and 
recommend uni,,ersity-wide policie ... and procedure.. related to cla .. ified taff employee . The committee also 
con ider. de\elopment of job and upervi ory skill , compensation, benefit and other item pertaining to the 
welfare of the classified taff employee . . 
c. Communication Committee. Thi committee provide a forum for the communication of que tions, 
informed an v.'er .. , and ideas. The committee publi he the cla~ ified taff enate new letter a a ystematic means 
of communicating e i ... ting uni\1er ity poliC)'. specific action .. and feedback concerning all matter considered b)' the 
Commi. ion. The committee i respon~ ible for the C C booth at the annual benefit fair. The booth promotes 
cla · ified taff activitie achie\1ements, and goal . 
d. Scholar~hip Committee. This committee is respon "ible for rai ing fund for the annual cholar hips that will 
provide acce to the educational e ·perience at lem on ni,1ersity for dependent children of classified taff. This 
comn1ittee al .. o coordinate an annual golf touman1ent and other fundrai .. ing dri\1es. 
e. Member. hip ommittee. Thi, con11nittee re\1ie\\' repre entation conduct annual election . and coordinates 
orientation and annual <l\\.'ard, lun l1 n. 
f. Acti\1 ities Committee. This committee ser\1es as a supp rt arm to the other tanding Committee , pr0\1iding 
logi tical a istance for pecial e\'ents. 
6. Pre. ident, Cammi. ion on the Status of Black Facult)' and Staff. The purpo e of the commi ion 1 to 
advi e the Pre. ident and the adn1inistrati\'e coun il \\'ith pe ific recommendation to enhance the quality of life for 
all black faculty and taff. The Corn mi ion con .. i t .. of six member of the faculty. 1x member of the cla. s1fied 
staff, and other uni\er 1ty faculty and taff (non-\'Oting n1embers a de~1gnated by the Pre ident. Members are 
appointed by the Pre. ident to erve . taggered three-)1ear term .. . The Chair is app inted by the President for a t\.\O-
year term. 
7. Parking Review Board. The Board consi~t~ of fort)1-three member .. dra\\'n from faculty, taff, and tudents 
(with alternate from each of the con tituent bod1e~) who in ubcommittee panel of five member (one 
Faculty/Librarian and one Staff member, tv.'o undergraduate tudent , and one graduate tudent) constitute the 
campus admini trative review body for appealed parking v1olat1on . 
The membership will be elected in the following manner: each college will elect two faculty members for a 
three-year rotating term with the faculty enate selecting an alternate; the library will elect one member and an 
alternate; eight classified staff plus three alternate on a three-year rotating term basi will be elected by the 
president of the classified staff senate; the attorney general of the tudent body will select ixteen undergraduate 
students and six alternates; and the pre ident of graduate tudent government will elect eight graduate students plu 
three alternates for one-year terms. 
E. Committees Reporting to the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
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1. Computer Advisory Committee. This committee reviews and advises on policies for the Division of 
Computing and Information Technology. Voting membership consists of one faculty member serving a three-year 
term elected from each of the colleges and the library; a representative from the faculty senate elected annually; and 
a graduate student appointed by the president of graduate student government. Non-voting membership includes the 
vice provost for computing and information technology (chair) and a staff member from each of the following 
office : student affairs, development, and finance. 
2. Librarie Advi ory Committee. This committee reviews and advises on policies for the university libraries. 
Membership con i t of the dean of the library as the committee' non-voting chair; one faculty representative 
erving a three year term elected from each college and the library; a representative of the faculty senate elected 
annually: a repre entative of the cla ified taff . enate appointed annually by the president of the Senate: an 
undergraduate tudent appointed by the president of the .. tudent enate~ and a graduate tudent appointed by the 
pre ident of the graduate . tudent government. 
3. Univer. ity A .. e. sment Committee. Thi .. committee provide leader. hip and a i tance in developing and 
over eeing a program of evaluation and feedback to enhance the effectiveness of the university. The committee 
develop and recomn1end uni er ... it)'-\\tide a.,Oc e s1nent policie . a i t in developing as e ment procedures that 
meet accepted ~tandard · for data collection and analy"is, re\1ie\\1 a .. e . ment procedure for con i tency with goals 
and objective~. revie\\1 re ults of a .. e ment activitie ... and recon1mend improvement reviews the progress of the 
uni\1er ity in imple1nenting a" -- e ment acti\'itie re ie\\' all a e ment report and coordinate the preparation of 
annual report~ for the tate om mission on H1gher Educat~on, tri\1e to en~ ure that a e ment information i not 
m1 u ed. and monitor the effects of a ... e · nlent to en ure that a e ment re ult are u ed in ub equent planning 
act i \' i ties . 
Members of t11e ssessrnent ommittee \~1 ith tl1ree-ye~1r terms include: t\\'O repre.._ entative from each college 
and one from the libraT)' appointed b)' tl1e r p ti e dean ~, t\\' 10 re pre'" entative... from different areas of 
admini . tration and ad\1ancement app inted b)' the ice pre"ident for admini '" tration and advancement. one 
repre entati\1e appointed b)' the dean of undergraduate tudies. and l\\'O repre entati\1e from tudent affair 
appointed by the \1ice pre ~ ident of tudent affairs: one represer1Lati e appointed by each of the follo\\1ing: the athletic 
director. the dean of the gradu,1te .., chool. the i e pre ident _ r public .. en1ice and agri ulture, and the \'ice pre ident 
for re earch. T\\'O undergraduate tudents are app inted b)' lhe i e pre ident tor .. tu dent affair for t\vo-year terms. 
A repre entati\'e of the fa ult)' .. enate, one college dean appointed b)1 the council of academic deans. and one 
graduate tudent appointed by the dean of the gr duate s h l ser\'e one-;1ear term . The director of as e ment 
and of planning are e -officio. nonvoting m~n1b r . The head of in titutional re ~earch and other non\•oting 
member , recommended b)' tl1e con1mittee and app inted by the PrO\'O. t for ne-)1ear term , erve a re ource 
per on for the comn1ittee. The committee ele t it" O\\'n chair for a one-1'ear term from among the faculty and 
admini. trative repre~entati es. The \'i e-chair is ele ted annually by the c mmittee and \Viii ucceed the chair the 
following year. The chair ren1ain a a member of tl1e con1rnittee for the )'ear follo\\•ing hi or her tenure a chair. 
The three member , chair. vice-chair and former chair. do not count against allocation .. from the college . 
4. Innovation Fund A \\1ards Committee. This co1nmittee admini\ter the Clem on Univer ity innovation fund, 
which provide a ource of funding for unique idea that do not ha\'e an altemati\1e uni\1er it)' funding ource; 
provide an incentive for innovative ini ti a ti ve and pro grams that ha \'e a mu tu al benefit to the uni\ er i ty; and 
promotes the application of ~kill ~ , technique . and kn0\\1ledge of t\\'O or more di cipline tO\'lard a common goal or 
goals. Priority i given to propo als that upport initiative that enhance or impro\e undergraduate education. The 
fund is not intended to upport propo al for\\ hich other university funding ource e i t. 
Members of the committee are the vice pre&ident for academic affair5 and Provo t; the vice president for 
public service and agriculture~ the chair of the a e ment committee; an endowed chair; and an alumni master 
teacher. The Provo t appoints the alumni master teacher and the endowed chair. The Provo t chair the committee. 
Proposals are given priority based on uniquene , need, and overall benefit to the univer ity. The committee 
reviews and evaluates the merits of proposal received. lnfo1111ation concerning the preparation of propo al can be 
obtained from the Provost's office. 
F. Committees Reporting to the Chief Research Officer 
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1. Research Council. The research council provides advice and representation on issues affecting the 
university's research efforts. The research council will provide the chief research officer direct faculty input on 
future policy and procedural matters to enhance the quality of scholarly endeavors and the growth of research 
programs under his/her direction. The research council will be expected to transcend unit and college lines, to 
promote shared values, and to represent a cohesive point of view to the chief research officer. 
The council membership will consist of the following: one faculty member elected from each college and 
the library for a three-year te1111; one faculty member appointed from each college by the chief research officer in 
consultation with the collegiate dean; the current chair of the faculty senate research committee (or designee); and 
the chairs of each of the subcommittees listed below. 
The chief research officer shall convene the membership for the purpose of electing a chair. The council will 
meet at least three times each academic year. A special meeting can be called by the chair, by the chief research 
officer, or by request of a third of the council members in order to manage the council's business. 
This Council is assisted by the following subcommittees whose chair reports through it. 
a. Animal Research Committee. This committee consists of the university veterinarian; the university animal 
facilities administrator; a faculty member from each college having animal facilities; a wildlife specialist; and a 
resident of a local community who is not an employee of the university. Committee appointments are made for 
three-year te11r1s by the chief research officer for indefinite te1111s. The committee elects the chair. The committee is 
the principal university advisory group on the humane care and use of animals. It maintains oversight of the 
university animal programs, facilities, and procedures and reviews the care and use of all animals included in the 
university policy. 
b. Institutional Biosafety Committee. This committee consists of the director of environmental health and 
safety, the associate vice-president for research compliance, two faculty with expertise relevant to recombinant 
DNA (rDNA) technology, two faculty with expertise in chemical and/or biological hazards, two residents of the 
community who are not employed by the university, and when possible, one non-doctoral laboratory technician. 
Other university faculty or staff with expertise in the health professions or animal, plant or plant pathogen/pest 
containment may be asked to serve on the committee when necessary. The associate vice president for research is a 
non-voting member of the committee. The chair and all members of the committee are appointed to three year 
ter111s by the President in consultation with the vice president for research. This committee reviews and approves 
rDNA, chemical, and biological hazardous activities conducted at or sponsored by the university. The committee 
also assesses and approves the facilities, procedures, practices, and the training and expertise of personnel engaged 
in rDNA, chemical, and biological hazards research and teaching. 
c. Human Subjects Committee. This committee consists of the associate vice president for research compliance 
(chair); one faculty member from each college having a significant number of activities involving human subjects; a 
medical doctor nominated by the vice president for student affairs; and a resident of the local community who is not 
an employee of the university. All members are appointed by the chief research officer to serve three-year te11ns. 
This committee, functioning as the institutional review board, approves all activities of the university that involve 
human subjects and ensures that the rights and welfare of subjects are adequately protected, that the risks to subjects 
are outweighed by potential benefits, and that the info1111ed consent of subjects is obtained by methods that are 
adequate and appropriate. 
d. Intellectual Property Committee. This committee consists of a chair appointed by the chief research officer; 
the senior contract advisor who acts as secretary; the general counsel or his/her designee; a representative from 
administration and advancement; an associate dean from each college; one graduate student representing the 
graduate student government, for a one-year te1111; one undergraduate student nominated by the dean of student 
affairs for a one-year te1111; a faculty representative elected from each college; and the person from Cooper Library 
identified as patent coordinator serving in an ex officio, non-voting capacity. This committee recommends 
intellectual property policy to the chief research officer; approves or disapproves patent and other intellectual 
property proposals submitted in accordance with patent policies of the university; and makes recommendations to 
the chief research officer. 
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e. Research Grants Committee. This committee consists of two faculty representatives elected for three-year 
te1111s by the faculty of each college plus one member elected for a three-year te1111 from the library. The chair is 
elected annually by the committee. This committee receives applications from faculty members in all departments 
of the university for grants in support of research. Eligible are those with tenure, tenure-track, or emeritus faculty 
status. Only one submission per person is allowed. Faculty who have received a URGC grant within the previous 
two years are not eligible. The committee makes grants to new faculty members initiating research and to faculty 
members initiating research in a new area or in areas where other sources of support are inadequate or nonexistent. 
Priority is given to new faculty (5 years or less at Clemson). Grant applications may be obtained from the Office of 
Sponsored Programs. Applications are solicited annually through announcements on World Wide Web. 
G. Organizations Reporting to the Vice President for Student Affairs 
1. Alcohol and Other Drugs Task Force. This committee is made up of representatives of designated 
departments within the university as well as from the local community. The vice president for student affairs 
appoints members to represent the following areas: university union, university housing, counseling and 
psychological services, health services/medical services, health services/health education, public safety, peer health 
educators, athletics, county, student government, public affairs/publications, Clemson city police, fraternities and 
sororities, campus ministry, the graduate student government, and other individuals as appropriate. Two faculty 
members are appointed by the faculty senate. The chair is elected annually by the committee. 
2. Greek Affairs Committee. This committee studies and recommends all policy on fraternities and sororities to 
the vice president for student affairs. The committee consists of the advisor for greek affairs; the President of the 
panhellenic council; the president of the interfratemity council; the president of the pan-greek council; the associate 
director of residential life; two faculty members elected by the faculty senate to two-year terms; and one 
independent student nominated by the student body president. The chair is designated by the vice president for 
student affairs. 
3. Media Advisory Board. The duties of the Media Advisory Board include advising the joint media advisor on 
any matter concerning the operation of the media, hearing complaints and suggestions from any person concerning 
any media organization or the media in general, and accepting or rejecting the annual budget proposal as presented 
by the joint media advisor. The board consists of the joint media advisor (chair), an administrator appointed by the 
vice president for student affairs, one member of the faculty elected by the faculty senate, one nonfaculty employee 
from public affairs, two members of the student senate elected by the student senate to serve one-year terms, two 
students-at-large selected by the president of the student body to serve one-year te1111s, the editors of TAPS, The 
Tiger, Chronicle, and Reveille, the program director of WSBF, and the president of clemson cable network (CCN). 
4. Recreation Advisory Committee. This committee studies, for111ulates, and recommends all policy relating to 
physical recreation facilities and programs to the vice president for student affairs. The committee's membership 
consists of two undergraduate students selected by the president of the student senate; a graduate student 
representative; three faculty members (one from the department of parks, recreation and tourism management) 
elected by the faculty senate for three-year te1111s; one staff member each from the offices of business and finance, 
student affairs, and institutional advancement (each selected by the appropriate vice president or director); the 
director of the union and student activities (nonvoting); the director of campus recreation (nonvoting); the director 
of tennis; and a member of the classified staff senate. The chair is elected annually by the committee. 
5. Student Health Committee. This committee formulates and recommends policy on food services, health 
service, counseling/career planning, and student insurance to the vice president for student affairs. Members are the 
director of health services; the director of counseling and psychological services; the director of campus services; 
the associate director of residential life; the chair of the student senate food and health committee and one member 
of that committee nominated by the chair; one undergraduate student nominated by the student body president; one 
undergraduate student appointed by the vice president for student affairs; one graduate student representative; and 
one faculty member elected by the faculty senate to a two-year te1111. The chair is designated by the vice president 
for student affairs. 
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6. University Union Advisory Council. The purpose of the union advisory council is to broaden student and 
university community representation and input on all matters relating to all aspects of the union's operations, 
programs, and services. It is through this broadened representation and sharing of ideas the union hopes to better 
serve and meet the social, cultural, recreational, and personal developments needs of the campus community. The 
council will meet at least one time each semester or as called by the chair of the council. 
The membership of the council consists of the following a continuing, non-voting members: director of 
university union and student activities, director of student activities and organizations, and director of union 
programs and major events. Continuing voting member are chief facilities officer, director, office of multicultural 
affairs, UPAC president, and tiger paw productions chair. Voting member elected for two-year te1111s: the CUPD 
representative and faculty senate representative. A voting member for a two year te1111 is a classified staff member 
appointed by the pre ident of the cla. ified taff enate. Voting members elected for one-year te1111s: 
IFC/panhellenic/NPHC (alternating), RHA repre entative, SGA representative/vice president student body, graduate 
student government representative, central pirit repre. entative, and international student representative. Voting 
members appointed for one-year terms: a tudent employee of the univer ity union (appointed by director of union 
program and major events) and a media representative (appointed by the chair of the media advi ory board). The 
chair of the council will be elected from the voting member. hip by the \10ting member hip. 
7. Parking Advi ory Committee. Thi .. committee ._ hall erve as an advi ory body, providing advice to the dean 
of municipal and health ervice with reference to campus parking is ue including policie enforcement, fees, zone 
designation, maintenance, and con true ti on of parking facilitie t.c . committee member hip hall consist of: two 
faculty member appointed by the faculty enate (note 1 ); one taff member appointed by the classified staff senate 
pre ident (note 2)~ one tudent member appointed by the tudent government (note 2); one student member 
appointed by the graduate tudent go\emment (note 2): a p lice department repre entative; an athletic department 
repre entati\1e: a hou ing office repre entati'./e: the campu ma, ter planner: and the director of parking services 
(serves ex-officio, non-voting). Additionally, re ource per~ n ma)' be reque ted to attend from campus areas 
including but not limited to: campu e\1ents office. director of the parking revie\v board, facilitie maintenance and 
operation. , and performing art . 
Note 1: member~ en1e two-year \taggered term\ from ay through pril \Vi th one member appointed each 
year. The initial appointment .. hall include one member for one )'ear and one member for two year . 
Note 2: member ser\ e one-year term from lay through pril . 
The committee hall elect a chair to er. e for t\1lel\1e month , or other period of time a agreed upon by a 
majority of the committee. The chair hall be re pon ible for convening the committee and fof\\'arding meeting 
agendas to the recorder for duplication and di emination. A taff member of parking er. ice department shall 
serve a recorder for the meeting . The recorder "hall duplicate and d1 eminate meeting agenda pro\:ided by the 
chair, prepare minute of the committee meeting (including ad\ I'>Of) tatement of the committee) and forward 
them to committee member and the dean of municipal and health erv ice . The chair hall convene the committee 
monthly when item appropriate for di cu ion hav·e been placed on the agenda. 
8. Student Advi ory Board. Thi group con i5t of eighteen tudent ranging from fre hmen to graduate tudents 
reflecting the diversity of the tudent body at Clem on Univer ity. Thi group i re pon ible for communicating 
thoughts/ideas/suggestions on ways of improving tudent life at Clem on to the tudent affairs administration. 
Issues include health service operation , security i ues, book tore ervices, career services, parking and shuttle 
services, computer services, etc. This group meets on a monthly ba is and is chaired by the rodent affair director 
of management services. 
H. Committees, Boards, and Units Reporting to the Chief Bu ine Officer 
1. Accident Review Board. This board consists of the director of risk management (chair) from admini tration 
and advancement; representatives from research services; student affairs; agriculture, forestry and life sciences; 
faculty senate; classified staff senate; student government; campus services; public safety; and transportation 
services. In accordance with state guidelines, the board reviews accidents that involve vehicles belonging to the 
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university. The board also makes recommendations to the appropriate agencies or departments for improving 
safety. 
2. Advisory Committee of Budget Center Representatives. This committee reviews and revises policies 
concerning the university budget planning process. Members include representatives from the major budget centers 
including the academic colleges, the library, PSA, research, the Provost's office, and the Faculty Senate and the 
Classified Staff Senate. The chief business officer serves as chair. 
3. Bookstore Advisory Committee. This committee reviews and advises on policies for the university 
bookstore. Membership consists of the manager of the bookstore (nonvoting); two faculty representatives elected 
from each college and one elected from the library; and annually from each of the following: a representative of the 
faculty senate; an undergraduate student representative; a graduate student representative; a representative from the 
classified staff; and the director of campus services (nonvoting). The chair is elected annually from the committee 
membership. 
4. University Facilities Advisory Committee (UFAC). This committee provides oversight of the planning and 
assessment process used by the facilities department. UF AC assists that department by identifying, establishing, 
and evaluating priorities for infrastructure investments and ensuring that alterations of campus buildings comply 
with institutional policies and pertinent codes. Assessment priorities for the committee include preventative 
maintenance, maintenance repair and renovation, facility condition and benchmarking. Assessment reports will be 
delivered to the chief business officer and the Administrative Council by November 30lh of each year. The 
committee will meet at least quarterly and will consist of representatives from each college and the library, the 
Provost's office, and from major auxiliary departments. The chief facilities officer serves as chair. 
5. Vending Machine Committee. The committee reviews request from university departments or organizations 
for the funding of special activities from the vending machine fund. This committee consists of the budget director 
as chair; the Provost; the vice president for student affair ; the president of the faculty senate; the president of the 
graduate student government; the president of the student body; the president of the classified staff senate; and the 
director of fiscal affairs - or their designees. 
6. Office of Human Resources. 
I. Other University Organizations 
1. Organization of Academic Department Chair . This group erves as a forum for communication between the 
academic department chairs and others at the univer ity, such as the faculty senate, the academic council, and the 
university administration. This organization also provides advice on academic and administrative matters. An 
executive committee composed of a member from each college represents the group between meetings of the 
membership. 
Ad Hoc Committee Philosophy. 
Ad Hoc Committees may be convened by appropriate university officials or organizations to 
carry out a SPECIFIC charge. Ad Hoc Committees MUST have a defmite date by which 
time their work is completed and the committee disbanded. 
(FOR READY REFERENCE, INSERT A COPY OF YOUR DEPARTMENT AL AND COLLEGIATE BYLAWS 
AT THIS POINT) 
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The Constitution of the Faculty of Clemson University 
The faculty of Clemson University wa. first formally organized in 1956, with separate constitutions and 
bylaws for the academic faculty and for the research faculty. In 1970 these two bodies were unified under a single 
con titution and bylaws of the Clem on Univer ity Faculty, with the faculty senate as the sole representative 
assembly of the faculty. A econd major revi5ion, approved by the Clem on University faculty on December 11, 
1981, and by the Clem on University Board of Tru tees on January 22, 1982, incorporated the collegiate faculties 
and the univer ity curriculum committee into the formal faculty organization. As part of this thorough revision, a 
unitary Co11stit11tio11 format wa adopted in place of the previous con titution and bylaws structure. 
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE FACULTY OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
PREAMBLE 
To fulfill it role of pre~erving, interpreting, and ad\1ancing knowledge, a university depends upon the 
scholar hip and profe iona]1<.,m of it faculty. It is by \1irtue of that cholar hip and profes ionalism that university 
facultie are entru~ted with major re .. pon .. ibilitie .. with re pect to academic i ue and concerns. In recognition of 
the. e principle~, Clem on Univer ity make._ provi. ion for faculty participation in planning, policy-making, and 
deci ion-making \\1ith regard to academic n1atters. The uni\1er .. ity al o pro ide for uch participation in matter of 
faculty welfare and general uni\1er ity concern. 
To facilitate ._ uch participation the facult)' i -- formal I)' organized in accordance vlith th1 Constitiition as 
approved by the Clem on Uni\'er .. ity Board of Tru .. tee~. ariou · faculty function are a igned to an elected 
a embly, the facult)' ~enate: to the ndergraduate and Graduate Curriculum Committee ; and to the collegiate 
facultie and their re'\pecti \'e departmental facultie ., . For the purpose of th1\ Co11stitL1tio11, the term ·~department'' 
hall designate a di c1pl1ne-')pecific, . elf-governing unit \\1ithin a . chool or college. In addition, the faculty is 
repre ented on variou univer tl)' council , comm1'\~1on , and committee \\1hich act in concert with the university 
admini tration in developing un1ver ity pol1c1e ... and procedure .... 
ARTICLE 1: THE FACULTY 
Section I. Member hip 
The Faculty of Clem on Univer tty con~1~t of the Pre~ ident: Vice Pre ident for Academic Affairs and 
Provost; other ad mini trator with faculty rank: f acuity with regular appointment a Profe or, A ociate Professor, 
A si tant Profe or, or In tructor: Librarian~~ Emer1tu Faculty: and uch other individual a the faculty may duly 
elect. A petition for the election to member hip in the faculty of any per on who is not automatically a member 
must be submitted to the faculty enate and referred by that body, with it recommendation, to the faculty for action 
at the next regular meeting of the faculty. Election to member hip hall be by imple majority vote of the members 
present. 
Section 2. Functions 
The functions of the faculty shall be to approve candidates for degrees; to fulfill its responsibilities in 
academic matters such as curriculum, requirements for earned degrees, academic regulations, admissions, and 
registration; through departmental and collegiate review processes to recommend the appointment, tenure, and 
promotion of its prospective and current members; to participate in the selection and evaluation of academic 
administrators as provided for in established university policies; to participate in formulating policies affecting the 
teaching, research, and public service functions of the university; and to consider any matters that may affect the 
welfare of its members. 
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On matters pertaining specifically to the individual colleges, these functions are exercised by the collegiate 
faculties, with review at the university level as specified by established university policies. Si11lllarly, the collegiate 
faculties recognize the primary authority of the faculty of each academic department on academic matters pertaining 
to that department. The faculty may refer to the faculty senate for investigation and action matters that relate to the 
welfare of the faculty, as well as to the teaching, research, and public service policies of the university, and other 
matters of general institutional concern. The Undergraduate and Graduate Curriculum Committees act for the 
faculty in reviewing curricular proposals emanating from the several collegiate faculties, and recommend their 
disposition to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost. 
The faculty shall receive regular reports from the faculty senate, and may act upon any matters brought 
before it by the faculty senate or by individual faculty members. 
Section 3. Officers 
The Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost shall be the chair of the Faculty. The Provost shall appoint a 
secretary and, when necessary, shall appoint an acting chair to serve in his or her absence. 
Section 4. Meetings 
Regular meetings of the faculty shall be held at the beginning of the academic year and at the end of each 
long semester. Special meetings of the faculty may be called by the Chairperson, by the faculty senate, or by 
written petition of at least ten percent of the faculty. A notice of the meeting and the agenda shall be distributed to 
the faculty at least five days in advance of the meeting. 
The quorum for any meeting of the Faculty shall be that number of members deemed necessary by the chair 
to transact business other than the amendment of this Constiti1tion. 
For any meeting of the Faculty, the following order of business shall be adhered to: 
1) Call to Order; 
2) Reports; 
3) Unfinished business; 
4) New business; 
5) Adjournment. 
The Minutes of each faculty meeting shall be approved by the faculty senate. 
Section 5. Rules of Order 
The Faculty shall conduct all parliamentary procedure in accordance with the most recent edition of Robert's 
Rules of Order. 
ARTICLE II: THE FACULTY SENATE 
Section 1. Functions 
The faculty senate is the representative assembly of the faculty. It represents the faculty of Clemson 
University in its relationship with the university administration; recommends new policies or changes in existing 
policies to the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs; and promotes the welfare of the faculty and of its 
individual members. Specifically, the faculty senate acts: 
1) to review and recommend academic policies, procedures, and practices at the university level; 
2) to preserve collective and individual faculty prerogatives as they are set forth in established university 
policies and procedures; 
3) to make recommendations on matters affecting faculty welfare; 
4) to provide good offices for the redress of faculty grievances; 
5) to articulate and promulgate faculty positions on issues of general concern within the university; 
6) to maintain liaison with the faculties of other colleges and universities on matters of common concern. 
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The President of the faculty senate shall report annually at the meeting of the faculty held prior to Spring 
Commencement. To keep the faculty adequately informed, special reports shall be made as necessary. 
Section 2. Membership 
Members of the faculty senate shall be elected by the faculty, voting by colleges in accordance with policies 
and procedures set forth in the bylaws of the several collegiate faculties. These bylaws may also establish 
provisions for the recall of the colleges' Faculty Senators, with the exception of those holding elected Senate office. 
Senate ter 111s shall be three years except as otherwise provided. For the allocation of Senate seats and all other 
provisions of this article, the librarians shall be considered as a faculty representing a college. 
Any member of the Faculty may be eligible for membership on the faculty senate, except department chairs, 
school directors, deans, the provost, vice provo ts, vice presidents, the president, and others with primarily 
administrative dutie . 
Elections shall be held in March of each year, with terms of office to begin with the April meeting of the 
Senate. The election of member of the faculty enate shall be by ecret ballot. 
When a new college i officially establi hed it shal l be entitled to representation in the faculty senate as soon 
a an election can be held. A new college hall have one member in the faculty enate until the next allocation of 
seat . Whenever a new college i e tablished, the next allocation of seats shall be obtained in the February 
following official e tabli hment. 
Vacancie created on the faculty enate for any cau e shall be filled for the unexpired terms by 
supplementary election within the college concerned as oon as such vacancies occur. Senators absent for the 
summer or for other temporary leaves such a . abbaticals, or appointed to temporary or interim administrative 
po itions, shall request leave of ab ence from the Senate and shall be replaced during their absences by substitutes 
elected by the Collegiate Faculty. 
Each college, except the Library, hall e lect t\VO alternate on a yearly ba i ; the Library shall elect one. 
Alternates may twice ucceed them elves. An alternate hall ha've the tatu of a full member at any Senate meeting 
attended in place of a regular member. 
With the exception of tho e Senator who have erved one year or le , members of the faculty senate may 
not succeed themsel ve . 
As a rule, there hall be thirty-five member of the faculty senate. Emeritus faculty are excluded from the 
Faculty count for the purpose of Senate seat allocation. Senate seats shall be allocated according to the ratio of the 
number of members of the Faculty in a college to the total number of member of the Faculty in the university. 
Each college shall have a many seat a are in the neare t whole number when it ratio is multiplied by thirty-five, 
provided each college has at least one representative. For the purposes of this calculation, the Library is considered 
a college. 
If the total number of seats allocated thus far is less than thirty-five, the remaining seats are allocated to the 
colleges with the larger fractions until there is a total of thirty-five members. If this formula produces an exact tie 
for a seat, each college involved shall be awarded a seat. 
The President of the faculty senate shall obtain a new allocation from the Chairperson of the Faculty during 
February of every odd-numbered year after the most recent allocation. This allocation shall be given to the dean of 
each college in time for the March election and shall control the numbers elected to the faculty senate at that time. 
If one or more members are gained, the collegiate faculty may designate new seats to have terms of less than three 
years in order to balance the te1111s within the college delegation. If one member is lost in the new allocation, one 
fewer member shall be elected to the faculty senate at that election. If the new allocation results in the loss of one or 
more members whose te1111s have not expired, the membership of the Senate shall be temporarily enlarged to 
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accommodate the new allocation. New allocations shall be based on the number of members of the Faculty at the 
beginning of the fall semester. 
Section 3. Officers 
The officers of the faculty senate shall be the President, the Vice President, who shall be the President-Elect, 
and the Secretary. The Vice President and the Secretary shall be elected at the regular meeting in March of each 
year. The te1111 of a Senator shall be extended one time, if necessary, to permit him or her to initiate or complete 
his or her service as an officer. Should such an extension of te1111 be necessary, his or her successor will serve a 
three-year te1111 which will commence at the completion of the officer's te1111. The advisory committee shall submit 
to the Senate no less than two nominees for each elective office. Election of officers shall be by secret ballot, with a 
simple majority required for election. 
In order to recall an officer of the faculty senate, a petition signed by not less than two-thirds of the elected 
members of the Senate shall be required. If an office i vacated by recall, resignation, or other cause, the faculty 
senate shall elect at the next regular meeting a uccessor for the unexpired te11n. 
The retiring officer shall serve at the April meeting through the completion of Unfinished Business. The 
retiring president shall give the Senate report at the ub equent meeting of the Faculty. 
Section 4. Meetings 
The date and time of the regular monthly meeting of the faculty senate hall be dete1111ined by the advisory 
committee. The chedule of the meeting for the year hall be announced not later than the fir t day of May through 
appropriate communication . With the approval of a majority of the advisory committee, special meetings of the 
faculty senate may be called at any time by the Pre ident of the faculty senate. 
Except for executive e ion , all meeting of the faculty enate shall be open to any member of the faculty. 
Any member of the faculty may pre ent any problem or ugge tion to the Senate for the Senate's consideration, 
provided the faculty member notifies the Pre ident of the faculty enate at least one week prior to the Senate 
meeting. Visitor may be invited by a member of the advi ory committee to participate in any specific discussion. 
Two-third of the member hip of the faculty enate hall be the quorum for the transaction of all business. 
Section 5. Committees 
The chairperson and at lea t a majority of the members of all committee of the faculty senate shall be 
members of that body, and any other member hall be member of the faculty. The basic functions of such 
committees shall be to con ider matters pertaining to faculty concerns and to make recommendations to the Senate. 
Committees may act on their own initiative or on in truction from the Senate or its presiding officer. The 
committees, through the faculty senate, may be reque ted by the faculty, Vice Pre ident for Academic Affairs and 
Provost, or the Pre ident to con ider and report on any matter of faculty concern. 
The standing committees of the faculty senate shall be as follows: 
The Executive Committee: shall consist of the Officers of the faculty senate and the chairpersons of the standing 
committees and the Finance Committee. The President of the faculty senate shall be chairperson of this committee. 
The Advisory Committee: shall be composed of the officers of the faculty senate, a Senator from the library, two 
members from each college elected by the delegation of that college prior to the April meeting, and also the 
Immediate Past President of the faculty senate and the Faculty Representative to the Board of Trustees (both of 
whom shall serve in a non-voting capacity and be excluded from serving on grievance hearings). The President of 
the faculty senate shall be the Chairperson of this committee. It shall be the function of this committee to advise the 
President of the faculty senate and to serve as the nominating committee for the faculty senate. In no case shall 
nominations by the advisory committee preclude nominations from the Senate floor. The advisory committee shall 
appoint the members of the other standing committees and any special committees and shall designate the 
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chairpersons thereof. The chairpersons of the standing committees shall as a rule be from different colleges. The 
advisory committee also hears grievances brought under Faculty Grievance Procedure I. 
The Welfare Committee: shall make recommendations concerning such policies as relate to: work loads; extra-
curricular assignments; summer employment; non-university employment; salaries; leaves of absence~ sabbatical 
leaves; professional travel; retirement; and such other policies as affect faculty welfare and morale. 
The Scholastic Policies Committee: shall be concerned with all policies of an academic nature which pertain to 
students. Such policies include recruitment; admissions; transfer credit; class standing requirements; academic 
honors policies; graduation requirements; class attendance regulations; student counseling and placement; and other 
related policie . 
The Research Committee: hall study and make recommendation on policies, procedures, and practices primarily 
related to research. 
The Policy Committee: hall concern it elf with general univer ity policies, particularly as they relate to the 
Faculty. Such policie include tho e which pertain to: academic freedom and responsibility; faculty professional 
ethic ~ the appointment, tenure, and promotion of faculty; and faculty participation in university governance. Other 
matter of particular faculty intere. t, which are not within the purview of the other tanding committees and which 
are not of uch a peciali1ed nature a to ju .. tify ad hoc committee , would nonnally be referred to the Policy 
Committee. 
Section 6. Rule of Order 
The faculty senate hall conduct all parliamentary procedure in accordance with the most recent edition of 
Roben s RL~les of Order. A parliamentarian hall be appointed by the Pre ident of the faculty senate. The faculty 
enate hall be empov..'ered to develop tho e procedural bylav. which facilitate the achievement of its purposes. 
Section 7. Permanent ommittee 
Permanent committee , in addition to the landing committee pro\. ided for in the Constitution, may be 
created for purpo e v..1hich extend beyond those normally a ociated with ad hoc committee . The permanent 
committee of the faculty enate and their duties are: 
The Finance Committee: in\'e tigate and report to the faculty . enate rele\1ant financial matter of the university. 
Section 8. Boards 
The Grievance Board. The Grievance Board hall con i t of member elected by the member of the faculty 
senate from a pool of nominee named by the E ecutive and advi ory committee in a joint meeting, and from 
nominations made from the floor at the Senate election meeting. Member of the Grievance Board must be tenured 
Professors or A sociate Profe or , and hall be member , alternate , or fonner members of the faculty senate. 
These Grievance Board member hall con i t of a repre entative from the Library and two representatives from 
each college and their te1111 of service hall be for two year . The Senate hall hold an election each January to 
replace no more than four ( 4) Grievance Board members, and to pet 111anently fill positions left vacant during the 
year and filled by temporary appointment by the advi ory committee. The advisory committee shall appoint the 
Chair of the Grievance Board. The Board, through three-member Hearing Panels, hears grievances brought to it in 
accordance with Faculty Grievance Procedure II. 
ARTICLE III: THE COLLEGIATE FACULTIES 
Section 1. Definition 
The faculty members of each college within the university are organized as Collegiate Faculties according to 
individual college bylaws approved by the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost. 
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Section 2 .. Functions 
Each collegiate faculty exercises the authority and responsibility of the faculty on academic matters pertaining to the 
individual college, subject to the primary authority of the several departmental faculties on academic matters 
pertaining to the respective departments. Specifically, a collegiate faculty approves candidates for all graduate and 
undergraduate degrees, and recommends all proposals for new or revised academic requirements, courses, and 
curricula within the college. Where provided by college bylaws, collegiate peer review processes offer 
recommendations on appointment, re-appointment, tenure, and/or promotion in addition to the primary 
recommendation which emanate from the review processes of the several academic departments. 
ARTICLE IV: THE CURRICULUM COMMITTEES 
Section 1. Definition 
The univer ity Curriculum Committees act for the faculty in reviewing all proposals for curricular changes, and 
recommend such change to the Vice Pre ident for Academic Affairs and Provost. The Undergraduate and 
Graduate Curriculum Committee hall have juri diction over undergraduate and graduate matters respectively. 
Section 2. Member hip 
The Undergraduate Curriculum Committee shall be compri ed of a Senior Vice Provost or other member of the 
Provo t's taff de ignated by the Provo t a non-voting Chairper on, plu two repre entatives of the undergraduate 
curriculum committee of the everal colleges, one of whom wi ll be the chair of the college committee and the other 
elected by the college committee. Similarly, the Graduate Curriculum Committee hall likewi e be composed of a 
non-voting Chairper on from the Provo t' taff, plus repre entative of the graduate curriculum committees of the 
several college. , one of ~'horn will be the chair of the college committee and the other elected by the college 
committee. Should a college have a ingle curriculum committee, the chairper on and one other representative 
elected by the college committee hall erle on the niver ity Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and the 
college committee hall elect two repre .. entati~e to the Univer .. ity Graduate Curriculum Committee. 
Section 3. Procedure 
The curriculum committee hall re\1iew all curricular propo al\ in their re .. pective areas of juri diction that emanate 
from the e\:eral collegiate facultie~, and hall en ure the adherence of uch propo al to all applicable university 
policies and regulation<;,. The curriculum committee~ may initiate curricular propo, als who e effects would be 
univer ity-wide, but may not act upon uch propo al~ until all collegiate facultie have had an opportunity to review 
and re pond to them. 
Curricular propo al recommended by either univer\1ty curriculum committee hall be ubmitted to the Vice 
President for Academic Affair and Provo t. The Pro\ o t hall forn'ard the. e curricular propo als with his or her 
recommendation to the Pre ident for final appro\1al . The Provo t hall info1111 the curriculum committees and all 
affected collegiate facultie of the Pre ident' action . 
ARTICLE V: AME DMENT 
Constitutional amendment may be propo ed by either of two method . 
A propo ed amendment may be submitted by at lea t ten member of the faculty to the faculty senate at a 
regular meeting of that body. The faculty enate mu t vote on the propo ed amendment at no later than the fourth 
meeting after submission. A simple majority vote i required for the propo ed amendment to be submitted to the 
faculty. Alternatively, a proposed amendment to thi Constiti1tion may be submitted in writing to the Provost and 
Vice President for Academic Affairs one month before the next scheduled faculty meeting. Signatures of at least 
ten percent of the members of the faculty must accompany the propo ed amendment in order to validate the 
proposal. 
The Provost shall publicize a proposed amendment at lea t three weeks prior to the meeting at which action 
is to be taken. Amendments may be considered at either of the regular faculty meetings held at the conclusion of 
the long semesters. A two-thirds majority vote of the members present is required for passage with a quorum 
defined as at least one-half of the faculty, exclusive of emeritus faculty. Any amendment passed by the faculty shall 
become effective upon approval by the Clemson University Board of Trustees. 
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The first responsibility of teaching faculty is to their students. Because faculty teach not only by fo1111al 
instruction but also by example, they must be fully aware of their responsibilities to their students and must 
endeavor to fulfill those responsibilities conscientiously. 
Some policies concerning faculty-student relationships--particularly those regarding class attendance, 
academic dishonesty, and student rights and responsibilities--are set forth in greater detail in the university's Student 
Handbook, a copy of which each faculty member receives. Various policies contained in the Handbook are subject 
to review by the faculty senate, the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, and/or the Academic council. Faculty 
are advised to become conversant with the Handbook, especially as it pertains to the kinds of academic matters 
considered below. 
B. Work Load 
The no1111al faculty workload entails teaching and research assignments; service to the department, school, 
college, and the university; and/or other professional activities. The usual teaching assignment at Clemson 
University is 9-12 credit hours for each of the two regular semesters. The particular teaching assignment of an 
individual faculty member may, for a number of reasons, vary from department to department and even within 
departments. Departments with heavy faculty research obligations may in some instances reduce teaching loads and 
assign the hours so released to research. Release time may also be provided through funded research. Unusually 
heavy service assignments (e.g., committee work, administrative duties, advisory responsibilities, extra-mural 
service) may also lead to reduced teaching assignments, depending upon the staffing situation in a given 
department. In some instances graduate courses, off-campus courses, or unusually large classes may be 
considerations in workload decisions. 
Off-campus courses are offered by some colleges. The program at Fu1111an University leading to the Master 
of Business Administration degree through the College of Business and Public Affairs and the courses taught at the 
University Center of Greenville are two examples. These courses are taught by Clemson faculty and carry 
university credit. 
Faculty on non-teaching appointments and librarians have their work assignments made on the basis of 
particular tasks to be accomplished or periods to be covered. Faculty members whose responsibilities include 
teaching as well as non-teaching assignments have their workloads established on a percentage basis. 
Courses are assigned to faculty by the department chair on the basis of established departmental procedures. 
Factors taken into consideration include: departmental needs, faculty expertise, faculty preferences for particular 
teaching assignments, faculty schedules, and the nature and extent of non-teaching workloads. 
C. Work Schedule 
Members of the learned professions, whether faculty or administrators, by tradition and practice, give 
generously of their time, energies, and abilities to further their institution's goals and purposes and their own 
professional pursuits. There is no reasonable way of regulating the hours devoted to such activities and no 
meaningful way of measuring them. Truly professional scholars, teachers, researchers, and administrators devote 
significant portions of their waking hours to such pursuits. Clemson University recognizes that this unique 
combination of responsibilities for teaching, research, public service, and administrative activities mandates 
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considerable variation in professional work schedules. The employment contract for nine-month faculty covers the 
period August 15-May 16. Outside this period faculty members may not be required to work for the university 
without compensation. 
Except for formally scheduled classes and other regular activities, the duty schedules of the full-time 
teaching faculty are necessarily flexible. The discretion of the individual faculty member, therefore, governs the use 
of non-classroom time in accordance with the various demands of the university, of public service, continuing 
scholarly development, research, writing, and other professional activities. Those in administrative positions and in 
full-time research have similarly unpredictable demands made upon their time. Beyond the fundamental 
requirement that faculty meet their scheduled classes and fulfill other regular commitments, faculty are evaluated on 
the quality of their performance as scholars teachers, and re earchers rather than on such quantitative bases as the 
number of their preparation hours or the regularity of their work schedules. 
Because of the extended chedule of hours for which library service must be available, librarians have their 
work loads distributed over long working days and seven-day working weeks. Librarians' total work loads, 
however, should be comparable to those of prof es ional personnel similarly situated in other university positions. 
D. Syllabus 
A syllabus will be prepared for every undergraduate and graduate cla and made available to students at as 
early a class meeting a practicable, but no later than the la t cla period before the last day for a student to add a 
class. It should give the cour e expectation , including a topical outline of the course, grading policies, and 
attendance policie . 
E. Office Hour 
Faculty member hould al o be acces ible to tudent with respect to cour e work outside of scheduled 
class-meeting time . Becau e of the diver e nature of the academic department , each department or school 
establishes it own written office hour policy approved by the college dean. 
F. Teaching Practice 
A eme ter i normally fifteen cla week in length, exclu ive of final exam . Lecture courses meet fifty 
minutes per week per credit hour. Two or three contact hour of laboratory are a igned per credit hour. Three-
credit classes meet for fifty minutes Monday, Wedne day, and Friday or for eventy-five minutes Tue day and 
Thursday. This pattern allow for a fifteen-minute break between cla es. Prompt di missal of classes permit 
students who must travel between widely separated cla room buildings to enter their next class on time. A three 
credit-hour summer cour e meet for ninety minute , five days per week, for twenty-five meetings. Appropriate 
adjustments are made for cour es with more or fewer credit hours, or for laboratory cour es. 
A limited number of regular seme ter cour e and ummer courses are offered on variant schedules. Mo t of 
these are late afternoon or evening course intended for graduate tudents and other pecial groups. 
Course offerings are Ii ted in advance of early registration, which occur in April for the fall semester and in 
November for the spring semester. Listings of summer offering are available at the November early registration. 
1. Faculty Class-Meeting Responsibilities. Teaching faculty are obligated to meet their classes regularly at the 
appointed times. When there are valid reasons for being absent from class (e.g., illness, emergencies, or travel on 
university business), the faculty member should notify the affected classes in advance if at all possible. Suitable 
arrangements, such as, substitute instructors, library assignments, or other appropriate utilization of class time, 
should also be made. If no advance arrangements are made, students are authorized to leave after waiting the time 
specified by the teacher at the beginning of the course in the course syllabus. 
2. Attendance Policy. The full attendance policy for undergraduates is set forth in Undergraduate 
Announcements but the key points are as follows. All students are required to attend the first day of classes and labs 
or contact the instructor to indicate their intention to remain in that class. The faculty member is obligated to inform 
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students in writing about attendance policy during the first full week of classes. In some departments attendance 
policy is established on a departmental basis. Regular and punctual attendance at all class and lab sessions is the 
responsibility of each student. College work proceeds at such a pace that regular attendance is necessary in order 
for each student to obtain maximum benefits from instruction. All absences are matters to be resolved between the 
instructor and the student. In the event that a student finds it necessary to be absent from class, it is the student's 
responsibility to make up resulting deficiencies. 
Redfern Health Center does not issue official ''medical excuses." Students visiting the Center are given a 
receipt. This document or a telephone call to the Center can be used to confi1111 services were rendered. No 
diagnosis or other confidential information is given. 
A student who incurs excessive absence in a given course may be dropped from that course by the instructor 
in accordance with stated course policy. Student may withdraw from a course by using the online drop and add 
y tern. Student who withdraw after the fir t two week of clas es hall have grades recorded for those courses. 
Prior to the last even weeks of cla es, this grade would normally be "W." Students are limited to no more than 
seventeen hours of "W" grades during their academic careers. Transfer tudents, however, may withdraw from no 
more than twelve percent of their total academic work or up to seventeen hours of course work, whichever is fewer 
remaining in their cho en undergraduate curriculum at the time of their transfer to Clemson University. 
3. Examination and Grading. Faculty hould announce course requirements, procedures for examinations, and 
grading standard during the fir t full week of clas es. Final examinations mu t be given on the dates and at the 
times designated in the final examinations chedule. Detailed information on grading procedures can be found in an 
appropriate univer ity publication. 
Clemson Univer ity u e the a ignment of the following undergraduate grade : A--excellent work; B--above 
average work; C-- ati factory work; 0--un ati factory but pa ing work~ F--failure (to receive credit the student 
must repeat the cour e and earn a 11 0" or above); W withdrawn after the fir t t\.\.'O weeks of classwork and prior to 
the la t seven week of cla e , not including the examination period; I-- incomplete work (to be used only when a 
relatively small part of all cour e requirement ha~ not been completed). Under some circum tances a course can be 
taken on a Pa /Fail ba i . 
A student receiving an "I" i allowed thirty day after the beginning of the next regular semester to make up 
the incomplete work. One exten ion of the deadline may be granted in unu ual circumstances if approved by the 
instructor and department chair. A make-up grade for 111 i ent to each in tructor who gi\res an "I" grade, and the 
fo1111 has a place to approve an exten ion. The grade of "I" remain on the academic record until the make-up grade 
is received in Student Record . Even though the "I" grade i computed like an "F" in the student's grade average, 
the instructor should submit a make-up grade of "F" if that i intended to be the final grade. 
An undergraduate may not repeat a cour. e for credit in \vhich a grade above "C" has been earned. Both 
grades are recorded in the student' transcript. For more detailed information on examinations and grading, faculty 
should consult the section, "Scholastic Regulation ," in the U11dergradrlate A11nou11cements .. 
Faculty will retain all grade records for 120 day , exclusive of ummer vacation. Faculty who leave the 
university for any reason or who are going on sabbatical or taking leave of ab ence, shall submit their grade records 
to the department to be retained for 120 days exclu ive of summer vacation. 
Once near mid-te1111 in every undergraduate course the in tructor shall make available for each student: (a) 
that student's ranking to date in that course or (b) that student 's course grade to date, relative to the grading system 
stated in the course syllabus. This feedback should occur near mid-te1111, but it shall occur no later than the course 
meeting prior to the last day to withdraw without final grades. More frequent feedback is strongly encouraged. 
Both student and instructor are to recognize that this feedback reflects the student 's performance up to that point in 
time and, as such, that student's final course grade may change based upon subsequent performance. This policy 
includes all undergraduate courses and applies to summer school, including Maymester. 
4. Student Rights and Responsibilities. As indicated in the 1967 Joint Statement on Rights and Freedoms of 
Students of AAUP, academic institutions exist for the transmission of knowledge, the pursuit of truth, the 
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intellectual development of students, and the general well-being of society. Free inquiry and free expression are 
indispensable to attaining these goals. As members of the academic community, students should be encouraged to 
develop the capacity for critical judgment and to engage in a sustained and independent search for truth. 
Freedom to teach and freedom to learn are indispensable elements of academic freedom. The freedom to 
learn depends upon appropriate opportunities and conditions in the classroom, on the campus, and in the community 
at large. Students are expected to exercise their freedom responsibly. 
The re ponsibility to secure and re pect general conditions conducive to the freedom to learn is shared by all 
members of the academic community. The faculty member, in the classroom and in conference, should encourage 
free di cu sion, inquiry, and ex pres ion. Students hould be free to take reasoned exception to the data or views 
offered in any cour e of study and to reserve judgments about matter of opinion; however, they are responsible for 
learning the content of any cour e of tudy for which they are enrolled. 
Student performance i to be evaluated olely on an academic basis, not on opinions or conduct in matters 
unrelated to academic . tandard . Student receive protection again t prejudiced or capricious academic evaluation 
by mean of orderly procedure . et forth in the Sti1cle111 Hc111dbook. 
Information about student \1iew , beliefs, and political a ociation which faculty members acquire in the 
cour e of their work a in tructor~ , ad vi or. , and coun. el or i. confidential. It i a faculty member's professional 
obligation to guard against the improper di clo .. ure of uch information. Faculty judgment concerning the ability 
and character of any . tudent are to be provided only a the academic grov.1th and de\1elopment of the student may be 
fo tered and only on a need-to-knov. ba~1<). 
5. Privacy. Specificall)', the pri\racy of tudent .. and the regulation of acce to and relea e of their university-
maintained record~ come under the federal gO\'emment's Fa111if), Ed11catio11al Rigl1ts a1zd Prii1aC)' Act of 1974. Thi 
act accord tudent the right of acces., to their "educational record "--defined a record , file , document , and 
other material (including, but not limited to hand\vriting, print. tape.. film, microfilm, and microfiche) which both 
contain information directly related to a .. tudent and are phy .. icall)1 maintained b)' the uni\1er ity or by anyone acting 
for the univer~ity. Howe\'er. not included in the definition of "educational record "--and thu excepted from uch 
tudent acce. --are .. uper\'iSOI)' ~ in .. tructionaJ and admini. trati\1e per onnel record and uch item pertaining 
thereto a grade book'>, ob ... en.1ationaJ note .. , and note .. for recollection purpo e o long a the)' remain in the ole 
po e ion of their authors and are not re\1ealed to an)' person other than the author"' ub titute . Thus federal la\\' 
(as well a the South Carolina Freeclor11 of /1ifor111ati(J11 Act do not require faculty and admini trator to give 
tudent acce to . uch record .. a are per anally maintained b)' faculty and are kept in trict confidence by faculty. 
For faculty, then, the main significance of the Fa111il , Ecl11cc1tio12al Rig/11 a1zd Pril'QC)' Act i that the right of 
acces to information concerning tudent grade and ther performance e\'aluation 1 limited to the student 
them elves and not to any third party including parent\ except tho e \vith a clear need to know ( uch a ub titute 
faculty and official cu~todian of record ). Thu , fore ample. grade recei\'ed by an individual tudent for any type 
of cholastic work performed may not be publicly communicated either in oral or written form that u e any 
personally identifiable information (e.g., the name, addres , or Social Security number of the tudent) without the 
written con ent of the tudent. Faculty hould not mention grade or chola tic progre to parents, verbally or 
written, without the prior written con ent of the tudent. Without uch \\i'ritten con ent, faculty hould not di cu 
scholastic progre s relating to a pecific individual O\.er the phone, even if the per on to whom they are peaking 
identifies them el ve as the pecific tudent. 
Faculty should also be aware that students have the right to review confidential recommendation that are 
used in application for employment or for admi ion to the univer ity or to other educational institutions, or that 
contains info1111ation concerning honors and award --provided that uch recommendation are included in 
educational records maintained by the university and that the tudents have not waived thi right. 
Under the South Carolina Freedom of lnfom1atio11 Act, schola tic record prepared and maintained by 
individual faculty may be kept in confidence and are not ubject to mandatory di clo ure to any person, including 
students. That is, the Act specifically excludes such "schola tic records" from those "public records" to which it 
gives citizens access. 
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It should be noted, however, that the Act could be interpreted to include such scholastic "tools" as syllabi, 
textbooks and other assigned readings, illustrations, photographs, films, phonograph materials, etc. used in a course 
of instruction, and any other documentary materials prepared, owned, used, in the possession of, or retained by a 
public body such as Clemson University. All such items then are potentially accessible for inspection by citizens 
upon due application. 
The full university policy statement regarding compliance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act of 1974 is available from the office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. Info1111ation concerning and 
interpretations of federal and state laws governing such matters can be obtained from the General Counsel. 
6. Academic Integrity. As members of the Clemson University community, we have inherited Thomas Green 
Clemson's vision of this institution as a ''high seminary of learning." Fundamental to this vision is a mutual 
commitment to truthfulness, honor, and responsibility without which we cannot earn the trust and respect of others. 
Further 1nore, we recognize that academic dishonesty detracts from the value of a Clemson degree. Therefore, we 
shall not tolerate lying, cheating, or stealing in any form. 
a. Any breach of the principles outlined in the Academic Integrity Statement is considered an act of 
academic dishonesty. 
b. Academic dishonesty is further defined as: 
1. Giving, receiving, or using unauthorized aid on any academic work; 
2. Plagiarism, which includes the copying of language, structure, or ideas of another and attributing the 
work to one's own efforts; 
3. Attempts to copy, edit, or delete computer files that belong to another person without the permission 
of the file owner, account owner or file number owner; 
c. All academic work submitted for grading contains an implicit pledge and may contain, at the request of 
the instructor, an explicit pledge by the student that no unauthorized aid has been received. 
d. It is inherent that faculty members enforce the Academic Integrity Policy. Please consult Undergraduate 
Announcements for details concerning the hearing committee structure, procedures, and penalties. 
7. Student Advising. Advising is a unique for 111 of teaching and offers special rewards to both students and 
faculty. Faculty with special dedication to students and with commitment to perfo11r1 work more demanding than 
classroom teaching should be the faculty chosen as academic advisors. It follows, therefore, that advising along 
with classroom teaching is considered in assessing perfor 111ance. 
The primary purpose of academic advising is to assist students in their pursuit of educational programs 
designed to attain their life goals and meet career objectives. An academic advisor helps students identify and 
assess alternatives and evaluate consequences of their decisions. Good advising assists students in understanding 
institutional policies and procedures; in making academic decisions and examining progress toward goals; and in 
understanding available institutional and community support services. 
Each academic unit has an academic advising coordinator who assumes primary responsibility for knowing 
academic regulations and policies; attends university meetings on advising; disseminates info11r1ation to other 
advisors; and monitors and assists other advisors. All advisors will schedule adequate and convenient office hours 
to meet student needs for consultation. Special attention will be given to student advising needs during early 
registration, orientation, and late registration periods. 
8. Evaluation of Teaching by Students. The university provides a standard fo1111 that meets the minimum 
requirements of Best Practices for student evaluation of teaching faculty. This fo1111 must be approved by the 
Scholastic Policies Committee and the faculty senate. Individual departments may develop questions supplemental 
to the university's minimum standard questions or employ comprehensive supplemental questions, but the standard 
questions are required. These forms will be distributed in every class near the end of the semester. The instructor 
will announce to the students that completed for 111s will not be examined until course grades have been submitted. 
It is required that instructors leave the room while fo1111s are being completed by students. A student proctor will 
conduct the evaluation. 
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Student evaluation of teaching is mandatory for all instructors at both the undergraduate and graduate 
levels. All evaluation forms are returned directly to the instructor to be retained for a six-year period. Course 
summary information from the evaluation forms will become part of the personnel review data for annual review, 
reappointment, tenure and promotion, and for post-tenure review consideration. The university will retain electronic 
copies of all evaluation summaries for the purpose of verification that the evaluations have been carried out. These 
summaries will also be used for annual review, reappointment, tenure, promotion or post-tenure review in 
accordance with guidelines found elsewhere in the Faculty Manual only if a faculty member's forms are not 
available. Acces to these electronic summaries shall be with notification to the faculty member involved. 
Other evaluation methods which must be given at least equal weight in the teaching evaluation process 
include one or more of the following: 
a) evaluation of course material , learning objective , and examinations by peer and/or supervisors, 
b) in-cla. visitation by peer and/or u pervi ors, 
c) a tatement by the faculty member de cribing hi /her methodology~ 
d) exit interview. /survey with current graduate and alumni, and 
e) additional criteria a appropriate to the di cipline. 
9. Student .. with Di. abilitie . Clem. on Univer"' ity comp lie with federal law that prohibits discrimination in 
program· and activitie for tudent \vi th di .. abilitie . ection 504 of the Rel1abilitatio11 Act of 1973 tates: 
''No othef\ i. e qualified handicapped indi,lidual ... ·hall, olel)' by rea on of hi handicap, be excluded from 
the participation in. be denied benefit, of, or be .. ubjected to di "Crimi nation under any program or activity receiving 
Federal financial a ~i tance. ·· 
Appropriate documentation of a dt\ability i. required and once obtained, a letter of accommodation is 
developed with the tudent who hand deli\1er it to in tructor.._ . 
The Office of Di ability Ser.1ice ' pro\1 ide .. auxiliary .._ ervice such a a i ting with early regi tration; 
tran cribing recorded lecture ~ and a .. ' i "ting \\' i th recorded te ·ts, interpreter for the deaf. and reader for the blind. 
Direct cla room accommodation ... ucl1 a~ te ' t pr ctoring. e tended time\ and alternative test format are arranged by 
the academic department once the acco111modation letter i .. recei \'ed. Facult)' are encouraged to di cuss students' 
need when they elf-identify: h v-1e\1er. accommod,1tions hould not be pr0\1 ided without receiving the above 
mentioned accommodation letter with a current date and original <:,1gnature. 
G. Graduation, Commencement. and Other Formal Academic Cerem nie . 
Faculty member hall normally participate in appropriate academic dre , in at lea t one of the following 
academic ceremonie annually: Graduation or Commencement. The faculty of each college shall determine 
appropriate repre entation at each ceremony. Each department (or chool, if there i no department) of the college 
shall ensure that its proportionate repre entation i pre ent. Where appropriate a mar hal and a tandard bearer shall 
be selected to lead the college faculty into the ceremony. 
H. Summer Employment 
Faculty on nine-month appointment may accept compen ated ummer employment elsewhere, in the 
university's summer se ion , or in connection with uch pecific a ignment (e.g., special admini trative or 
committee duties or research) as may be offered through the univer ity. Faculty on nine-month appointments are 
not required to teach in summer sessions. Likewise, nine-month faculty are neither required to perfo1111 univer ity 
duties nor be available for university responsibilities without compen ation out ide the period August 15-May 16. 
Faculty on twelve-month appointments, however, are required to perfo1111 year-round duties, with time off for 
annual leave. 
Faculty who teach at Clemson in summer sessions are expected to fulfill the regular responsibilities 
associated with university instruction, such as holding classes as scheduled and maintaining reasonable office hours. 
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-Likewise faculty with special summer research or other responsibilities should make known to their supervisors 
where and when they may usually be contacted. 
Compensation for summer school teaching is computed on the basis of 3.25% of the faculty member's base 
salary per credit hour. 
I. Other Summer Employment. 
Com pen. ation for other teaching, for sponsored re earch, and/or for ex ten ion activities performed during the 
month between the academic year (fall and spring eme ters) and not related to a summer session is computed at 
the ame rate a for nine-month faculty members' "base period" for the immediately preceding academic year. 
(Here "ba e period" means either a . eme ter or an academic year.) 
The formula for calculating compensation for ummer employment other than summer-session teaching 
follow (with '4 ba e pay, meaning the compensation allowed for full-time employment during a base period). 
Calculate the faculty member' daily compen .. ation rate by dividing the number of working days during the 
ummer period into one-third of tl1e faculty men1her' ba e pay for the immediately preceding academic year. The 
faculty member is then paid at this rate for each da)' of employment by the univer ity during the summer period. 
When a legal or declared holiday happens to fall on a working day during the .. ummer period, it is to be considered a 
paid holiday if the facult)' member ha .. been or i to be employed for a minimum of thirty ucce ive working days, 
which include the 11 liday( ) in the "ummer period. acation lea\'e i .. accrued at the rate of one and one-half days 
for each twenty \\'Orking da)'· . uch lea\'e ma)' be taken onl)' during the ti1ne period ·upported by the ummer 
employment funding ._ ource(s and i ._ ubject lo appro\1aJ on univer ity fonn CUB0-400. It is approved and 
recorded \A.1ithin each departn1ent and i .. not rene ted on the uni\1er ... ity computerized leave y tern. 
J. Dual EmplO)'ment and 0\1erload ompensation. 
Dual Employment and O\'erload co111pen .. ation \\1ill be con idered \\1hen a facult)' member i a ked to as ume 
an additional \A.'Orkload \\'hich significantl)' urpa , e the J _ crvdit hour equi\1aient e pectation during a eme ter. 
Such dual en1ployment/o\'erload compen ati n rna)' be either internal e.g .. 0\1erload teaching at Clem on) or 
external (work for another .. tate agency . The n1a i1nL1n1 co1npcn ation allo\\'able i ... thirt)' percent of the ba e period 
alary ( eme ter, academic )'ear or calendar )'ear, as appropriate . The Di\1i .. ion of Human Re ource can upply 
further detail . 
The reque.._ t for dual emplO)'ment/o\1erload com pen at ion tnu t be accompanied by clear documentation. 
verified by the department chair or 'Chool director and approved ,b)' the dean. that the faculty member's ba e-line 
workload i at or abO\'e the expected 12 credit hour equi\'alent before a~\uming additional dut1e . The department 
chair or school director mu t erify that these additional ac:t1\1itie ... are con .. i ... tent \llith the m1 ion and trategic 
direction of the faculty member' college and depanmenl or scho 1. Furthermore the faculty member mu t 
document that adequate and appropriate arrangements ha\'e been made for regular!)' cheduled cla sroom activit1e 
and office hour if the e are impacted by the dual employment/o\'erload compen\ation as ignment. 
K. Private Out ide Employment 
"Private out ide employment" refer to both pri\1ate con ult1ng acti\1it1e and other remunerative out ide 
activities of faculty member . "Con ulting activity" i defined a profe ional \\Ork performed out ide un1ver ity 
auspices that is substantively related to a faculty member' area of experti e and dutie at the university. "Out ide 
activities" refers to employment or bu ine activities (other than per anal and private financial tran action ) 
designed to enhance the income or wealth of the faculty member but not directly related to hi /her area of experti e 
as a faculty member. Professional employment by the univer ity clearly pre ume a commitment of time and effort 
considerably beyond simply fulfilling such cheduled dut1e a meeting cla e . Exces ive involvement in pnvate 
outside employment of any kind must by definition have detrimental effect upon the performance of profe ional 
duties. Such lowered perfo1111ance levels by necessity affect decisions regarding tenure, promotion, and salary. 
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1. Consulting. Consulting activities can contribute to the professional development and stature of the faculty 
member, and thus may benefit the university as well as the faculty member, so long as such activities are kept 
within reasonable bounds. The university, therefore, encourages consulting activities, provided that they present no 
conflicts of intere t and do not diminish the quantity and quality of professional services rendered to the university 
as part of the faculty member's normal duties and responsibilities. The primary safeguard is the requirement that the 
faculty member secure advance approval for consulting activities from the department chair, school director, and 
dean. Department chairs, school directors, and deans shall evaluate the merits of each request to consult to ensure 
that the activity i beneficial to the university in that no conflicts of interest exi t, no conflict with university duties 
or re ponsibilitie i pre ent, and the total amount of con ulting by the faculty member is not excessive. Guidelines 
developed by the dean of each college for use in this evaluation shall be provided to the faculty after review by the 
Provo t or de ignee to en ure con i tency with thi policy. 
2. Out ide Activitie . Out ide activitie are not viewed a beneficial to the university and are not encouraged. 
If engaged in, they mu t po e no conflict of intere t or re ult in any le ened contribution by the faculty member to 
the univer ity. The out ide activitie of part-time a .. well a full-time faculty members must not impinge in any way 
upon the dutie and re. pon ibilitie of the faculty member to the univer ity. 
3. U e of Univer. ity Facilitie and Equipment. Univer .. ity facilitie and equipment hall not be used in the 
furtherance of out<;_,ide activit1e in any in tance, and hall only be u ed in the furtherance of consulting activities 
when: a) uch facilitie and equipment are not available commercially, and b) approval in advance has been ecured 
from the As i tant to the Pre ident. 
4. Reporting Requirement . A form for securing apprO\'al in advance for con ulting activitie must be 
ubmitted for any propoc;ed consulting that i to occur during the faculty member' period of employment. Faculty 
on nine-month appointment'" need not complete thi .. form for con ulting that i to occur during the period in which 
they are not employed b} the uni\1er ity. 
Faculty are not required to secure ad\'ance approval for out .. ide acti\'itie , but hould be prepared to di close 
the nature and extent of uch activitie .. to their department chair. ~ chool director, and dean if a po ibility of conflict 
of intere. tor impingement upon the proper performance of duties arise 
L. Sabbatical Leave 
Sabbatical leave may be granted by the Pre,ident of the univer it)' to any tenured faculty member \\'ho has 
completed at lea t ix ) ear of full-time en1ice \\'1th the uni\'er ity. The purpo e of abbatical leave is to relieve 
faculty of normal dutie o that they might pursue ignificant project facilitating their profe ional grO\'lth and 
development, thu enhancing their future contribution to the n1i '>ton of the uni\1er 1ty. Such leave , therefore, are 
not granted automatically upon completion of the nece~ ary period of er\1ice. Sabbatical cannot occur more 
frequently than every eventh year. 
Applications for sabbatical leave by facult)' on nine-month appointment may entail a reque t for one 
seme ter of leave at full pay or for two ucce ive eme ter at half pay. Application for abbatical leave by faculty 
on twelve-month appointment and admini trator with faculty rank may be made for period up to six month at 
full pay or for period of over ix months to one calendar year at half pay. There hall be no di crimination bet\.\ een 
one-semester or two-seme ter abbaticals for nine-month faculty and bet\.\ een ix-month or twelve-month 
sabbaticals for faculty with twelve-month appointments. Certain fringe benefit may be continued during abbatical 
if arrangements are made in advance with the Divi ion of Human Re ource . Faculty on abbatica1 leave will 
maintain all the rights and privileges of regular faculty. The following tep hould be followed in the application 
and review proces es for sabbatical leaves: 
a) Applicants requesting sabbatical leaves hould prepare a propo al containing info1111ation on the goal of the 
sabbatical including supporting materials and information on how the teaching re ponsibilities of the applicant will 
be handled while he or she is away from campu . An applicant mu t con ult with the department chair concerning 
teaching responsibilities. 
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b) Normally, the propo al for a sabbatical leave should be submitted to an elected departmental committee, 
chaired by the department chair, for review no later than January 31 (for sabbaticals beginning in the fall semester) 
or no later than May 31 (for abbatical beginning in the spring seme ter). 
c) The departmental committee's written recommendation hall be forwarded directly to the dean of the college 
with a copy to the applicant. The departmental committee will take no longer than two weeks to submit its 
recommendation. 
d) The dean of the college will forward hi or her recommendation to the Provo t and the applicant no later than 
February 28 or June 30, as appropriate. 
e) By March 15 or July 15, the Provost will forward his or her recommendation to the Pre ident and inform the 
applicant, the dean of the college, and the chair of the department of hi or her recommendation. 
f) The Pre. idcnt shall rer1dcr hi or her decision \vi thin two week. of receiving the Provo .. t' recommendation. 
g) The Office of the Pr \'Ost shall maintain and publi .. h a list of the individual. granted abbatical , the date the 
abbatical \\a. appr \1ed. the title of the project and the date when the .. abbatical vla .. taken. 
abbatical lea\'es are granted in g, d faith. \\' hen uch a leave is ended, a faculty member i expected to 
return to regular ser\1ice \\1 itl1 tl1e uni er it)1 for at lea t one cor1tract )'ear or, al the uni\1er ity' reque t, refund the 
remuneration received fron1 tt1e ur1i\'er it)' during that time. pon return fron1 abba'lical lea e the faculty member 
~hall file a \\1ritten report \\1ith tl1e departrnent chair o:r h ol dire tor on hi /her profe ional acti itie during the 
lea e period. 
A ~tate em pl )'ee fa ult)' are eligible for late lea\1e and holiday enellt "' . For a full explanation refer to 
the Pe~so1111el 1a1111al. brief e planation of orn of tl1e le ~i\'e benefit" ~ollo\i\' . 
1. Annual lea\'e: Fact1lt)' on an acad mi )'ear (nine-n1onth appointmen'l do not accrue annual lea\'e. The 
te1111 of annual leave for p rson holding l\'lel\1c:-111 ntl1 fa ult.. app int111 nts. \1.thich include admin1 rrator and 
libranan . are some\\'l1at different ~ron1 those I, ificd p rs nnel. nnu I lea\1e Cor t\!\1e[\1e-month faculty I 
accumulated at the rate of eighteen \\'Orking da)'s p r )' ar for the fir~ t nineteen }'ear of .., ervice at Clem on, and 
thirty day per )'ear thereafter. n1axin1un1 f f rt}'- I\' unt1s d lea\'e da)'S ma)' be carried fonvard into each 
calendar ) ear. lthough all accurnulated lea\'e 111a)' be us d e'" h )'ea;r~ no rn re tl1an thirt)' \\'Orking day of lea\'e 
may be u ed in one calend,1r )•ec1r \\1itl1out tl1e Pr \' st· appr \'al. T\\'el\1e-month fa ult)' on sabbatical lea\'e accrue 
annual leave provided tl1ey return to duty. 
2. Sick lea\1e accrues montl1ly at the rate of 9.3 hours of ~1ck lea\'e per month for evef)' month a faculty 
member i in pay statu\ for one-half or more \\' rk da)'" of the nlonth excluding ummer employment of nine-month 
employee . Sick leave may be u --ed \\'hen per~onal illne .. or injUI)' pre\1ent one from performing regular dut1e or 
for medical appointment\. A maximum of da)'s sick lea\'e per )'ear ma)' al o be taken for the illne of an 
immediate family member. ··1n1mediate famil)'," a defined in the C Sick Lea\1e Act, include pou e and children 
and the following relation.. to the employee or the \P u .. e of the emplO)'ee: mother, father, brother. i ter. 
grandparent, or legal guardian and grandchildren if the grandchild re ide \Vith the employee and the employee i 
the primary caretaker of the grandchild. 
3. A faculty member hall, upon reque t, be granted up to three con ecutive day of leave with pay upon the 
death of any member of hi /her immediate family. ··immediate family" i defined a the pou e, great grandparent . 
grandparents, parent , brother , i ter , children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren of either the faculty 
member or his/her spou e. 
4. Court leave is granted for obedience to a ubpoena or other legal direction by a proper authority to erve on a 
jury, testify, or serve as a witne . Any jury fee and travel payment hall be retained by the faculty member. When 
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a faculty member is a voluntary witness in litigation as an individual, and not in any official capacity, court leave is 
not granted. 
5. Military leave is granted, up to the maximum accorded by state law (currently 15 days), for active duty or 
training with the armed forces of the United States or the National Guard. The leave days need not be consecutive 
and may involve more than one tour of duty. 
6. Holiday leave is granted for official holidays; however, teaching schedules and other circumstances may 
require the faculty member's presence. Nine-month faculty receive the regular student holidays listed in the 
Undergraduate Announcements unless special circumstances require their presence. 
7. A faculty member who shifts from a nine-month to a twelve-month appointment shall have leave calculated 
on the basis of the total number of years service to the university. 
8. A faculty member who shifts from a twelve-month to a nine-month appointment has the following options 
for handling accrued annual leave: 1) all accrued annual leave earned (up to a maximum of forty-five days) will be 
credited to the individual's account and frozen until retirement or termination, upon which the credited amount will 
be paid at the salary rate in effect upon retirement or termination; 2) all accrued annual leave (up to a maximum of 
forty-five days, regardless of any leave used in the current calendar year) will be computed at the rate of salary in 
effect immediately prior to the transfer to the new appointment and will be paid to the individual on the last payday 
prior to the tran fer. It is the faculty member's responsibility to notify the Division of Human Resources if such a 
shift is being planned. 
N. Graduate Study by Faculty 
With the approval of the appropriate admini trators and the dean of the graduate school, university faculty, 
administrators, and taff may pursue graduate work for credit at Clemson. However, no faculty member with a rank 
higher than Instructor may be con idered a a candidate for an advanced degree at Clemson University in his/her 
primary area of professional re pon ibility or in the department in which he/ he is a member. 
0. Professional Travel 
Clemson Univer ity recognize the importance of attendance at professional meetings to faculty growth and 
development and encourages faculty participation in such activitie . Thus, the university provides financial support 
for professional travel to the extent that financial circumstance permit. Department chairs and school directors are 
responsible for establishing travel criteria and priorities. Such criteria and priorities can vary from year to year 
depending upon the travel funds available, the number of faculty applying for professional travel allotments, the 
nature of faculty participation in particular meetings, distances to be traveled, modes of travel, etc. On these bases, 
department chairs allocate travel funds among departmental faculty. Department no1111ally try to maintain small 
contingency travel funds for special circumstance . 
To be reimbursed for travel expenses the faculty member completes a travel voucher and attaches to it 
receipts for registration, transportation, and lodging. Meal reimbursement is subject to the state per diem schedule. 
Reimbursement for official travel in personal vehicles is only allowed under certain conditions. Cash advances for 
travel may be secured by completing a travel cash advance form (available from the departmental or school office) 
and taking the signed fo11n to the Bursar's Office. Travel outside the United States and Canada involves special 
procedures for approval. 
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SUMMARY OF ELECTED 
C MP POLICIE 
Each department/school is required to keep a copy of all univer ity policie affecting faculty and make it available 
for faculty u e. 
• \J ORKPL 
A univer it)' and late c111ployee , faculty rnust adhert; to numerous policie . The e policie are given in 
their entirety in the le111 \·011 U11iv '~'if)' Per 01111el Poli ie · a1zcl ProceclL1re ' Ma1111c1l 'vlhich i available in the 
Library and in each departn1ental office. The e include: 
Summer Con1pen ... a ti on for 9-month Faculty ernber ; Dual Employn1ent; ethod of ,Campen ation 
Deduction .. : Computerized Lea\'e )' .. tern ; nnual Lea\1e (Payn1ent upon Retirernent or Death · Sick Lea\'e· Leave 
\Vith Pay; Leave \\'ithout Pay; 1~1azardou~ \\1eatl1er and EmergenC)' Conditjon.. Leave p,olicy· Unauthorized 
bc;..ence~~ Financial Disclosure PoliC}' for ponsored Progr,'1m -- ; Empl 10)1ee Leave Tran~ fer Program· Social 
Security~ outh arolina Retiren1ent )'stern: er ice I~ etire111ent; Oplional Retirement Program: Di ability 
Retirement: Retirer11ent Options· t1n1 i\ror's Benefit : rcditable en1 ice: Federal Retirement: Work1er 
Compen~ation: Education~ Re reati n, ~1nd ultural Benefit ; .. ligibilit)' for en1ber hip and Fee for U e-Campu 
Recreation Facilities: Tuition 1\ .. i tan c Progra111: Gr up In urance Benefits; . . tate Health In urance Program; 
Dental ln\urance Pr gran1: 1lo11e)1-Plu Prograin; ar1ccr Insurance: Long-term are In urance: Di ability 
In .. urance: Life In uran e: redit nion and a\1in .. B nds; nnui'Lie"' and Deferred Campen ation: Other 
Voluntaf)' Deduction .. ; ger1c.. Dire ted Trair1ing: EmplO)' e Training Opp rtunitie ; Emplo)ee Innovation 
Program: Employee Drug (lnd le h I Progran1; Ernpl yee s i tance Progra111· onduct of EmplO)'ee and Official 
Information: Fleet afet)' Pr grarn: Politi al ti\1 ities of Emplo)1ees: tate Go\1emmental Contact · Smoking 
Polic): Mi ing Fund and/or 1issing Propert)': General (Frt:ed m of 1nforn1ation ct) Inquine\: Academic 
Permanent Record .. : Ter111inal Pa : D ath; Retire111ent· a11d External mn1unication : Contact \\1 ith State -Official~ / Agencie\. 
The follo\ving sur111nar1e', re of polic1c' \\•hich are of interest t the maj rit)' of the faculty. 
2. EQUAL OPPORTU ITIE POLI IE 
Clem on Univer ity, in compliance \llith Tit lee;.. \ TI and \ 1II of the Ci\ ii R1~J1t Act of 1964, a amended, Title IX of 
the Edi,catio11 A111e11(/111e11ts of 1972, and Section~ 503 and 504 of the Rel1c1b1litc1tio1z Act of 1973, and the A111erica11s 
't-vith Disabilities Act of 1990, doe not di criminate on the basi of race, color, national origin, religion, ex, or 
handicap in any of it policies, procedure , or practice -- ; nor doe\ the un1\'er tty. in compliance \\ ith the Age 
Discrimi11atio11 in E111plo)'l11e11t Act of 1967, a amended, and Section 402 of the Viet11an1 Era i1ererar1s 
Readjustnzent Act of 1974, di criminate again t any employee5 or applicant for emplo} ment on the ba i of their 
age or because they are di abled veterans or veteran of the Vietnam era. Clem on Univer ity conducts its program 
and activities involving admi ion, acces , treatment, employment, teaching, re earch, and public ervice in a 
nondiscriminatory manner as pre cribed by Federal law and regulation . 
In confor 111ance with univer ity policy and pur uant to Executi\1e Order 11246, a amended, Section 503 of 
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Section 402 of the Viet11a111 Era \letera11s Readjz,stn1e11t Act of 1974, Clem on 
University is an Affit 111ative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. 
i.:x:-1 
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Inquiries concerning the above may be addressed to any of the following: President, Clemson University, 
Clemson, South Carolina 29634; Director for Access and Equity, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 
29634; Director, Office for Civil Rights, Department of Education, Washington, D .C. 20201. 
3. DRUG AND ALCOHOL POLICY 
Clemson Univer ity recognizes that the illegal or abusive use of alcohol or drugs by members of the campus 
community jeopardize the safety of the individual and the campus community, and is not conducive to the 
academic learning proces . Clemson Univer ity i , therefore, committed to having a campus that is free of the 
illegal or abu ive use of drug and alcohol. This policy i implemented in compliance with the Drug-Free 
Workplace Act of 1988, the Dri1g-Free Scf1ools a11cl Co111r11t,11ities Act Anzendments of 1989 and the South Carolina 
Drt1g-Free Workplace Act of 1990. Each employee shall receive and acknowledge receipt of a copy of the Drug 
and Alcohol Policy. Further information can be obtained from the Office of Human Re ources. 
4. NEPOTISM POLICY 
It i the policy of len1son University tt1at there hall not exi t, in writing or practice, any prohibition, 
re triction or limitation on the .. i multaneous employment of two or more member. of the same family which has an 
adver e impact on one or the other. For the purpo. e. of thi .. policy, the te1111 "member of the ame family 11 includes 
an)' combination of two or rnore of the follo\ving: eacl1 ~ pou e, and the father, mother brother, i ter, son, daughter, 
niece, and nephe\\' of each \pou ... e. 
Member. of the .. ame fa1nil)' may be emplO)'ed in academic or nonacademic po itions, in the same or 
different departments or offices. provided, hO\'le\•er, that \\'hen one member of the famil)' would be required to 
function in a upef\1i ry capacity in specific ituation. in\1olving another member of the ... ame family, the prior 
approval of the appr priate adrnini trati\1e officer for uch an arrangement mu t be obtained. In such cases the 
admini)trative officer shall detennine \vhether a me111ber f the '" ame family \1,rould be required to initiate or 
participate in ini...titutional de isions in'' l\•ing a dire t ber1efit - for e ample. appointment, reappointment, tenure, 
promotion. alal)' . lea\'C of absence. etc. - to an appli ant 1-r r11 the same famil)' . A good faith determination by the 
appropriate administrati\'e officer that it \\'Ould not be in th~ be.st intere~t\ of the uni\1er it)' toe tablish such a close 
working relation hip bet\\1een 111emb rs of tl1e same f 111il)1• and that the additional fam1l)1 member should be denied 
employment. \ ould not constitute a denial of equal t:111plo)1t11ent opportunit)' to one ex 0\1er another. In uch ca e 
the uni\ er it) sl1all make rea .. or1able effort .. to place tt1e applicant i,n ome other uni\1er ity po ition for \\lhich the 
applicant i qualified. 
In ituation".> \\1here in one fan1ily member could influence per">onnel dec1\1on~ affecting the other member of 
the ame family, propnety dictate .. that the former excuse hin1self/her,elf from the dec1 ion-making proce . 
5. RACIAL HARAS ME T POLICY 
Racial hara ment of un1\ er tt)' facult). c;,taff, student\, or \I itor I prohibited and hall ubject the offender 
to appropriate di. ciplinary action. It i the poliC)' of Clem .. on Cni\'er it)' to conduct and pro\·ide programs, 
activities, and ser\1ice to . tudenti..., faculty. and ~taff in an atmo phere free from racial hara ment. Racial 
harru ment i~ any behavior that would \ erbally or ph) 1call)1 threaten, torment. badger, heckle, or per ecute an 
individual becau e of hi~/her race. Faculty member can eek ad\ ice from the Office of Acee and Equit}'. 
6. SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY 
Title VII of the Civil Rigl1ts Act of 1964, a amended, provide that it hall be an unlawful discriminatory 
practice for any employer, because of the ex of any per on, to di charge without ju t cause. to refuse to hire, or 
otherwise discriminate again t any per on with respect to any matter directly or indirectly related to employment. 
Harassment of an employee on the basi of ex violate thi federal law. The Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission has issued guidelines as to what con titute exual hara ment of any employee under Title VII. 
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended, prohibit sexual discrimination in any 
educational program or activity receiving federal financial assistance. Clem on University receives such assistance. 
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The Board of Trustees has dete1111ined that the Title VII guidelines on sexual harassment against employees 
shall be equally applicable in the instance of sexual harassment of students by employees. Accordingly, the 
following university guidelines are issued. 
I. Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature 
constitute sexual harassment when: 
a) Submission to such conduct is made explicitly, or implicitly, a te1111 or condition of an individual's 
employment or academic standing, or 
b) Submission to, or rejection of, such conduct by an individual is used as a basis for employment or for 
arriving at academic decisions affecting an individual, or 
c) Such conduct unreasonably interferes with an individual's work, or academic performance, or creates 
an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working or academic environment. 
Sexual harassment of university faculty, staff, or students is prohibited and shall subject the offender to oral 
or written warnings, suspension, transfer, demotion, or dismissal. In the event a claim of sexual harassment arises, 
the claimant may utilize university grievance procedures which have been established for faculty, staff, and 
students, as appropriate. 
II. The Board of Trustees has also dete1111ined that sexual harassment can occur not only in situations envisaged 
by existing federal laws and guidelines, but also in instances for which no law, per se, has been enacted. Federal 
law and the guidelines set forth above contemplate a one-directional transgression, namely, a supervisor harassing 
an employee, or faculty member harassing a student. However, sexual harassment occurs in many fo1111s. 
Therefore, this policy also prohibits an employee from sexually harassing a superior, a student from sexually 
harassing a faculty member, or any fo1111 of peer harassment. When such actions occur the offended individual 
should take corrective measures in accordance with usual practice and procedure. 
For further info1111ation consult the Office of Access and Equity. 
B. PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 
1. FACULTY CONSULTING POLICY 
A new, unifo1111 Faculty Consulting Policy has been approved. Faculty are requested to obtain a copy of the 
current consulting policy from their respective Dean's Offices. 
2. COPYRIGHT POLICY 
Clemson University recognizes the right of faculty to engage in the un-commissioned creation of all 
scholarly, pedagogical, and artistic work subject to copyright, to copyright such works, and to receive royalties from 
their use. ''Un-commissioned creations'' are defined as those which do not receive aid from the university or from 
an outside agency through university channels. As to other creations and their copyrights, the university relies on 
the discretion and professional ethics off acuity. 
Computer programs developed by faculty without university support will at all times be solely owned by the 
authors of the copyright. Computer software programs developed with university support are subject to the 
university Computer Software Copyright Policy. For further info1111ation, contact the Office of University Research. 
3. HUMAN SUBJECTS 
Clemson University has filed the required general assurances of compliance with the regulations of the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services for the protection of human subjects. Although the assurance applies to 
human subject activities supported by federal funds, it has been adopted as university policy and, as such, applies to 
all human subject research activities carried out by university personnel. Faculty contemplating such activities must 
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submit a fer111 for approval to be reviewed by the Committee for Protection of Human Subjects. The Committee 
ascertains w~ether the rights and welfare of subjects are adequately protected, the risks to subjects are outweighed 
by the potential benefits, and the info11r1ed consent of subjects is obtained by adequate and appropriate methods. 
Further, faculty engaging in human subject research are responsible for adhering to the relevant guidelines 
established by their professional and/or accrediting organizations. For further information, faculty should contact the 
Office of Research Compliance. 
4. HUMANE CARE AND USE OF ANIMALS 
Clemson University has established a policy and protocol for the use of live animals in research, instruction, 
and public service activities. Use of vertebrate animals is reviewed and approved by the Animal Research 
Committee. Faculty contemplating such activities must submit a protocol form requesting approval to the 
Committee. For further info1111ation, faculty should contact the Animal Research Committee or Research Services. 
5. PATENT POLICY 
I. Preamble 
Clemson University recognizes that research and scholarship should be encouraged without regard to 
potential gain from licensing fees, royalties, or other such income; however, the university also recognizes that 
patentable inventions and discoveries may arise from staff research. The policies governing the administration of 
such inventions should provide adequate recognition and incentive to inventors and at the same time ensure that the 
university will share in the rights pertaining to inventions in which it has an equity. Any incomes accruing to the 
university shall be used in the furtherance of the university's academic mission, e.g. instruction, research, and public 
service. Decisions as to the disbursement of such funds shall take into account recommendations by the Intellectual 
Property Committee. The university Patent Policy follows for detailed reference. 
II. Objectives 
The basic objectives of the university's policy regarding patents include the following: 
1) to maintain Clemson University's policy of encouraging research and scholarship as creative academic 
endeavors while recognizing that commercially viable inventions may result from such endeavors; 
2) to delineate procedures to encourage inventors to report discoveries with patent potential and to assist them, 
while at the same time safeguarding the interests of all concerned parties; 
3) to make inventions developed in the course of university research available to the public under conditions that 
will promote their effective utilization and development; 
4) to assure that inventions developed in the course of university research shall not be used to the detriment of the 
public interest by the unnecessary exclusion of any qualified user or by any other means; 
5) to provide adequate recognition and incentives to inventors through shares in any proceeds from their inventions, 
since -- unlike common commercial practices -- university charges and salary scale are not based on the expectation 
of income from inventions by the university; 
6) to advance and encourage research and other academic activities within the university with monies accruing to 
the university from its equity in inventions developed in the course of research supported by funds or utilizing 
facilities administered by the university, or in other inventions which are handled through the university; 
7) to recognize the equity of any outside sponsor by allowing reasonable and equitable provisions for the granting 
of patent rights to the sponsor, consistent with the university's basic objectives outlined above and subject to the 
university's need to maintain the tax exempt status of financing used for certain university facilities. 
III. Ownership 
The rights of Clemson University in patents arising from research will vary depending on the proportionate 
contribution of the institution to the perfo11r1ance of the research projects or on the type of contract agreed upon with 
cooperating agencies. Research projects can vary from those wholly financed by the university or by a university 
administered fund to projects which receive no significant university support. 
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1. Clemson .University will have ownership rights in all inventions of university personnel, including students, that 
are conceived or first actually reduced to practice as a part of or as a direct result of: (a) university research; {b) 
activities within the scope of the inventor's employment by, or in official association with, the university; and (c) 
activities involving the use of university infor111ation not available to the public, or funds administered by the 
university. 
2. To the extent that an invention is conceived, developed and reduced to practice by a member of the faculty, staff, 
and students, on his/her own time, outside the scope of his/her employment or association with the university and 
without university facilities, materials, or resources, ownership of such invention shall belong to such member of the 
faculty, staff, and students. They may submit their invention to the university for possible patenting and/or 
commercial exploitation and management under te1111s to be agreed upon by the inventor and the university. 
3. The provisions of the Clemson Patent Procedures are subject to any applicable laws, regulations, or specific 
provisions of the grants or contracts which govern the rights in inventions made in connection with sponsored 
research. 
4. In order to avoid any question concerning the tax exempt status of financing used for certain university facilities, 
Clemson shall seek to: (a) retain ownership of inventions arising during perfor111ance of research sponsored by any 
private sponsor and/or federal Government sponsor and; (b) grant to such sponsor(s) any right in the invention only 
under compensation te1111s that are set after the time when the invention comes into existence and that are at a fair 
market level of compensation to Clemson. Under the ter111s of certain contracts and agreements between Clemson 
and various agencies of government, private and public corporations, and private interests, Clemson may be 
required to license patent rights to the contracting party. Clemson retains the right to enter into such agreements 
whenever such action is considered to be both in its best interest and in the public interest. The university will not 
agree to grant any rights in future inventions to private corporations or businesses unless such provision is included 
in the contract that sponsored the work leading to the invention. 
5. Special cases not covered by the above statements or which arise because of conflict of interest shall be 
considered by the Intellectual Property Committee and an appropriate recommendation submitted to the University 
Administration. 
IV. Intellectual Property Committee 
The university's Intellectual Property Committee: a) evaluates patent proposals prepared by a member of the 
faculty, staff, or student body and then recommends whether the university should accept the proposal and attempt 
to obtain the patent; b) recommends the equity of the university and of the inventor within the limits specified in the 
policy statements outlined below; and c) recommends how the patents of Clemson University shall be assigned. 
V. Intellectual Property Disclosures 
Faculty members, staff, and students who believe they have patentable inventions (ideas, concepts, methods, 
materials, processes) in which the university has ownership rights shall bring them to the attention of the Intellectual 
Property Committee in accordance with the following guidelines. 
When a potential patent application is received by the Intellectual Property Committee, the chair shall 
convene a sub-group to recommend a preliminary course of action. The sub-group shall consist of the Intellectual 
Property Committee chair, the Intellectual Property Committee representative from the college of the candidate 
patent application, and one other member of the Intellectual Property Committee to be selected by the chair. If the 
particular college or unit is not represented on the Intellectual Property Committee, the sub-group will be composed 
of the chair and two members of the Intellectual Property Committee appointed by the chair. After reviewing the 
relevant materials and discussions with the inventor(s), the sub-group will recommend to the Intellectual Property 
Committee one of three courses of action: (a) return of the idea/invention to the inventor(s) for their own patent 
pursuits, relinquishing university rights and subsequent responsibilities for costs and incomes: (b) referral of the 
patent application package to a research corporation or foundation acting as agent for its pursuit, with associated 
university and inventor(s) patent income sharing as determined by Clemson's agreement with that agent, or, (c) 
recommend the university pursue the patent application using its own financial and legal resources (when 
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intellectual property originates in the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station (SCAES) then SCAES will 
pay all costs associated with the patent). If actions (a) or (b) are recommended by the sub-group and the inventor(s) 
accept this recommendation, the chair will present the recommendation to the Intellectual Property Committee, at its 
next regular meeting, for action. The Intellectual Property Committee will have a maximum of 45 days to complete 
the review and take action on a particular disclosure. If action (c) is recommended, or the inventor(s) disagree with 
the sub-group recommendation, then the inventor(s) will present their disclosure before the full Intellectual Property 
Committee for its consideration and action. In each case, the Intellectual Property Committee's recommendations 
will be sent to the Chief Research Officer or designee for approval prior to further action. 
In these cases where a Federal agency sponsored all or a part of the research, that agency will be info11ned of 
patent action(s) within 60 days of such action(s). 
VI. Patent Income 
1. ''Patent Income'' is defined to include income associated with any patent disclosure made to the Intellectual 
Property Committee for exploitation, even if the income is received before a patent application has been filed or a 
patent issued, and includes such monies received as royalties, fees, advanced payments, court awarded infringement 
damages, payments received in settlement of infringement disputes, and the like, calculated after the costs of 
exploiting the disclosure have been reimbursed to the university, some examples of such costs are the cost of 
securing the patent, appropriate licenses, and other legal efforts as required. Patent income shall not include 
indirect economic benefits resulting from the technological position established by the patented technology or the 
sale of derived articles or concepts, including such items as a follow-on NSF Grant that use the 
patented technology as a basis for future work. 
2. Patent Income shall be divided into an Inventor(s) Share, a University Share, the Inventor(s) 'Home College(s)' 
Share, and Discretionary Funds. The Inventor(s)' Share is the portion of Patent Income paid directly to the 
inventor(s) as a group for their personal income. The dete1111ination of who is an ''inventor'' shall be made in 
accordance with the patent laws of the United States. The Inventor(s)' Home College(s)' Share is the portion of the 
Patent Income payable to the home colleges of the inventor(s) as a group. The University Share is the portion of 
Patent Income paid to the university (or SCAES). Discretionary Funds is the portion of Patent Income paid to the 
home college(s) of the inventor(s)' for the inventor(s)' use as discretionary scholarship/research support. 
3. The percentage allocations of the various shares of Patent Income shall be calculated as follows: 
For the first $50,000 of Patent Income: 
Inventor(s)' Share equals 40%; 
Inventor(s)' Home College(s)' Share equals 20o/o; 
University Share equals 40%. 
For Patent Income in excess of $50,000, the allocation is as follows: 
Inventor(s)' Share equals 20%; 
Discretionary Funds equals 20%; 
Inventor(s)' Home College(s)' Share equals 20%; 
University Share equals 40%. 
4. College/Department Priorities: (A) The Inventor(s)' Share will be shared equally among all inventors, unless 
they agree otherwise. (B) Inventor(s) may always arrange for his/her/their personal share(s) to be retained by the 
university, e.g., to support his/her/their research. (C) The Inventors(s) Share will continue even though the 
individual may have left the university. (D) When an inventor leaves the university, the discretionary funds are 
added to the University Share. (E) When SCAES, and not the university, pays all of the costs associated with 
exploiting the invention, then SCAES stands in the shoes of the university and thus receives the University Share. 
(F) When none of the inventors has a home college, the lnventor(s)' Home College(s)' Share and/or Discretionary 
Funds are/is added to the University Share. 
VII. Licensing Restriction 
No assignment of or license for (or agreement to assign or license) any invention developed in the course of 
research supported by funds or utilizing facilities administered by the university may be entered into by any faculty 
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member, staff member, or student without the written consent of the university. The university shall have the 
ultimate right to resolve any conflict of interest arising in this connection with third parties or organizations. The 
basic objectives of the patent policy stated above shall serve as the criteria for approval of assignments, licenses, 
and agreements to assign or license. 
VIII. Foreign Applications 
Foreign patent applications will not be filed unless: a) substantial justification exists relative to the 
commercial potential of the invention; b) one or more firms have expressed their intent to license the technology; or 
c) the college/department/unit assume all filing and other foreign application costs. 
There will be an annual review of foreign application/patent status. Foreign applications/patents that are not 
active with respect to license or license potential may be dropped. 
Foreign application/foreign rights will be released to the inventor(s) if the Committee does not recommend 
initial or continued pursuit by the university and provided that the inventor(s) sign an agreement including the 
following provisions: 
If the foreign rights generate income in the hands of the inventors, then such income would be applied 
initially to the outlays made by the inventors to secure such income, secondly to the expenses incurred by the 
university regarding such foreign rights prior to conveying same to the inventors with any remaining income shared 
as follows: 60% to the inventor(s) and 40% to the university for net income. The inventor(s) will maintain market 
and accounting records that will be available for review by the university on request. 
IX. Maintenance Fees 
An increasing number of the university's U. S. patents are subject to the payment of maintenance fees in 
order to keep such patents in force. Accordingly, there may be instances in which the university decides to 
abandon some of its non-producing U. S. patents. Regarding such non-producing U. S. patents to be abandoned by 
the university, the university will offer to convey such patents to the inventors under the arrangement described for 
foreign patents described in Section VIII. 
X. Infringements 
No university personnel shall accuse any third party of infringing any patent owned by the university unless 
express written pe1111ission has previously been obtained from the President of the university to make such 
allegation or accusation of infringement. Prior to granting such permission and prior to initiating litigation to 
resolve infringement of a university patent, the President shall consult with legal counsel and other counsel, as the 
President deems appropriate. 
XI. Chair Responsibilities 
During the summer sessions and extended university holiday periods, the chair will have the authority to: a) 
Expedite the review of patent disclosures deemed time critical, in te1111s of negotiations with prospective licensees, 
meeting filing deadlines, and the like; b) Initiate negotiations with prospective licensees for patent filing/processing 
fees or the like; and c) Such other activities that are time critical and cannot be delayed for handling at a regular 
or special called meeting of the committee. 
XII. Record Keeping Guidelines 
Good laboratory practice dictates the use of bound notebooks for record keeping, making entries on a daily 
basis. This ''diary'' fo1111at provides a day-to-day chronology. Use the notebook to record a conception (a complete 
description of a means to accomplish a particular purpose or result), laboratory data, and drawings. Each entry 
should be headed with a title and continued on successive pages. Make entries in ink and do not erase; draw a line 
through text or drawings to be deleted, and enter the material in corrected for111. Draw a line through blank spaces 
on the page. Separate sheets and photographs pasted to notebook pages should be referred to in an entry. Material 
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that cannot be incorporated in the notebook should be keyed to an entry. Sign and date all entries at the time they are 
made, and have them witnessed. A witness must be someone who has read the material and is capable of 
understanding it, yet had nothing to do with producing it. Secure additional witnesses when something important or 
highly unusual is discovered. Remember that an inventor and his or her co-inventor(s) cannot serve as their own 
witnesses. Records - when made a matter of routine - take only a small amount of time and effort, become an 
invaluable asset to work in progress, and may ultimately reserve for the inventor those rights to which he or she is, 
by priority, entitled. 
Records that support the conception, development, and demonstration of a particular intellectual property 
should be available for review by the Intellectual Property Committee and patent counsel at each stage of review of 
a particular di closure. 
6. POLICY ON RESEARCH ETHICS 
Clem on Univer ity recognize the need for faculty to exerci e personal judgement and interpretation in 
research activitie in order to maintain an environment of creativity and di covery within the academic community. 
Care must be taken to ensure that hone t error and ambiguitie of interpretation of research activities are 
di tingui hable from outright mi~conduc t. Mi conduct i con trued a di honest deviation from accepted practices 
in conducting re earch activitie , or fraudulent failure to comply with univer ity, regulatory, and funding agency 
requirement affecting pecific a~pect. of the conduct of re earch. Thi includes fal ification of data, plagiarism, 
the misappropriation of other ' idea (the unauthoriLed and intentionally di hone t u e of privileged information 
uch a may be gained during peer, paper, or grant re\'te\v ), maliciou and public mi repre entation of a colleague's 
ethical re earch behavior, conflict of intere t that could influence the re earcher' deci ions or conclusions, or 
which could provide unfair gain to the re earcher, other mi u .. e of po .. ition as re earcher for per anal gain, or 
exploitation ( uch a failure to credit work. mi .. repre .. entation of a re earch relation hip) of students, or other 
per ons, for re earch purpo e, . 
Allegation or complaint in\10l\1ing the po ~ibility of mi .. conduct can be rai ed by anyone, and are subject to 
the univer ity Policy on Re earch Eth1c . The allegation ... hould be made in \\'riting to the faculty senate President in 
a confidential manner and signed. Procedure regarding inquiry and in\ e tigation of the allegation are defined in 
the Policy on Re. earch Ethic . For further information contact the Office for Spon ored Program . 
7. RESEARCH DATA ACCESS & RETE TIO POLICY 
Introduction. In the exacting pur~uit of meritoriou re earch where hone t challenge to'>.1ard research findings are 
encouraged; when charge of fraudulent ~cientific proce ~e may be encountered~ and \.\/hen legi lative mandates are 
received, the univer ity mu t focu it efforts to\.vard policy development concerning admini tration of re earch in 
order to establi h clear owner hip and to en ure the integrity, acce , and pre ervation of the university's re earch 
records. 
Definition of Research Data. Information of a cientific or technical nature that i created, assembled, or 
accumulated and which, as a tandard practice, i recorded in the cour e of a univer ity supported research project is 
defined as research data. The term ''re earch record( )'' or ·~record( )'' or ''re earch data'' are considered 
interchangeable within the context of thi policy tatement. 
The meaning of the te1111 may vary from field to field, and the university will rely upon the standard practices of the 
relevant field to serve as the guiding principle. 
For the purpose of this policy, the term ''research data'' does not include financial, business or management records 
or pertaining to award administration. 
Research Data Ownership & Retention. Except when expressly provided otherwise by contractual agreement, 
ownership of research data resides with the university. Individuals responsible for the generation of research data 
(e.g., faculty, students, staff) have a legal obligation, as well as potential future benefits, to ensure that such data are 
properly cared for and retained. To this end, the Principal Investigator of a research project is primarily responsible 
for: 
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l. The proper recording, retention and pre ervation of all original research records as expected within the standard 
operational practice of the relevant field; 
2. The careful supervi ion and education of all relevant project per onnel concerning these necessary procedures; 
The timely reporting to the immediate upervisor, upon discovery, of significant instances of non-compliance 
of thi policy tatement. 
Re earch record ~hould include ufficient detail to permit examination for the purpo e of replicating the 
re earch: to re pond to que~t1ons that may re ... ult from unintentional error or mi interpretation: to establish the 
authenticity and origin of re. earch data. and ultimately to confirm the validity of the projects conclusions and/or 
publi hed finding .. 
In general. if tl1e retention period for re .. earch data i ... not othenvi ... e e tabli hed by the contractual terms of a 
pon ored project, a period of no le . than fi\1e yenr ... . either after profe .. iona) publication of final research findings, 
or after project con1pletior1 (\\ hiche\ er i .. longer) rnay be adequate unlesc; an extended period i necessar)' in 
connection \vi th other pr ~ect related matter . e.g., inquirie. concerning ... cientific 1nisconduct that are underway or 
i1npending. Regarding patent d~1tu. tl1e period of reter1tior1 sh uld e tend at lea, t through the life of the patent, and 
longer if con,idered neces llf)' to protect again ta claim of interference, infringement, or liability. 
Re. earch Data u .. t d}1 and ccess. The r spon ibiliL)' for a pr ~ect, re earch data retention and preservation lie 
with the Principal ln\'estigator. and accordir1gl)' tl1e Principal In estigator i con idered the cu todian of re earch 
data. unle circu1nstances rcquir a ignmer1t o u t dial re p nsibilitie to another appr priatel)1 qualified 
uni\er~ity acaden1ician. Trar1 ... fer f cu "t dian re p nsibility r \\1hate\1er cau e \\1ill be fonnally recorded a an 
appro\ed action b)' tl1e dep,1rtment chair. dire t r. or dean in ace rd \1lith college poliC)' . If the project is upported 
by grant or contract fund .. . a Op)' docun1enting tl1e cu ... todit1n transfer 'A1 ill al ... o be provided to the Senior Vice 
Pro\·o t for Re~earct1 for re c rd filing . ..... 
Freedom of Informati n (.. I) . The opini no th Prin ipal ln\'e tigat r \\1 ill be con. uited and con idered upon 
receipt of FOi reque ts , altl1ough tl1e uni\•er it)' as O\\ ner f those r ord . re en1es the right to eek the judgement 
of uni\1er ity legal counsel to ultin1,1tel .. delermir1e rights fa ce sunder FOI cir umstance hould difference of 
• • op1n1on r1~e. 
Confidential Data. Tt1e t1ni\1er~it)1 's responsi bilil)' t safegul rd resear h data fron1 unauth rized d1 clo ure mu t be 
recognized a a priority by the i11di\•iduals entru ted \\' itt1 th sere rds. ny data generated a~ confidential hall be 
treated a uch in perpetuity. 
Phy ical Location. The ph)·\1cal location of original re,earch rec rd , i' expected t be\ ithin the premi e of the 
univer ity facilitie . Circum,tances \\1ill an\e that \\1 ill JU tif)' rea,onable excepti n to this practice~ ho\vever, a 
long a proper control and O\ er,1ght i maintained b;' the uni\1er"1t)'. the cu,tod1an in con,ultation \vi th their 
upervi or may determine the appropriate mea,ure' for adn1ini tration of th1 poltc) and the ecurity of original 
record . 
Faculty that retire, or terminate their employment and tran. fer to another in ti tu ti on may negotiate 'v\1ith the 
department chair, director, or dean a appropriate (and Chief Re~earch Officer if a pon~ored project i in\·ol\•ed), 
and enter into a ''tran fer agreement'' that pecifically de cribe the extent of original re earch data (notebook , lab 
records, etc.) to be tran ferred or otherwi e relinqui hed, to the faculty member, or their new in titution. In uch 
agreements the univer ity will be guaranteed the full and prompt acce (\vithout co tor fee) to any original record 
transferred to an external party. Prior to the department of the faculty member, affected re earch record remaining 
with the university mu t be inventoried and cu todial re pon ibility rea igned. 
Destruction of Data. Scheduled de truction of re earch record archival control may talce place without further 
notice, review, or approval. Any other propo ed action that would render tho e record unu able or, in effect, 
destroyed is unauthorized and cannot occur without advance notice to and approval by the department chair, 
director, or dean respon ible for the safeguarding of the project's re earch record . 
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Record Keeping. While it is not the intent of, nor deemed necessary for this policy statement to require 
extraordinarily detailed record keeping of the specific whereabouts of research records, their prompt access by 
individuals seeking to conduct purposeful research, appropriate administrative reviews, or legal inquiry must be 
assured. 
For further info11nation contact Clemson University Records Management. 
8. USE OF RECOMBINANT DNA, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS, AND 
RADIOACTIVE AGENTS 
The Institutional Biosafety Committee was established in response to federal guidelines mandating peer 
review of all protocols that will involve the use of hazardous procedures or materials. This mandatory review is 
triggered at Clemson University by the principal investigator' s completion of the Memorandum of Understanding 
and Agreement or Registration Concerning Recombinant DNA Research, or the Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) Concerning Research Involving Chemical Hazards, or the MOU Concerning Research Involving Bio-
hazards. Depending on which hazard exists, one (or several) of these documents should be completed and signed by 
the principal investigator (Pl) and the Chair of the Department. The document should then be submitted to the 
Office of Research Compliance, 300 Brackett Hall, where it will be processed and sent to the applicable 
subcommittee for prompt review. During the process, the Director of Environmental Health and Safety (EHS), 
acting as an ex officio member of each subcommittee, will be invited to comment on the protocol. After questions 
are resolved between reviewers and the principal investigator, the document is recommended for approval to the 
Chief Research Officer or designee. For more infonnation, call the Institutional Biosafety Coordinator at 656-0636. 
EHS is responsible for maintenance of a safe environment at Clemson University and will work with the PI 
who is directly responsible for adherence to afety regulations and the protocols in his/her laboratory. 
EHS will assist investigators in developing protocols when requested. Contact the Director of EHS at 656-
1806. The PI' s responsibility includes sufficient supervision of students and technicians to assure their adherence to 
the approved protocol. 
C. EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS: MEDIA RELATIONS 
1. RESPONDING TO MEDIA INQUIRIES 
The university encourages administrators, faculty, and staff to cooperate with and respond directly to news 
media representatives in discussing academic and public service activities in the no1111al conduct of business. They 
should, however, keep the Director of News Services informed of press contacts and about events, incidents, and 
developments in which there is, or might be, a public interest. In responding to media requests, the following 
guidelines will be helpful: 
I. Act in a friendly, responsive manner. 
2. Get the reporter's name and the publication or station represented. 
3. If the question is one that you can answer and it is within your area of academic, technical, or professional 
expertise and responsibility, give the reporter your full cooperation. 
4. Refer the call to the Chief Public Affairs Officer or the Director of News Services if it involves: a) questions of 
university policy, or those involving a university-wide concern or controversy; b) questions to which a university 
response has already been prepared and that is the only info11nation to be released; and c) responses that call for 
coordination among two or more administrative units. 
5. If you cannot (or don't want to) comment, don't hesitate to say so. Refer the call to News Services, which will 
answer for the university or refer the reporter to the appropriate source. 
6. Some reporters may ask you to comment on controversial matters ''off the record" with the promise that your 
name will not be used. Unless you know the reporter well, it is usually not wise to do so. In any event, if you go 
"off the record," establish the ground 
rules before the interview. Comments cannot be placed "off the record" retroactively. 
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7. If you .need to gather data or give the matter some thought, tell the reporter you will call back. Then do so 
promptly. Deadline pressures are extremely tight in the news business. 
8. When you give a personal opinion on a subject, make sure the reporter knows you are speaking for yourself, 
not for your colleagues or the administration. 
9. Don't assume you will see or hear the story before it appears. Unlike Department of News Services staffers, the 
outside reporter is under no obligation to show you copy for approval. 
10. Keep your answers clear, concise, and factual. The broadcast media, particularly, need short answers covering 
no more than one or two points. Decide which ones you want to emphasize in advance, then stick with them. 
2. RELEASING INFORMATION TO THE MEDIA 
Although university faculty and staff are encouraged to be responsive to media inquiries, they are 
discouraged from taking the initiative to contact the media directly. It is university policy for all news releases to be 
issued by New Services. This makes good sense and is good policy for several reasons: 
1. The professional staff has extensive contacts and experience in dealing with the media, and can package and 
''market'' the story in a professional way that will be most usable to the media. They work hard to maintain the 
media's respect and trust, and this works to the university's benefit. 
2. Media people are busy people, and the university needs to peak to them with one voice on stories identified as 
priorities for that particular time period. Just a in fund raising, it is not in the university's best interest to have 
contacts ''hounded'' by 10 Clem on people with 10 different reque ts in one day. 
3. Information funneled through New Services i automatically shared by both internal and external news editors. 
Internal communications vehicle uch as Inside Clemson, the faculty/staff Newsletter, Clemson World, and other 
such publications can be used in the total public relations mix. New Services staff are also involved in developing 
information for the Visitors Center, Board of Visitors, Faculty-Staff orientation, etc., and occasionally work on 
speeches and presentations by top university admini trators. 
4. As the media' primary source of information on Clem on, New Services needs to know as much as it can about 
what's happening so it can effectively promote the university and info1111 the public. Keep the news staff member 
assigned to your area fully informed about your programs and activities. The news staff can help plan and set up 
news conferences, announcements, media Q&A essions, and interviews. Include them in your planning process, 
and infor111 them at least 6-8 weeks in advance of events that need publicizing in the media. 
Exceptions to this general policy are made in cases of local contact between extension personnel and news 
media at the county level. They are encouraged to establish and maintain close relations with local media and 
supply them with public service info1111ation. Sports information activities are also excepted, including the release 
of info1111ation about Clemson athletic programs and athlete , by the Sports Info1111ation Office. However, News 
Services is responsible for handling media on matters concerning university-wide athletic policy where the 
President or Vice President of Student Affairs is the appropriate university spokesperson. 
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., APPENDIX A 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
2003-2004 
Leon J. (Bill) Hendrix, Jr. 
Chair 
340 Surfsong Road 
Kiawah Island, SC 29455 
Louis B. Lynn 
Vice Chair 
P. 0. Box 23285 
Columbia, SC 29224 
Bill L. Amick 
P. 0. Box 2309 
Batesburg-Leesville SC 
29070-2309 
J. J. Britton 
P.O. Box 1469 
Sumter, SC 29151 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. 
1400 Lady Street 
Mail Code I-25 
Columbia, SC 29201 
Thomas C. Lynch, Jr. 
125 Fort Rutledge Road 
Clemson, SC 29631 
Patricia Herring McAbee 
P. 0. Box 1469 
Sumter, SC 29151 
Leslie G. (Les) McCraw 
100 Fluor Daniel Drive, 
Cl07E 
Greenville, SC 29607-2762 
August, 2003 
E. Smyth McKissick, III 
P. 0. Box 369 
Easley, SC 29641 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. 
P.O. Box 11923 
Columbia, SC 29211 
Robert L. Peeler 
100 Birch Terrace Court 
Lexington, SC 29072 
William C. Smith, Jr. 
Vice Chair 
P. 0. Box 11334 
Columbia, SC 29211 
Joseph D. Swann 
P. 0. Box 499 
Ponders Court 





BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
2003-2004 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. 
P. 0. Box 3978 
Greenville, SC 29608 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. 
2097 Henry Techlenburg Drive 
Suite 206 
Charleston, SC 29414 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. 
P.O. Box 347 
Bishopville, SC 29010 
Harold D. (Doug) Kingsmore 
1359 Silver Bluff Road 
Suite A-7 
Aileen, SC 29803 
Paul W. McAlister 
104 Creek Drive 
Laurens, SC 29360 
D. Leslie Tindal 
Wade Hampton Office Building 
P.O. Box 11280 
Columbia, SC 29211 
Allen P. Wood 
P.O. Box 3868 





GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE II PETITIO 
Name of Petitioner 
In order for the Grievance Board and/or the Provost to dete1111ine whether or not a matter is 
grievable you are requested to provide the info11r1ation indicated below: 
1. The name(s) of the pecific individuals against whom the grievance is filed. 
2. The dates UJn1 which the grievable matter occurred _________ _ 
3. The specific provision of Grievance Procedure II under \\1hich you believe the matter to 
be grievable please check the appropriate blank : 
a) the improper or unfair to the complainant implementation of depa1 t111ental, 
college, or Univer ity policies or procedure by persons authorized to implement such 
policies or procedures. Plea e reproduc belo\v or pro ide a citation for the specific 
policies or procedures invol ed. 
b) the improper or unfair to the complainant app[ication of recognized criteria or 
guidelines used in for 111al re ie\\1 pro by per on authorized to conduct such 
reviews. Plea e pecify belO\\' or prO\' ide a citation for the criteria or guidelines 
involved.) 
c) the improper or unfair (to the con1plainant assignment of professional duties by an 
administrator. Please indicate below tl1e pecific duties assigned. 
d) the improper or unfair appraisal (by an administrator of the complainant's 
perfo1 rnance. (Please indicate belO\\' the elements of perfo1111ance, i.e., teaching 
research service, that have been improperly or unfairly appraised.) 
e) the improper or unfair denial (by an administrator of the complainant's access to 
departmental, college or University resources. Please specify belo\v the nature of 
the resources that have been denied.) 
f) the improper or unfair dete111lination (by an administrator) of the complainant's 
salary increment. (Please append any relevant data on this subject.) 
g) other matters that the Provost together with the Grievance Board may dete1111ine are 
grievable. (Attach proof with respect to the alleged t1nfaimess.) 









J ' APPENDIXB 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE II PETITION 
4. If one or more administrators are involved in your response to 3, above, please specify the 
element( s) of impropriety or unfairness that entered into the exercise of his or her (or 
their) judgment(s) (e.g., favoritism to others, prejudiced opinion of your teaching or 
research speciality, etc.) 
5. Please list below the supporting documents that are appended to this petition. 
6. Please indicate below the specific relief sought. 
7. Please indicate below whether you wish this petition to be reviewed initially by the 
Grievance Board or by the Provost (if reviewed by the Grievance Board, it will be later 
reviewed by the Provost with the benefit of the Board's fmdings and recommendations). 
Grievance Board Provost 
8 .. Please indicate dates of the meetings with the Depart111ent Chair and the Dean. 
Depar1mentChair. _____ _ Dean: 







GUIDELINES FOR FACULTY EVALUATION 
Each faculty member's performance in his/her 
assigned duties as determined during the completion of 
Form l wi ll be evaluated annually by the departlnent head. 
The narrative evaluation should concentrate on the faculty 
member's accomplishments and aspects of a faculty 
member's professional performance which are in need of 
further development or improvement. All conunents should 
be specific and documented. 
The following factors are suggestions only and are 
not meant to be definjtive. They can be used when relevant. 
Teaching 
• Identification of course needs and the development of 
curriculum, plans, course outlines and educational 
objectives. 
• Incorporation of new knowledge and teaching tech-
niques into courses, laboratones, short courses and 
other educational endeavors. 
• Presentation of subject matter in an effective manner 
through lectures, d1scuss1oos, examinations, etc 
• Motivation of students and establishment of rapport 
with students to improve the learning process. 
• Attention to respons1b1lit1es such as meenog classes 
promptly, mainta1n1ng office hours and filling out 
reports. 
• Professional growth and scholarly achievements as 
evidenced by expenence, educational attainments, 
commitments to reading and study, productive 
scholarship and professional contnbutions beyond the 
scope of regular duties. 
• Advising students on acaderruc matters. 
Research 
• Identification of specific research projects contributing 
to priority research needs. 
• Development of sound research proposals culminating 
in funding. 
• Execution of research in competent manner. 
• Complet100 of research and reporting of findLngs in 
appropnate publications and!or at professional 
meetings. 
• Attention to responsibilities such as prov1d1og timely 
reports, supervision of graduate students and 
technicians, and development of research facilities. 
• Professional growth and scholarly achievements as 
evidenced by expenence, educational attainments, 
commitment to reading and study, productive 
scholarship and professional contnbut1ons beyond the 
scope of regular duties. 
Extension 
• Identification of high pnonty extension programs and 
development of plans for implementation. 
• Incorporation of new knowledge and extension 
techniques into short courses, seminars, symposia, 
meetings and extension programs of all types. 
• Communication of subject matter in an effective 
manner through lectures, group discussions, meetings, 
mass media and the publication of extension 
information materials. 
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• Establishment of rapport with county extension 
personnel, conununity leaders, and the general public 
through effective public relations programs to increase 
use of extension information. 
• Attention to responsibilities such as attending meetings 
as scheduled, filling out reports, supervision of 
assistants, development of extension facilities and 
acceptance of routine assignments. 
• Professional growth and scholarly achievements as 
evidenced by expenence, educational attainments, 
commitment to reading and study, productive 
scholarship and professional cootnbutions beyond the 
scope of regular duties. 
Librarianship 
• Identification of areas needing improvement and 
development of programs and procedures for more 
effective library management, collections development, 
organizations of resources, retneval of information and 
staff development. 
• Keeping up with new library information and 
techniques through reading, staff meetings, off-campus 
conferences, "is1ts to other libraries and incorporation 
of new knowledge and techniques into library practice. 
• Quality of performance of professional library duties. 
• Effectiveness tn communicating with library users and 
staff, responsiveness to their needs and interests, and 
promotion of V11der use of library resources and 
• services. 
• Attention to respons1bil1t1es such as meeting schedules, 
training and superv1s1on of assistants, teachmg use of 
the library and performance of assigned dut1es. 
• Professional growth and scholarly acrue\ ements as 
evidenced by expenence, educational attainments, 
commitment to reading and study, productive 
5cholarsh1p and professional contnbut1ons beyond the 
scope of regular duties. 
Other (other professional sen'ices rendered) 
• Service on committees. (a) department; (b) college; 
(c) University, 
• Part1c1pat1on in activities of professional societies: 
(a) leadership; (b) committee activities. 
• Participation 1n seminars, short courses and symposia. 
• Act1v1t1es as a resource person in one's area of 
competence. 
• Publications not necessanly the result of research or 
teaching act1v1t1es. This assumes that publications 
resulting from teaching or research responsib1l1t1es 
would be evaluated under those headings. 
• Recruitment act1vit1es involving both students and 
Un1vers1ty faculty and staff. 
• Advising students in professional and extracurricular 
act1vit1es. 
• Activities in promoting causes of benefit to the 
University, its students, the faculty and staff, and to the 
public. 
• Providing counsel, analyses. position papers speeches, 





GUIDELINES FOR FACULTY EVALUATION 
FACULTY EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
FORM 1 - PROFESSIONAL GOALS AND DUTIES 
Purpose: This form is used to record the annual professional 
goals of a faculty member and the distribution of effort 
necessary to attain these goals. The faculty member and the 
depa1 tJ11ent head work together to establish both the pro-
fessional goals and the distnbution of effort. 
Explanations: 
l. Proposed Distr1but1on of Effort: Percentages should be 
written where applicable. 
2. Professional Goals and Duties: These should be brief 
and specific. Goals should be written only for those 
areas that are appropnate to pnmary duties. 
3. In the event of disagreement, the department head has 
the final responsibility to set the d1stnbution of effort 
and professional goals and duties The faculty member 
may file a disclaimer, which would be reviewed by the 
dean and/or provost 
FORM 2 - TUAL REPORT OF PROFE SION L 
ACCOMPLISH IE TS 
Purpose: This form is a cover sheet for the annual report of 
the faculty member The report format is left to the 
discretion of individual colleges and departments. This 
report ts transmitted along with Fonn 3 to the appropriate 
University adm1n1strators. 
Explanations: 
1. Distribution of Effort: This should be the same as 
reported on Form 1 unless changed by mutual consent of 
the faculty member and the department head. 
2. Summary of Noteworthy Accomplishments: This 1s a 
bnef listing of major goals accomplished dunng the 
year. Goals not listed on Form 1 should be clearly 
identified. 
FORM 3 - EV ALUA TIO SU I 1ARY 
Purpose: This form records the department head's summary 
evaluation of the faculty member in narrative and qualitative 
form for transmission to the college and Un1vers1ty 
administration. It is an official document which aids faculty 
development and improvement and provides information 
valuable to decisions of reappointment, promotion, tenure 
and salary increases. 
Explanations: 
1. The narrative evaluation has three parts: (a) a 
description of the individual's effectiveness with 
emphasis upon demonstrated strengths, (b) an 
indication of the area(s) 
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where improvement is needed, and ( c) suggestions of 
ways by which the faculty member can reach a higher 
stage of professional development. 
2. U oder "Total Performance Rating" the departt11ent head 
will check one category The department head will sign 
the Evaluation Summary form and provide an 
opportunity for the faculty member to read and sign 1t. 
The faculty member's signature does not necessanly 
imply agreement with the evaluation. 
3. After the faculty member has read and signed the 
evaluation~ the form 1s forwarded to the dean for his/her 
signature and comments. It is then returned to the 
department head, who will provide an opportunity for 
the faculty member to review, sign and discuss it. The 
faculty member's signature does not necessanly unply 
agreement with the evaluation. 
4. A faculty member has the right to file a disclaimer 
to the department head's evaluation within ten ( IO) 
calendar days. The disclaimer shall become a part of the 
Evaluation File. The Evaluation Summary Form, the 
disclaimer and the Professional Data Sheet with 
attachments will be forwarded to the dean for review. 
5. When the dean has reviewed the Evaluation File 
' 
made any comments and signed Form 3, this File will be 
returned to the department bead. The faculty member 
will be given an opportunity to read any comments made 
by the dean and to sign the form. 
6. A faculty member has the right to file a disclaimer to the 
dean's comments within ten (I 0) calendar days. This 
disclaimer becomes a part of the Evlauation File. 
7. When there ts a disclaimer of either the department 
head's or the dean's evaluation, the completed 
Evaluation File will be forwarded to the Provost and 
Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
8. All Evaluation Files are returned to the dean to be 
maintained as part of the faculty member's confidential 
file with right of full disclosure to the faculty member. 
9. In depart111ents of four or more faculty members, 
excluding the department head, the department head will 
make known to any faculty member who requests tt the 
distribution of the departmental faculty members among 
the six categones of the faculty evaluation system. 
Where numbers permit, an additional distribution may 
be separately calculated by rank and by tenure status and 
the particular distnbution appropnate to his/her rank and 




GUIDELINES FOR FA CUL TY EVALUATION 
, ' 
FORMl 
PROFESSIONAL GOALS AND DUTIES 
Name Academic Year ------------------------- ----------
PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION OF EFFORT (o/o of total responsibility): 
Annual 
OR 
1st Sum Ses 






PROFESSIONAL GOALS AND DUTIES: 
EXTENSION LIBRARIANSHIP 
A statement of goals for each appropriate area of responsibility (teaching, research, Extension, librarianship and/or 
other) should be attached. The guidelines on page of the Faculty 1lif anual may be used as an outline. 
, SIGNATURES: 
Faculty Member: I concur with the proposed distribution of effort and attached goals. 
Signature Date ----------------------- -----------
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GUIDELINES FOR FACULTY EVALUATION 
' , . 
FORM2 
ANNUAL REPORT OF 
PROFESSIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Date Academic Year ----------------- ---------------
Name _________________ Rank _______ Last Degree/Date ____ _ 
Department/College ______________________ Years at Clemson ____ _ 
DISTRIBUTION OF EFFORT (% of total responsibility): 
Annual 
OR 
1st Sum Ses 






SUMMARY OF NOTEWORTHY ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
EXTENSION LIBRARIANSIDP OTHER 
Attach a narrative of accomplishments during the academic year. Respond to each area from Form 1. Add and 
identify others not added?. 





GUIDELINES FOR FACULTY EVALUATION 
• 
FORM 3: EVALUATION SUMMARY 
EVALUATION OF ACADEMIC PERSONNEL 
Department ___________________ College ________________ _ 
I. Narrative of Evaluation (attach additional sheets as necessary) -------------------
I 
II. Total Performance Rating 
Excellent Very Good Good Fair Marginal U nsa ti sf acto ry 
Evaluated by _______________________ Date ____________ _ 
I have read this evaluation Date ------------------ -------------(dean 's signature) 
Comments • ---------------------------------------
I have read the review of this evaluation Date -------------- -------------(faculty signature) 
I have ftled a disclaimer to the Dean's review -----------------~-------------
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FORM CUFM-1001 
APPOINTMENT OF ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATOR 
Position: - ---------------
Co 11 e g e (if applicable): __________ _ 
Reporting to:~--------------
I. Search committee Members: 1 
(Elected Members) 
II. Search Committee list of Nominees was forwarded for review: 
By: (Search Committee Chair) Date 
III. Check one: 
(Appointed Members) 
Iherebyappoint ________________ fro~the list of 
nominees submitted to me by the Search Committee. 
An appointment cannot be made from the list of nominees submitted. 
By: -------------
For Groups I, II, & III - Dean 
For Groups IV & V - Provost 
IV. I hereby approve the appointment made in Section III hereof. 
Provost (For Groups I, II, & III) 
President (All Groups) 
(Over) 







• • • 
FORM CUFM-1001 
APPOINTMENT OF ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATOR 
Search Committee Membership 
Group I: For academic depart1nent chair or other depa1t1nental academic administrator 
within a depart111ent, the depart111ent faculty chooses the majority. Dean appoints minority. 
Must have student member. 
Group II: For assistant dean, associate dean, or director within college, faculty of the 
college or equivalent administrative unit chooses majority; college dean (or comparable 
administrator) appoints minority. Must include one student member. (For the Dean and 
Director of the Cooperative Extension Service, majority chosen by the Extension Senate.) 
• 
Group III: For academic administrator of an off-campus program, majority and minority 
appointees shall represent both off-campus program and associated on-campus academic 
area. Affected faculty appoints committee majority; dean may appoint minority. 
Group IV: For a college or Library dean, affected faculty chooses majority, and Provost may 
appoint minority. Committee must include at least one student, one department chair from 
within college, and either a dean from another college or an off-campus representative from 
an appropriate profession. 
Group V: For Vice Provost, academic dean (other than college) or otherwise unspecified 
academic administrators reporting directly or indirectly to the Provost, the Provost appoints 
search committee (after consulting with the Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate). One 
student must be included. (Include a county extension agent if the position is Vice President 
and Vice Provost for Agriculture and Natural Resources.) 









FORM FOR THE EVALUATION OF ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATORS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
As mandated by the Faculty Manual, a review of is underway. As part of this 
process, the input of all personnel in your administrative unit is sought. Therefore, please take the time to fill out this 
questionnaire, and feel free to use additional sheets if necessary. Your responses will remain anonymous. 
Please check your position in the unit (optional). 
Professor Instructor -- --
Associate Professor Staff -- --
Assistant Professor Other: 
1. Pleaserate~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~on each ofthe~llowing: 
(administrator) 
Excellent Very Good Fair Poor Unknown 
Good 
Administration of academic programs 5 4 3 2 1 u A 
Extension and outreach programs 5 4 3 2 1 u NA 
Seeking external funding 5 4 3 2 I u NA 
Al11mni and constituent relations 5 4 3 2 1 u NA 
Human resources 5 4 3 2 1 u NA 
General administrative support 5 4 3 2 1 u NA 
2. Please~te~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~oneachofthe ~llowing: 
(administrator) 
Excellent Verv Good Fair Poor Unknown 
Good 
Academic LeadershiQ Areas 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Academic Standards 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Advocacy for the Unit 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Encouragement of effective teaching 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Encouragement of research 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Support for the mission of the Unit 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Handling of promotion and tenure matters 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Excellent Very Good Fair Poor Unknown 
Good 
Personal LeadershiQ Areas 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Communication and listening skills 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Dedication/Cammi tment 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Administrative style 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Delegation and follow through 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Conflict resolution 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Fairness/Equity 5 4 3 2 1 u 
Advocacy for support staff 5 4 3 2 1 u 







3. What are the strengths of this administrator? 
4. What are the weaknesses of this administrator? 
5. What specific recommendations do you have to improve the performance of ________________ ? 
(administrator) 
• 
6. On a scale of 5 (high) and 1 (low), how would you rate ____________ in terms of overall effectiveness? 
(administrator) 
5 4 3 2 1 u 
7. On a scale of 5 (high) and 1 (low), indicate your level of enthusiasm for the continuance/reappointment of 
• 
(administrator) 
5 4 3 2 1 u -






FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE TO 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
The Clemson University Board of Trustees has approved the concept of a Faculty 
Representative to the Board of Trustees using the process outlined below. This individual is 
recognized as the official representative of the Faculty and is granted privileges beyond those 
accorded to visitors to Board meetings. This includes receipt of Minutes, Agendas, and 
attachments of all Board and Committee meetings and an opportunity to be included on the 
Agenda upon approval of request. 
Selection Procedures 
A Faculty Representative to the Board of Trustees Selection Committee, composed of 
one Distinguished Alumni Professor from each College, one Library representative, and the 
President of the Faculty Senate, will solicit nominations for the Faculty Representative to the 
Board of Trustees in the Fall, 1998, and every third year thereafter . 
Any individual holding tenure at Clemson University will be eligible for nomination. 
The nomination period will run for fourteen days from the date of the Call for Nominations. 
Each nomination must include a complete curriculum vitae and a statement of interest from the 
• nommee. 
The Faculty Manual Editorial Consultant will examine all nominations to verify the 
faculty status of each nominee. The names of all eligible nominees will be distributed to the 
members of the Selection Committee. The Committee will consider the nominations and make 
the final selection based on nominee's curriculum vitae and statement of interest. 
The Faculty Representative will serve a three-year te11n commencing with the first Board 
meeting following selection. 








BEST PRACTICES for a PERFORMANCE REVIEW SYSTEM FOR FACULTY 
1. The perfo11nance review system must meet the ''Criteria and Procedures for 
Evaluation: ( 4.8. l 0) of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools which 
stipulate that: ( 1) an institution must conduct periodic evaluations of individual 
faculty members; (2) the evaluation must include a statement of the criteria against 
which the perfo1111ance of each faculty member will be measured; (3) the criteria must 
be consistent with the purpose and goals of the institution and be made known to all 
concerned; and ( 4) the institution must demonstrate that it uses the results of this 
evaluation for improvement of the faculty and its educational program. 
2. The perfo11nance review system should be both fo1111ative (designed to be a 
supportive process that promotes self-improvement) and surnmative (accesses and 
judges perf 01111ance). 
3. The perfo11nance review system process and criteria should be explained to new 
hires. 
4. All faculty, including tenured faculty at all ranks, are reviewed annually and receive a 
written perforrnance evaluation. In this way, for those institutions with a tenure 
system, the perfo1111ance review should not pose a threat to the tenure system but 
extends and enlarges it . 
5. The perfo1111ance review system should have been developed jointly by the faculty 
and administrators of an institution. 
6. The perfo1111ance review system should allow for discipline-specific components. 
7. The perforrnance review system should provide opportunities for reflection, feedback, 
and professional growth whose goal is to enhance instruction at the institution. 
8. The perfo1111ance review system should include written perfo1111ance evaluation data 
from four sources: 
a. Annually, instruction and course valuation fo1111s completed anonymously by 
students through a standardized process and submitted for each course (not 
section) taught; 
b. Annually, administrative evaluation which includes assessments from the 
department chair and/or dean; 
c. Annually for untenured faculty and at least every three years for tenured faculty, 
internal peer evaluation, i.e. evaluation of faculty by their peers within the 
institution of higher learning; 
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APPENDIXG 
d. At least every six years, input from peers external to the depart1nent and/or 
institution as appropriate to the role and function of each faculty member. 
External evaluators to the institution include national peers from the same field of 
expertise from other institutions of higher education, professional organizations 
and societies, federal agencies, etc. Specialized national accreditations and the 
CHE program reviews, which include external reviewers' assessments, could be 
incorporated into the external peer review component, where appropriate. 
9. At an institutional level, the perfo11nance review system must include the following 
criteria as appropriate to the institution's mission: 
Instruction/teaching; advisement and mentoring of students; graduate student 
supervision; supervision of other students (teaching assistants, independent study 
students); course/curriculum development; research/creative activities; publications; 
service to depart1nent; service to institution; service to community; participation in 
professional organizations/associations; honors, awards, and recognitions; self-
evaluation; participation in faculty development activities/programs; activities which 
actively support the economic development of the region or State. 
10. The results of each perfo1111ance review, including post-tenure review, must be used 
by the institution as part of the faculty reward system and faculty development 
system, and the system should include a plan for development when deficiencies are 
indicated in the review. Specifically: 
a. When an instructor (in the Tech system) or untenured faculty member receives an 
overall rating of unsatisfactory on the annual perfo11nance review, the faculty 
member may be subject to nonreappointrnent; 
b. When an instructor (in the Tech system) or tenured faculty member receives an 
overall rating of unsatisfactory on the annual perfo11nance review, the faculty 
member is immediately subject to a development process, developed by the 
specific 11nit, whose goal is to restore satisfactory perfo11nance. The development 
process will include a written plan with perfo11nance goals in deficient areas, with 
appropriate student and peer evaluation of perfo11nance. 
c. When an instructor (in the Tech system) or a tenured faculty member fails to 
make substantial progress towards the perforrnance goals at the time of the next 
annual review or fails to meet the perfo1111ance goals specified in the development 
plan within a specified period, that faculty member will be subject to dismissal (in 
the Tech system) or revocation of tenure for habitual neglect of duty under the 
te11ns of the senior institution's faculty manual. 
11. The institution should develop an appeals procedure for those faculty who do not 
agree with the results of the perfo1111ance evaluation and/or the resulting 
recommendations for requirements for improvement. 





BEST PRACTICES FOR POST - TENURE REVIEW 
1. A post-tenure review system should incorporate all the indicators identified in the ''Best 
Practices for a Perfo1111ance Review System for Faculty'' document. 
2. The post-tenure review should be as rigorous and comprehensive in scope as initial tenure 
. 
review. 
3. The post-tenure review should incorporate annual perfo11nance reviews accumulated since 
the initial tenure review or since the last post-tenure review. 
4. Whereas the focus of an initial tenure review tends to be on past perfo11nance, equal emphasis 
should be given to future development and potential contributions in the post-tenure review. 
5. Statewide, each tenured faculty member will have a post-tenure review conducted at pre-
established, published intervals of no more than six years, unless the faculty member is 
participating in a development/improvement process in which case the review may be 
conducted more frequently. 
6. If reviews for promotion (e.g., a tenured associate professor is reviewed for promotion to 
tenured full professor) fall within the appropriate time interval and encompasses all the 
indicators in this document and in the ''Best Practices for a Perfo1111ance Review System for 
Faculty'' document, they may constitute a post-tenure review. 
7. The post-tenure review must include evaluations from peers external to the depa1 t111ent and/or 
institution as appropriate to the role and function of each faculty member (usually to evaluate 
the quality of research), as well as internal peer evaluations, student evaluations, and 
administrative evaluations. 
8. The post-tenure review must provide detailed info1111ation about the outcomes of any 
sabbatical leave awarded during the six-year post-tenure review period. 
9. The institution must identify the means by which the post-tenure review is linked with faculty 
reward systems, including merit raises and promotion. 
10. The institution must display a commitment to provide funds to reward high achievers on post-
tenure reviews as well as to provide assistance to faculty members needing improvement. 
11. If a faculty member receives an unfavorable post-tenure review, the faculty member is 
immediately subject to a development process as described in the ''Best Practices for a 
Perfo1111ance Review System for Faculty'', as outlined in 10 (b) and 10 ( c) of that document. 
12. The institution should develop an appeals procedure for those faculty who do not agree with 
the results of the post-tenure re-view evaluation and/or the resulting recommendations or 
requirements for improvement. 
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